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Abstract  
Within the paper there have been presented the authors’ opinions concerning possibilities and needs of the performance optimization of the aero- and marine units powered by piston engines both of “classic” and contemporary construction. There have been also discussed the reserves contained within combustion piston engines which enable its performance improvement (the power and specific fuel consumption) as well as the fulfillment of the ecological requirements.
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1. Introduction

The common application of combustion piston engines as a propulsion of motorcars (there were about half a billion cars in Europe, USA and Japan on 2000), truck, lorries, working machines, stationary industrial aggregates as well as the vessels, airplanes, helicopters etc. requires undertaking optimization tasks of their cooperation with the power receivers. It goes without saying that the most important task concerns the minimization of the specific fuel consumption as well as the emission of noise and toxic components in the exhaust.

The contemporarily applied constructional solutions of engines, used materials and production technologies as well as operation strategies enable multiplying the engines’ durability in comparison to one achieved in fifties of the previous century. Thanks to the application of electronic systems a classic idea of the low-pressure fuel injection has become more popular assuring, among the others, the constant mixture composition, close to stochiometric one (controlled by a signal of the “lambda” probe) as well as the selection of the ignition advance angle which depends on the current engine’s load [8, 16]. The progress in construction of the electromagnetic micro valves made it possible to introduce the complex, digitally controlled, fuel dosage directly to the engine’s cylinders by means of high pressure injectors. The next
achievements within the range of enlarging the combustion process efficiency, spreading the engines turbocharging systems and also, the progress in the scope of computational methods concerning the endurance of constructions which subject to changeable loads, including thermal loads - permit obtaining larger powers of engines from the unit of cylinder displacement.

Development of control systems represents the next, significant step in the domain of above mentioned propulsions. Such systems permit taking into account the more and more large number of parameters influencing on the efficiency of thermodynamical processes worked out in combustion engines. Introducing hybrid drives in vehicles permits the engine users to limit a range of the combustion engine performance to such, near which, the specific fuel consumption is the smallest. Today there can be imagined a similar solution of the helicopter propulsion aided with of a solar energy from the batteries.

The adaptation of combustion engines to renewable bio-original fuels (alcohols and oils) represents the separate problem in the further engines' development (also turbine engines).

2. Profiles of contemporary engines

Constructions of cylinder heads and timing gear as well as an application of the turbocharged compressor represent the most essential constructional solutions shaping the profiles of contemporary engines. At present, the engine constructions with four valves in the cylinder head (two inlet and two outlet valves) have been almost exclusively applied within the group of unsupercharged engines for many years. Such a solution of the timing gear was introduced in aviation just before II World War [11]. By this way a good cylinder filling-up and high power of the engine at the maximum rotational speed could be achieved. It represents the most required feature in terms of the airscrew propulsion. But on the other hand, the engine’s filling-up within the range of low and medium rotational speed is much worse than one in the engines equipped with a singular inlet valve. It results from feedback flows appearing in the initial phase of unlocking the valves as well as in the final phase of their closing. This was explained on figure 1.

A „four-valve” construction of the cylinder head aims to increase the inlet valve opening area – it is usually bigger by 50% than one in the classic construction.

![Fig.1. Flow relation between the inlet valves’ slot and the angle location of a crankshaft α: a) valve lift h and volumetric air flow rate through the valve V; b) instantaneous cylinder filling-up coefficient ηV for different rotational speed of the engine’s crankshaft n; (1, 2 – feedback flows).](image)
In figure 2 there is presented the relationship between a torque (proportional to the measure of filling-up the cylinders) and the engine's rotational speed while the engine has got the heads equipped with singular inlet valve and two inlet valve in every cylinder.

As the result of enlarged feedback flows through two inlet valves the reduction of torque value within the range of low and medium rotational speed can occur. However within the range of high rotational speed the positive effect of such an arrangement appears, making possible to utilize the smaller flow resistances more efficiently (the larger slots) as well as the inertia of speeding-up stream of inlet air in the final phase of closing the valves. In the consequence of such

![Fig. 2. Dependence between the engine’s torque \( M_0 \) and crankshaft rotational speed \( n \):
1 – singular inlet valve in the cylinder head; 2 – two inlet valves.](image)

a phenomenon the maximum power of engines equipped with "for-valve" heads is larger in comparison to engines with "two-valve" heads of the same cubic capacity [12].

3. Optimal ranges of the engines work

The strong requirements (from the ecologic and economic point of view) relating to a minimization of the fuel consumption could be fulfilled by means of precise knowledge of the general engine profile (also called the universal profile) [5]. The example of such a profile is demonstrated in figure 3. The profile's course is typical for all combustion piston engines. The differences concern only the numerical values of rotational speed, specific fuel consumption and torque. It is worth pointing out on the well-known fact that minimum values of the specific fuel consumption exist while the torque achieves the maximum values (the engine is the most efficient). When the users of vehicles, ships and airplanes possess the knowledge of this engine's feature and try to implement this theory into practical utilization, by keeping-on the rotational speed within the range \( \Delta n_{opt} \), the fuel consumption and quantity of exhaust expelled to atmosphere could be significantly reduced.
The airscrew propulsion with a piston engine is often designed in the way that the most often used ranges of airplane speed and flight altitude as well as the airplane mass are assumed. The profiles of a necessary thrust and required power are assigned for such conditions and then, the airscrew of nonadjustable blades is matched ensuring the largest efficiency of the whole propulsion system [4]. The cooperation of piston engine with constant-pitch screw propeller has got the similar course in the marine propulsion systems.

The profiles of the unsupercharged engines and airscrew shown in fig. 4 represent their cooperation as a propulsion system of the airplane. It is easily visible, that the implemented engine works within the narrow range of rotational speeds and load alteration. However, the engine has also assure the stable and reliable running in the idle, during the airplane take-off, quick diving, and also during transient sates (acceleration and deceleration) in every environmental conditions. It also results from the data in figure 4, that every departure concerning real working conditions from the assumed ones by the airplane (or vessel) can generate significant differences between the current torque reception by the airscrew and engine's possibilities ($\Delta M = M_e - M_{sc}$). As a consequence the specific fuel consumption gets higher. Thrust alterations of the screw of unadjustable (constant) blades in flight conditions can be worked out by changing the rotational speed through controlling the flow intensity of a fuel-air mixture via a carburetor or controlling the flow intensity of air in engines of a direct fuel injection to cylinders (it concerns spark ignition engines - as experiences show that, on the average, from 1 g/s air flow intensity to the engine cylinder about 1 kW of power could be gathered).
An application of the control pitch airscrew enables wider possibilities of the efficiency enlargement in the propulsion system. It makes the engine possible to run in the range relating to the smallest specific fuel consumption and the well-chosen pitch of an airscrew responds to its maximum efficiency. This principle is explained on fig. 5. However, an operation practice of the contemporary propulsion units of small airplanes applied in aviation servicing for the sanitary, police, firefighting needs as well as in disposable aviation makes such a way optimization of the cooperation between a piston engine and airscrew impossible. Such the operational practice results from the fact that the carburetor engines are still mostly used and the control system is hand operated. As a consequence, practical activities come down to the selection necessity - by the pilot in given flight condition - of the appropriate power (the rotational speed) of the engine, airscrew pitch, composition of mixture (with regard to discrepancy between quick, significant changes of the air density and small, little changes of the fuel density in terms of flight altitude), and also the intensity of cooling the lube oil and heating-up the inlet air in the favorable condition of icing the carburetor throat [2]. In the effect, a control system of the propulsion system consists from many levers (at least four or five), and the "hand" optimization of such a system is practically impossible even for a high qualified engine-expert (a pilot absorbed with the realized task and safety assurance of the flight is able to alter the position of individual levers only step by step).
Fig. 5. Dependence of the engine’s torque and the control pitch screw’s torque on the rotational speed $n$ (DSS – a position of the control lever of the engine power; $\alpha$ – an angle of screw blades setting; $\Delta n$ – the range of rotational speed alteration during flight)

Several years ago in the Institute of Aviation this system was improved [1], making possible the controlling process with only one lever. The modernisation was carried out by means of contemporary electronic systems - measuring and executive. An idea of this control system is presented in figure 6. It was checked on "Franklin 4A-235" engine and then it was adapted to the propulsion system consisting of Avco Lycoming 0-360 A1A engine and the control pitch screw.

The usage, in a common aviation (General Aviation), of the automated control systems of the propulsion systems "piston combustion engine along with control pitch screw" type will be probably continued with an adaptation of technical achievements which have been operated in automotive propulsion for years: engines' fuel feed systems equipped with the low pressure fuel injection and the electronically controlled ignition. The slowness of an implementation of the modern technique, based on electronic elements, in so called "piston aviation" (the "conservatism"- despite that nowadays the turbine engines are commonly controlled with the microprocessor systems FADEC type) results from the necessity of obeying recipes and procedures to assure the flight safety in difficult to controlling the area of civil aviation in small companies operating the individual agricultural, touristic or sport airplanes.
4. Reserves existing in air piston engines’ performance

The top of air piston engines' development was practically reached in half of last century. It that times a prototype of the "Nomad" engine was designed and built by the British company Napier. It was 12-cylindrical, self-ignition engine at a push-pull arrangement of cylinders ("boxer"). The maximum power equaled 3050 kW (achieving 73.5 kW of power from 1 dm³ of the engine cubic capacity), specific fuel consumption - 230 g/kWh and unitary mass - 0.53 kg/kW. The engine was supercharged by means of a multistage axial compressor driven by the engine's crankshaft. Such the engine construction contained also an axial turbine, powered with escaping exhaust, which gave back the power on the crankshaft across the toothed gear and hydraulic coupling. This way of driving the compressor (assuring "keeping up" a compression against a rotational speed of the engine crankshaft) and using the turbine's power made it possible to shorten the time of acceleration process and assure the stable engine running during the deceleration process. This solution outdistanced the contemporary productive practice by almost half a century. In spite of so good performances in comparison to constructions of aviation leading companies of II World War times: USA, USSR and Germany (the unit power usually did not exceeded 37 kW from 1 dm³ of the engine cubic capacity) the "Nomad" engine lost the competition with the violently developing turbine engines: airscrew and helicopter, which achieved the similar power at the smaller personal mass, overall dimensions and the simpler construction. The project was finished in April 1955.

Piston engines contemporarily used in aviation dispose powers that are many times smaller than the Napier "Nomad" engine. The majority of them are unsupercharged engines, construction bearing elements of which are not very high loaded. However, almost an absolute working
reliability and large durability are required from them, and additionally the newly projected engines have to fulfill the more and more sharper norms concerning exhaust toxicity. The reduction of a noisiness level during take-off and flight on small altitude level has aimed recently. The reserves exist in each of them. They can be used by modernizing the construction on the basis of a present knowledge about the aerodynamics, combustion theory, gases filtration in cleaners, load exchange in cylinders, theory of fluid-flow machines (compressors and turbines), and at last about dynamics, construction endurance and the new materials. For several years these disciplines have represented scientific penetration fields in both of the aspects - theoretical and experimental. The common accessibility of contemporary computational and measurement tools permits their further development.

As far as the issues relating to the engine's fuel feed systems are concerned the closest future of such engines will deal with exchanging the carburetor supply for direct fuel injection into cylinders with doses controlled by an electronic system (sometimes an opening the electromagnetic injectors), or for the low-pressure injection with a catalytic afterburner and the control system making use of a signal from oxygen sensor in exhaust (the "lambda" probe). However, it will be possible after introduction of the leadless aviation gasoline into operation (maybe the wider usage of "biofuels" containing ethanol), because neither the catalytic afterburners nor the "lambda" probes can not work properly (they “poison” themselves) in engines feed with gasoline containing the lead tetraethyl - and just such a petrol (the Avgas) is universally applied in aviation.

Independently from above mentioned issues, every one of the engine has got a reserve in the range of unification possibilities of the flow resistance in all the cylinders' inlet passages aiming the obtaining an equal filling-up and equal power - the engine smoothness. It is possible through the suitable selection (e.g. experimental) of inlet pipes' shape and dimensions [12]. The analogous proceeding with outlet passages channels will permit receiving the equal content of exhaust remainders in the engine's cylinders - which also influences on a degree and equability of the filling-up. Moreover, it has got also impact on the combustion process and the content of toxic components in exhaust. The positive results obtained in these ways could be very simple in case of radial engines and a little bit more difficult as for the in-line engines.

There has been also observed a significant, positive influence of the strong rotating load on the process of inflaming the mixture in engines' cylinders of the spark ignition - it is explained on figure 7 presenting the simplified case of one sparking plug (the ignition systems with two sparking plugs for every one of engine are applied in aviation) [6]. An extension of the discharge time on sparking plug's electrodes from several microseconds (at the inconnector initiation) to a few hundred microseconds at the usage of an electronic ignition system is in favour with the fuller utilization of the axial-symmetric whirl in the engine’s cylinder. A peripheral speed of the whirling load in relation to sparking plugs should be greater than the speed of moving the flame's forehead in a mixture.

A noise emission of the engine might be considerably limited by means of an application of dust extractors of inlet air, e.g. multicycloned (at the effectiveness level of 95%) which is sufficiently remote from the engine. This way is more and more often used in large trucks (TIR). The introduction of a catalytic afterburner not only limits a content of nonburnt hydrocarbons, but reduces the noisiness of expelled exhaust. The similar result is gained in SI engines (self ignition) of trucks in which the exhaust filters stopping the soot have been applied.

A noise could be limited in every engine by introducing an ejector in exhaust passages (compare fig. 8). The silencers with two exhaust pipes at the large diameter installed in "tuned" automobiles have only a slight impact on decreasing the dirt of load with exhaust remaining from the previous cycle (a coefficient of the exhaust's rest). Such pipes influence on the power enlargement in a small degree. Only the lowering a frequency of the emitted noise represents the most essential effect resulting from this engine's modification.
Fig. 7. The load whirl in the engine’s cylinder:
1 – inlet channel; 2 – screw whirler; 3 – inlet valve; 4 – sparking plug; 5 – piston; 6 – whirl in the cylinder; P – inflaming area.

Rys. 8. Ejector of the exhaust passages
(c₁, c₂, c₃ – exhaust flow velocity and flow velocity of exhaust mixed with ejected air)

An application of the supercharged compressor represents the radical way of a power increase of the combustion piston engine. It is usually a radial compressor driven by the turbine (turbocompressor), in which the energy of escaping exhaust is utilized [10]. The application of a turbocompressor instead of the compressor driven by the engine's crankshaft improves the general efficiency and configuration of a whole propulsion system, because enables a location of the turbocompressor not necessarily in direct closeness of engine’ heads. Nevertheless, these fluid-flow machines fine tuning is difficult, particularly for piston engines at the number of cylinders smaller than 5. It results from their gasdynamical originality. From one's nature the piston engine are characterized by the strong flow pulsations in inlet passages (receipt from the compressor) and exhaust passages (powering the turbine) and the compressor sa well as turbine are machines of the
Fig. 9. Courses of the fluid flow intensity in inlet passages of the piston engine:
   a) 2-cylinder; b) 3-cylinder; c) 4-cylinder; d) 5-cylinder; e) 6-cylinder.
continuous flow. The courses of a temporary flow intensity of air in inlet passages of piston engines of different numbers of cylinders in dependence of position of crankshaft's angular position and resulting from here the flow pulsations in a inlet collector are shown in figure 9. These phenomena, i.e. the affected pulsations of stream and periodical flow throttling are in favour with appearing the compressor's unsteady work (the local stream tearing-off phenomenon on the blades' profiles). Additionally, they also cause also lowering the efficiency of filling-up process in cylinders. It is well-known that the smaller is the existing pressure in front of an inlet valve during its opening the smaller is a working medium density and mass of the fresh load (the filling-up efficiency gets smaller \( \eta_v \)). Hence, there should be aimed to "tune-up" the pressure pulsations of air in the inlet channel of a multi-cylinder engine to the position of inlet valves of individual cylindrical sets in order to assure approaching the overpressure waves during maximal valve lift. It is worked out through grouping cylinder connection into common inlet channel as well as the suitable selection of its length. From the data presented in figure 9 result that only in the case of engines at the number cylinders equals 6 (and more) the good conditions of co-operation between the engine and turbocompressor can be expected.

In order to evaluate the conditions of co-operation between the engine and compressor of the supercharging system (the most often radial) there should be associated the compressor's universal profile i.e. a dependence of the compression ratio \( \pi_S \) on the fluid flow intensity of air \( \dot{m}_{spr} \), within the background of contour lines of the constant efficiencies \( \eta_{S\pi} \), with a profile of the network cooperating with the compressor \( S \). This profile represents a flow resistant curve, as a resultant of the engine capacity curve, flow channels along with a filter and radiator of the charging-up air and also the compressor's diffuser (compare fig. 10). A well-chosen compressor should be characterised with the steady work at all the possible engine's loads and the possibly highest efficiency.

How it results with cooperation line courses, drawn on figure 10, the fulfillment of such a condition is only possible when the inclination of the network profile is similar to the inclination of the compressor's profile. Moreover, the network profile has to run in an appropriate distance from the border of instable work (the surging line). The higher is a flow resistance the more ornate becomes the network profile favouring with the getting the maximum compressor efficiencies. Nevertheless, because of worked out transient processes and diverse accumulation features of the turbocompressor's rotor mechanical and thermal-flow system, the margin of the compressor steady work should not be exceeded by more than 10% of the minimum value.

In case of the force growth of load (the quick acceleration) the four-stroke engine is especially threatened with the phenomenon of unsteady compressor's and in case of sudden changing the load on the small one (the deceleration) - the two-stroke engine. It results from a nature of the flow resistances courses for the network with the four-stroke and two-stroke engine - the dashed lines 1' and 2" on figure 10.

Furthermore, the exhaust pressure wave, which the amplitude depends on a pressure in the cylinder and a speed of opening the outlet valve or a speed of exposing the escape slot, is generated during unlocking the outlet valve or the slot of the engine cylinder. In the supercharged engines the exhaust escape channel is closed with the turbine guide of precise determined active section of flow, guaranteeing a possibility of an obtainment of the maximum pressure fall and delivery of a turbine. The maximum efficiency and performance of the turbine are limited with the occurrence of the sound velocity in the guide or in the rotor (so called "clogging the nozzle"). It finds one's reflection in a convergence of the izodrom bunch on the turbine flow profile. Additionally, because of the lock of exhaust escape channel with the turbine guide, either the inreflexive flow is gained (very seldom) or a reflection in the pressure impulse in a form of the return wave improving the cylinder scavenging and consequently enlarging the engine power in a well-chosen range of the crankshaft rotational speed.
Fig. 10. A cooperation profile of the compressor and the engine flow network:

1 – network profile of the four-stroke engine in steady states;
1’ – network profile of the four-stroke engine in a process of the forced load increasing;
2 – network profile of the two-stroke engine in steady states;
2’’ – network profile of the two-stroke engine in a process of sudden load drop;

\( \eta_{eS_{\text{max}}} , \eta_{eS_{\text{min}}} \) - lines of the same values of the compressor efficiency;

\( n_{S_{\text{min}}} , n_{S_{\text{max}}} \) - lines of the compression ratio profiles at constant values of the turbocompressor rotor rotational speed (izodroms).

The pulsating course of a flow intensity in the exhaust escape channel as well as the fact, that a capacity of the turbine guide vanes is chosen by the constructor to averaging flow intensity affect (similarly to the compressor) the lowering the turbine efficiency and the extortion of vibration of the exhaust stream which are shifted in relation to air stream vibration in the compressor, in the whole range of the engine work, by the value resulting from timing angles. In this place, the conditions of the engine's cooperation with a turbine of the turbocompressor could be also significantly improve by the grouping connection of the engine's cylinders to separate exhaust channels circuitaly feeding the turbine. It gives the additional advantage in a form of the considerable lowering of the turbine ventilating losses. The cylinder grouping should exclude a possibility of joining these cylinders in which occurs the mutual, significant agreeing the phases of the exhaust outlet, and by then, the interference of the pressure waves in the channel. There should be also excluded a possibility of the return exhaust pumping. Such a possibility significantly grows up during increasing a counter-pressure in the channel. Therefore, the correct designing the dimensions and the form of exhaust escape as well as the flow section of the turbine guide vanes gather a key meaning (fig. 11).
Fig. 11. Changeability course of exhaust pressure in a control intersection of the channel powering a turbocompressor in 6-cylinder engine Sulzer 6AL20/24 type, as a function of the angle the crankshaft rotation: 1,2,3 - the cylinder numbers (the courses for 3 cylinders are shown in the figure); the continuous, red line - the course of exhaust pressure changeability in the channel at a full flow patency; blue line - the course of exhaust pressure changeability in the channel at 50% decrease in a flow active section's field.

It known from the analysis of exhaust flow conditions through the turbine working in a constant-pressure supercharging system, that the flow intensity and the turbine power diminishes together with decreasing a section field of the turbine nozzle. However, within pulsating systems (Büchi) the smaller is this field the higher is an amplitude of exhaust pressure waves.

On the basis of the curves course presented in figure 11 there could be observed a considerable enlargement of the maximum values of the amplitudes of pressure waves while reducing the active flow section of the channel in front of turbine. At the same time, their angular positions in reference to opening moment of the outlet valves of individual cylinders stay almost unchanged. The energy enlargement of exhaust escape impulses leads to the growth of the turbine power, rotational speed turbocompressor rotor as well as supercharging pressure.

However, from the other hand, the growth of the exhaust average pressure in front of turbine worsens the conditions of cylinders scavenging - a counter-pressure reacting on pistons grows, which extorts the growth of energy losses on removing exhaust from cylinders.

It seems, that the theory of a cooperation of a piston engine with turbocompressor (and also with a compressor driven by the engine crankshaft and with a turbine giving back a power on the crankshaft) still expects finishing-up a scientific polishing and experimental verification. There is already known, using an engineer intuition, supported with experimental investigations of fluid-flow systems of unsupercharged automotive engines and there could be foreseen, that the optimum turbocompressor location should be sought through the appropriate selection of volumes of inlet and outlet collectors, taking into account the number of engine's cylinders.

5. Conclusion

An observation of rapidly and effectively realized modernizing the mass produced combustion engines for automobiles, trucks, working machines and military heavy caterpillar vehicles as well as an observation of a “development” state of aviation piston engines leads to conclusion that generally speaking there is still very much to do in aviation. It does not seem
possible direct transfer of the existing, already verified solutions from traction engines to aviation. It results from the aviation specific which permits implementation of such devices (only), which assure the reliability of working and flight safety in all working ranges and environmental conditions.

In aircrafts there should be taking into account quickly existed changes of the air pressure and temperature in surroundings (particularly during the take-off - with the growth of a flight altitude or during the altitude lowering - approach to landing) in distinction to the ground transport and marine propulsions. Within the altitude scope of usage of piston engines driven airplanes and helicopters a density of air changes within the range from about 1,2 kg/m3 - on the ground, to about 0,6 kg/m3 - on the ceiling and a temperature alteration (in the same flight) can reach even 70 degrees. It is worth pointing out that these changes can arise within several minutes only.

We can not require from the pilot burdened a duty of safe leading the airplane, navigation etc. to optimize a cooperation of the engine and airscrew, interfering in regulators' settings and choosing the suitable range of the engine. Such activities should be taken over by the already available automatics (successively implemented for turbine engines and applied on ships powered by control pitch propellers) which makes use of optimization algorithms of the propulsion system working ranges and diagnostic algorithms worked out by the experienced expert of aviation engines. Contemporary electronic systems enable the safe usage the propulsion system thanks to the sufficient reliability during flight (enlarged by the possibility of "doubling" connections and control components - construction redundancy) at the retaining the smaller mass and overall dimensions than the classic hydromechanical systems have. This "electronization" of control systems of the piston propulsion systems should be applied in newly arising constructions as well as in "classical" carburetor constructions in frames of modification (carried out e.g. at the opportunity of periodical repairs).

The problem of the appropriate selection of volumes of inlet and outlet channels in dependence on the cylinder number and displacement stays still underestimated. There can not be also omitted the fact that the modern control systems enable conducting a current registration of the propulsion system's working parameters and its diagnosing, which enlarges safety and reduces the overall operation costs.
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Abstract

This paper presents an analysis of possibility and purposefulness of application of waste-heat boilers to trailing suction hopper dredgers. Using results of own operational research on dredgers this author determined thermal power demand for six hypothetical trailing suction hopper dredgers of various size, at accounting for a type of power system and kind of fuel combusted by dredger’s power plant. By means of basic indices of economical analysis it was determined under which conditions the application of waste-heat boilers to suction hopper dredgers is economically justified.
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1. Introduction

Waste-heat boilers (exhaust boilers) are commonly used on transport ships. Practically, they can be found on all types of transport ships of both small and large size. It results from general use of heavy oil and a greater thermal power demand connected with it. On most types of transport ships is used a system of auxiliary boilers consisted of a waste-heat boiler covering thermal power demand during ship voyage and an oil combusting boiler which operates during manoeuvres, port stopovers and anchoring. On ships of a large thermal power demand (e.g. tankers) the oil combusting boiler operates also during voyage supporting this way the waste-heat unit.

However there are types of ships on which the application of waste-heat boilers is not so common as compared with transport ships. It obviously results from not so common use of heavy oil as well as from their operational characteristics. Among them, dredgers can be numbered for instance. The most characteristic type of dredgers is suction hopper one. Not yet long ago the waste-heat boilers have been rarely applied to such dredgers, only to large ones. In present, the trend has been changing for a dozen or so years. The waste-heat boilers are used on smaller and smaller dredgers. This paper is an attempt to show in which situation the application of waste-heat boilers to such dredgers would be economically justified.

2. Characteristics of trailing suction hopper dredgers and their power systems

The suction hopper dredgers are characterized by hydraulic loosening the soil which is transferred to soil hopper by using special pumps, dredge ones capable of forcing through a
soil-water mixture. The suction hopper dredgers are as a rule fitted with their own propulsion systems which ensure moving the dredger during operation. The demanded high maneuverability is usually provided by a two-propeller propulsion system and bow thrusters as well. The propulsion system makes transporting the spoil to a given dump place, possible. Emptying the hopper is realized by the so-called silting up (pumping the spoil through a pipeline to land) or gravitationally (by opening hopper bottom flaps or valves).

Such dredgers are built in a wide size range. The basic parameter which characterizes dredger’s size is soil hopper capacity contained within the range of 300÷33 000 m³. The total power of installed diesel engines reaches 1000÷38000 kW.

The power systems of suction hopper dredgers can be very different. Their basic type is a system in which two (usually) main engines provide propulsion to the dredger and drive to all mechanical and electrical power consumers. The electric generating sets (usually two in number) operate sporadically and cover electric power demand practically only during main engine standstill. The type of power system has several variants differing to each other by a way of driving the main mechanical power consumers [4].

There are also power systems characterized by a much greater number of diesel engines. The most extreme example can be systems in which every main mechanical power consumer is driven by a separate diesel engine and the electric power demand from the side of auxiliary consumers is covered by electric generating sets only. In this case the number of diesel engines reaches even ten. As showed below, the application of waste-heat boilers is affected by a type of power system installed on suction hopper dredgers.

3. Determination of thermal power demand

In order to calculate thermal power demand which takes place on suction hopper dredgers the use was made of the results of the author’s operational investigations on dredgers [2,7,8] as well as a design method based on them [9].

The method for determining the distribution parameters of the operational loading of auxiliary thermal power consumers deals with determining the total thermal power of each of the three thermal power groups \( N_{CE}^{\text{nom}} \), values of nominal power usage coefficients of thermal power consumers in each of the three groups of consumers \( e_{CE}^{\text{r}} \), and then the distribution parameters of thermal power demand from the side of all consumers. The above mentioned groups of thermal power consumers are the following:

- auxiliary power plant devices (e.g. heaters of fuel oil, lubricating oil and water, heating coils of fuel oil return tanks);
- shipboard devices (e.g. heaters of air conditioning units, accommodation heating);
- heating units of hull tanks (e.g. coils in heavy oil storage, settling and daily tanks).

The total nominal power of \( j \)-th group of thermal power consumers, \( N_{CE}^{\text{nom}} \), was determined under assumption on their linear dependence on a given design parameter (or function of parameters), \( A_j \), of dredgers, which characterizes a given group of consumers or is logically associated with it:

\[
(N_{CE}^{\text{nom}})_j = a_j + b_j \cdot A_j
\]

where: \( a_j, b_j \) - constans
In Tab. 1 the correlation formulae (1) for three groups of thermal power consumers on trailing suction hopper dredgers, are presented.

The operational nominal power usage coefficients for particular groups of thermal power consumers, \((\varepsilon_{CE})_j\), were determined as ratio of the operational demand on thermal power from the side of \(j\)-th group of consumers in a considered operational state, \((N_{CE}^{exp})_j\), and the nominal power of \(j\)-th group of consumers, \((N_{CE}^{nom})_j\):

\[
(\varepsilon_{CE})_j = \frac{(N_{CE}^{exp})_j}{(N_{CE}^{nom})_j}
\]  

(2)

In Tab. 2 are presented the averaged (mean) values of the coefficients \((\varepsilon_{CE})_j^{av}\) and their standard deviations \((\sigma_{CE})_j\), determined on the basis of thermal balances of eight dredgers. The values were determined for winter conditions.

**Tab. 1**
The linear regression equations which determine the total power of groups of particular thermal power consumers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermal power consumers groups</th>
<th>Relations</th>
<th>Statistical evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(\sigma_{CE}) [kW]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary power plant equipment</td>
<td>((N_{CE}^{nom})<em>1 = 0,0763 \cdot N</em>{DE} + 67,81)</td>
<td>188,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipboard devices</td>
<td>((N_{CE}^{nom})_2 = 17,647 \cdot Z + 106,55)</td>
<td>188,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating units of hull tanks</td>
<td>((N_{CE}^{nom})<em>3 = 0,49 \cdot V</em>{ST} + 75,58)</td>
<td>102,7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where:
\(N_{DE}\) - total installed diesel engine power, kW
\(V_{ST}\) - storage tank volume, m³
\(Z\) - crew, persons

**Tab. 2**
The averaged (mean) values of the coefficients \((\varepsilon_{CE})_j^{av}\) and their standard deviations \((\sigma_{CE})_j\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermal power consumers groups</th>
<th>((\varepsilon_{CE})_j^{av})</th>
<th>((\sigma_{CE})_j)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary power plant equipment</td>
<td>0,42</td>
<td>0,11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipboard devices</td>
<td>0,53</td>
<td>0,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating units of hull tanks</td>
<td>0,57</td>
<td>0,19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The distribution parameters of thermal power demand during realization of dredging work are determined by the relations:
For calculations of thermal power demand six hypothetical dredgers of various size, whose parameters are given in Tab. 3, were selected. The parameters were determined by using technical parameters of dredgers, contained in the data base DRAGA [3].

Tab. 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of dredger</th>
<th>(V_{HP})</th>
<th>(V_{ST})</th>
<th>(N_{ME})</th>
<th>(N_{AE})</th>
<th>(Z)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 1500</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>2300 (^1)</td>
<td>1800 (^2)</td>
<td>240 (^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 2500</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>3700 (^1)</td>
<td>2400 (^2)</td>
<td>700 (^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 4000</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>5500 (^1)</td>
<td>3000 (^2)</td>
<td>750 (^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 6500</td>
<td>6500</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>9000 (^1)</td>
<td>5000 (^2)</td>
<td>1400 (^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 9000</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>11000 (^1)</td>
<td>9000 (^2)</td>
<td>1800 (^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 12000</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>12000 (^1)</td>
<td>10000 (^2)</td>
<td>2300 (^1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where:
\(V_{HP}\) - hopper volume, m\(^3\)
\(N_{ME}\) - total main engine power, kW
\(N_{AE}\) - total auxiliary engine power, kW

1) – the solution of the power system in which main engines cover whole power demand from the side of main and auxiliary consumers, but auxiliary engines cover the demand only during standstill of main engines;

2) – the solution of the power system in which main engines cover power demand from the side of main screw propellers, but the remaining demand is covered by various auxiliary engines.

The calculated thermal power demand for six hypothetical dredgers (in winter conditions) is presented in Tab. 4 and Fig. 1. For the analysis the two above described extremely different types of power system as well as two kinds of fuel: MDF DMC light oil, and HFO180 heavy oil, were selected. In Fig. 1 the mean demand values and their standard deviations are presented (distinguished by whiskers).

While comparing the data given in Tab.4 and Fig.1, can be observed a very great difference in thermal power demand depending on a kind of used fuel oil. When heavy oil is used the thermal power demand is threefold higher on average. While comparing the suction hopper dredgers with other ships of a similar power plant output the smaller thermal power demand can be observed (at the same kind of fuel oil). This is probably caused by a smaller capacity of spare fuel tanks. The capacity results from an assumed ship operation autonomy. The transport ships are characterized by the autonomy of about 60÷90 days, deep-sea fishing trawlers –of even 100÷110 days, whereas the suction hopper dredgers - of about 20÷30 days only.

\[
N_{\text{CE}} = n \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( N_{\text{CE j}}^\text{nom} \right) \cdot \left( \varepsilon_{\text{CE j}} \right)^{av} \\
\sigma_{\text{CE}} = \sqrt{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( \varepsilon_{\text{CE j}} \right)^{2} \cdot \left( N_{\text{CE j}}^\text{nom} \right)^{2}} 
\]
In the case of the application of light oil, thermal power demand is so low that the use of steam boilers or oil heaters is often unjustified. Then the solutions are applied in which the entire thermal power demand covered by means of electric devices or electric heaters is supported by water boilers (one combustion boiler as a rule) which serve for accommodation heating.

The use of heavy oil requires to choose another heating medium (water vapour or heating oil) as well as to think a system of auxiliary boilers (number and type of boilers) over.

When analyzing calculation results of thermal power demand on suction hopper dredgers it is necessary to observe the following facts: 1° - the calculations were conducted for winter conditions, 2° – the values of the coefficients \( \varepsilon_{CE} \) determined on the basis of available thermal balances are probably a little too high. Like in the case of electrical power balances a correction factor (called in various ways, e.g. general coincidence factor) should be introduced. For electrical power balances its values are usually assumed to be within the range of 0,7 ÷ 0,8, [5,6].

**Tab. 4**

*Calculation results of distribution parameters of thermal power demand on six analyzed trailing suction hopper dredgers*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of dredger</th>
<th>Heavy fuel</th>
<th>Diesel oil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type power system-1</td>
<td>Type power system-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( N_{CE}^{ir} )</td>
<td>( \sigma_{CE} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 1500</td>
<td>419,3</td>
<td>67,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 2500</td>
<td>522,7</td>
<td>82,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 4000</td>
<td>664,1</td>
<td>105,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 6500</td>
<td>857,4</td>
<td>138,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 9000</td>
<td>999,6</td>
<td>161,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 12000</td>
<td>1150,4</td>
<td>182,4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig.1. Thermal power demand taking place on six analyzed suction hopper dredgers**
4. Possibility of thermal power production by waste-heat boilers during dredging

The thermal power of waste-heat boiler, \( N_{EB} \), is determined by the relation:

\[
N_{EB} = m_s \cdot c_s \cdot (t_{s1} - t_{s2}) \cdot \eta_{EB}
\]  

(4)

where:

- \( m_s \) - mass flow of exhaust gases from the engine,
- \( c_s \) - specific heat of exhaust gas,
- \( \eta_{EB} \) - waste-heat boiler efficiency,
- \( t_{s1}, t_{s2} \) - exhaust gas temperature (at the inlet and outlet of the exhaust boiler).

A random character of main engine loading makes that the real effectiveness characteristics of waste-heat boilers interacting with the engines, are of similar character. In calculating a thermal power amount which can be produced by waste-heat boiler the method given in [1] may be useful. In this case to know the characteristics of waste-heat boiler in function of main engine loading, \( \bar{Q}_{EB} = f(N_{ME}) \), is necessary. The characteristics can be determined by means of Eq. (4) at simultaneous knowledge of the relation between operational parameters of the engine and its loading. In general case the characteristics can be approximated by the relation as follows:

\[
\bar{Q}_{EB} = a_0 + a_1 \cdot N_{ME} + a_2 \cdot N_{ME}^2
\]  

(5)

where:

- \( a_0, a_1, a_2 \) - constans,

If the main engine loading distribution is described by the density function \( f(N_{SG}) \) then the mean (average) thermal power of waste-heat boiler can be determined by using the following relation:

\[
N_{EB}^{av} = N_{EB}^{nom} \left[ a_0 + a_1 \cdot \bar{N}_{ME}^{av} + a_2 \cdot \left( \bar{N}_{ME}^{av} + \sigma_{ME}^{av} \right)^2 \right]
\]  

(6)

and standard deviation:

\[
\sigma_{EB} = \frac{\sigma_{SG}}{N_{ME}^{av}} \cdot N_{EB}^{av}
\]  

(7)

In Tab.5 are presented the calculation results dealing with the thermal power distribution parameters of the waste-heat boilers on six analyzed dredgers under dredging work. Operation of suction hopper dredger is characterized by a working cycle consisted of: loading the spoil, transporting it, discharging it, and sailing back free of the load. The operations greatly differ to each other as far as the operational loading of main engines is concerned. The operations are appropriately distinguished in Tab. 5.

For the calculations, Wartsila medium-speed engines (and the mean values of the constants: \( a_0 = 0.23, a_1 = 0.77, a_2 = 0 \) as well), were selected. The distribution parameters of the operational engine loading during conducting the operations included in the scope of dredging work, were determined on the basis of the author’s operational investigations [2,7,8].

For all the kinds and size of the dredgers fitted with the 1st type power system the predicted values of mean thermal power of waste-heat boilers are greater than the thermal
power demand calculated for them (Tab.4). In the case of the 2nd type power system the mean thermal power values of waste-heat boilers exceed the thermal power demand only during sailing. The application of waste-heat boilers to suction hopper dredgers is justified only when the boilers are capable of covering thermal power demand for the entire duration time of the state of dredging. The conclusion drawn from the analysis of the data given in Tab. 4 and 5 is unambiguous:

- in the case of the dredgers fitted with the 2nd type power system, application of waste-heat boilers is not justified because during loading and discharging operations amount of thermal power produced by them is too small. This results from a low value of main engines loading which occurs during loading and discharging the soil.

\[ \text{Tab. 5} \]

*The thermal power distribution parameters of the waste-heat boilers installed on six analyzed trailing suction hopper dredgers*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of dredger</th>
<th>Type of power system</th>
<th>Sailing</th>
<th>Loading the spoil</th>
<th>Discharging the spoil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( N_{ME}^{av} ) &amp; ( \sigma_{ME} )</td>
<td>( N_{ME}^{av} ) &amp; ( \sigma_{ME} )</td>
<td>( N_{ME}^{av} ) &amp; ( \sigma_{ME} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kW &amp; kW</td>
<td>kW &amp; kW</td>
<td>kW &amp; kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 1500</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>457,3 &amp; 114,3</td>
<td>555,4 &amp; 83,4</td>
<td>450,1 &amp; 81,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>405,9 &amp; 81,2</td>
<td>228,0 &amp; 27,4</td>
<td>207,7 &amp; 29,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 2500</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>785,5 &amp; 196,3</td>
<td>947,2 &amp; 142,1</td>
<td>752,3 &amp; 135,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>561,6 &amp; 112,3</td>
<td>310,8 &amp; 37,3</td>
<td>283,7 &amp; 39,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 4000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1291,5 &amp; 284,2</td>
<td>1453,2 &amp; 188,7</td>
<td>1176,3 &amp; 188,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>735,8 &amp; 147,2</td>
<td>405,5 &amp; 48,7</td>
<td>363,1 &amp; 50,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 6500</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2202,9 &amp; 444,5</td>
<td>2405,1 &amp; 288,6</td>
<td>1960,1 &amp; 274,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1280,2 &amp; 256,0</td>
<td>710,4 &amp; 85,3</td>
<td>610,7 &amp; 85,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 9000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2940,1 &amp; 588,2</td>
<td>3100,4 &amp; 372,6</td>
<td>2548,3 &amp; 356,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2410,6 &amp; 482,1</td>
<td>1267,1 &amp; 152,1</td>
<td>1088,1 &amp; 152,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 12000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3148,6 &amp; 629,7</td>
<td>3323,7 &amp; 398,8</td>
<td>2798,2 &amp; 391,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2845,4 &amp; 569,1</td>
<td>1420,7 &amp; 170,5</td>
<td>1221,3 &amp; 171,0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Economical assessment

For economical analyses, economical effectiveness indices are commonly used to measure quality of analyzed variants of a given design solution. The following indices are usually applied: the Average Annual Costs \( AAC \), the Net Present Value \( NPV \) and the Recoupment Period Time \( RPT \). In this paper only the \( RPT \) index was used. It is defined as follows [10]:

\[
RPT = \begin{cases} 
\log(1 + \frac{q - 1}{q} \cdot \frac{\Delta C_{UE}}{\Delta K_{P,O}}) & \text{dla } q \neq 1 \\
\frac{\Delta C_{UE}}{\Delta K_{P,O}} & \text{dla } q = 1 
\end{cases}
\]
where:
\[ \Delta C_{UE} \] - difference between price of a considered boiler system variant and that of the cheapest variant assumed basic, [ € ];
\[ \Delta K_p \] - difference between yearly fuel cost for the power system variant assumed basic and that for a considered power system variant, [ €/year ];
\[ r \] - yearly rate of discount, [%/100];
\[ s \] - rate of inflation (yearly increase of fuel and lubricating oil price),[ %/100].

In Tab. 6 are collected differences in investment cost between the solutions composed of two-waste-heat boilers and one combustion boiler and the solution of only one combustion boiler. In Tab. 7 are presented differences in operational cost, limited to those in combusted fuel cost, as well as the calculated index RPT. Three fractions of dredging operation time related to calendar year time were assumed: 30%, 50% and 60%. To simplify, the values \[ r = s = 5\% \] were assumed.

Tab. 6

Differences in investment cost of two considered variants of waste-heat boiler systems on suction hopper dredgers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of dredger</th>
<th>( \Delta C_{UE} ) euro</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 1500</td>
<td>160.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 2500</td>
<td>180.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 4000</td>
<td>220.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 6500</td>
<td>250.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 9000</td>
<td>280.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 12000</td>
<td>300.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fraction of duration time of the dredging mode in one calendar year can be very different. For the dredgers of Polish and foreign owners, on which comprehensive operational investigations were carried out in the years 2000÷2006 the dredging duration time values related to calendar year time are contained within the interval of 0,16 ÷ 0,68, with the mean value equal to 0,4 (the data were determined on the basis of records in ship’s log-books) And, the smaller values concerned smaller dredgers and the greater ones – larger dredgers.

In economical analyses of design solutions of ships the RPT index value equal to 2 ÷ 3 year is usually deemed satisfactory [10,11].

Taking into account the above given information and analyzing the data contained in Tab. 7 one can conclude that the application of waste-heat boilers to suction hopper dredgers may be economically justified for the dredgers having hopper capacity of about 6500 m³ and larger. In certain cases the application of waste-heat boilers may be considered also to smaller dredgers.
Tab. 7

Differences in operational cost of two considered variants of waste-heat boiler systems, as well as calculated values of the RPT index for six analyzed suction hopper dredgers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of dredger</th>
<th>The fraction of duration time of the dredging mode in one calendar year</th>
<th>30%</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>60%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>∆K_p</td>
<td>RPT</td>
<td>∆K_p</td>
<td>RPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>euro/rok</td>
<td>lata</td>
<td>euro/rok</td>
<td>lata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 1500</td>
<td>21.800</td>
<td>7,3</td>
<td>36.300</td>
<td>4,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 2500</td>
<td>27.500</td>
<td>6,5</td>
<td>45.800</td>
<td>3,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 4000</td>
<td>34.700</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>57.900</td>
<td>3,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 6500</td>
<td>44.600</td>
<td>5,6</td>
<td>74.400</td>
<td>3,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 9000</td>
<td>52.000</td>
<td>5,4</td>
<td>86.500</td>
<td>3,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredger 12000</td>
<td>60.000</td>
<td>4,9</td>
<td>99.500</td>
<td>2,8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Recapitulation and conclusions

On the basis of the performed analysis the following remarks and conclusions may be offered:

1. Quantity of thermal power demand on suction hopper dredgers depends first of all on a kind of combusted fuel. In the case of heavy oil application the demand increases threefold on average;

2. Thermal power demand on suction hopper dredgers is smaller than that on typical cargo ships or fish factory trawlers of a similar main engine output. This results from their lower operational autonomy and hence smaller fuel reserves;

3. Possibility of covering the thermal power demand only by waste-heat boilers depends on a type of power system used on a given dredger. The most favorable from this point of view is decidedly the commonly applied system in which main engines cover the whole power demand from the side of main and auxiliary consumers, and auxiliary engines cover the demand only during standstill of main engines. Other types of power system are not capable of covering the thermal power demand themselves because of a low value of loading the main engines during operations of loading and discharging the soil;

4. The performed economical analysis demonstrated that the application of waste-heat boilers may be economically justified already to the dredgers of 4000 m³ hopper capacity. It depends on a predicted yearly working time: the longer the time the shorter investment recumbent period;

5. The application of heavy oil is very often associated with the use of waste-heat boilers. On the basis of the data collected in the DRAGA data base it can be stated that about 90% of suction hopper dredgers combusting heavy oil is fitted with waste-heat boilers.
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This paper describes an estimation method of ship propulsion power, onboard power station electric power and boilers capacity for the number of ship types by means of statistics. A wide population of being in operation and new built container ships, ferries, ro-ro vessels, passenger cruisers, tankers, LNG carriers and bulk carriers was taken into consideration on the base of similar ships list. The list of similar ships was prepared mainly on data given in works of THE ROYAL INSTITUTION OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS published in famous year’s issue the SIGNIFICANT SHIPS OF YEAR. As a result of analysis formulas for calculations of ship propulsion power, onboard power station electric power and boilers capacity for considered types of ships were obtained. Formulas elaborated by means of described method are characterised by good representation of described values as they have high coefficients of correlation and regression determination.
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1. Introduction

There are number of methods making possible the estimation of propulsion energy, electric power and heating energy for seagoing ship. For example the main propulsion power may be determined by means of Papmiel, Guldhammer-Harvald, Hansen, Holtrop or Series 60 methods. These methods are based on arduous calculations and on determination of big number of coefficients which should be farther corrected and finally results of calculations are not satisfied in accuracy. Thus a necessity to elaborate such a method or ready made formulas which can make possible to determine energy needed for new designed ship in simple and quick manner.

The paper introduces ready made formulas making possible estimation of ship main propulsion power, onboard power station electric power and steam boilers capacity for different types of seagoing ships by means of statistic methods.

To apply statistic methods a “reference list of similar ships” was elaborated. The reference list includes basic technical particulars of ships built in recent years and being under construction. Technical particulars logically and functionally connected with main propulsion energy, electric power and boilers capacity were analysed.
Ships placed in reference list come mainly from *The Royal Institution of Naval Architects* publications, where the most outstanding representatives of marine industry and management present their works in year’s issue *SIGNIFICANT SHIPS OF YEAR*. It guarantees rational and objective selection of reference list ships and ensures that this list includes representative selection of ships.

2. **Determination of ship main propulsion power**

A following was considered as a main propulsion power \( N_w \):

\[
N_w = N_e - N_{pw} \ [kW],
\]  

(1)

where:

- \( N_e \ [kW] \) – main engine shaft power,
- \( N_{pw} \ [kW] \) – shaft generator power.

To analyse ship main propulsion power of the ship \( N_w \) The Admiralty Formula was used where the propulsion power depends on ship deadweight or displacement \( D \), ship speed \( v \) and Admiralty Coefficient \( c_x \) regarding a hull geometric similarity:

\[
N_w = \frac{D^2 v^3}{c_x}.
\]  

(2)

Using formula (2) the coefficient \( c_x \) was calculated for each ship from reference list. Next it was used for calculation of main propulsion power \( N_{wi} \) for a number of ship speed \( v = v_1 \div v_n \) for each ship from reference list. Calculations were executed for a number of ships from reference list. For each given ship speed a cumulative diagram of dependency \( N_w = f(D) \) for all population was elaborated. The linear dependency between main propulsion power in given ship speed \( N_{wi} \) and ship deadweight or displacement was affirmed:

\[
N_{wi} = a_0 + a_1 D.
\]  

(3)

Calculations of \( a_0 \) and \( a_1 \) coefficients for each chosen ship speed were based on linear regression by means of least squares method. Coefficients \( a_{oi} \) and \( a_{li} \) in formula (3) depend on ship speed:

\[
a_o = f(v),
\]

\[
a_1 = f(v),
\]  

(4)

To determine \( a_o \) and \( a_1 \) coefficients value in dependence on ship speed the approximation by power function was used:

\[
y = b x^d,
\]  

(5)

In this case the following was assumed:

\[
a_o = b_o v^{d_0} \text{ and } a_1 = b_1 v^{d_1}.
\]

Coefficients \( b_i \) and \( d_i \) were calculated by means of least square method an it was assumed that formula (5) is third power function of ship speed:

\[
a_o = f(v) = b_0 \cdot v^3,
\]

\[
a_1 = f(v) = b_1 \cdot v^3.
\]  

(6)
The dependency (5) was applied to formula (3) and as a result a final formula for ship main propulsion power was obtained:

$$N_w = (a_o + a_1 D) v^3 [kW],$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where:

\begin{itemize}
  \item $D \text{ [tons]}$ – ship deadweight or displacement,
  \item $v \text{ [knots]}$ – ship speed,
  \item $a_o, a_1$ – coefficients depending on ship type.
\end{itemize}

**Example of calculation of tankers main propulsion power [4]**

A number $i=63$ ships was analyzed. Using formula (1) coefficient $c_x$ was calculated for each ship from reference list and next it was used for calculation of each tanker main propulsion power $N_{wi}$ for seven chosen speeds $v$: 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 i 18 knots. For each speed the cumulative diagram of dependency $N_w=f(D)$ for whole population was elaborated. An example of linear regression for $v=15$ knots is shown on figure 1.

Calculation of formula (2) $a_o$ and $a_1$ coefficients was executed by means of least square method for each ship speed. The following dependencies were obtained:

$$
\begin{align*}
  \text{for:} & \\
  v &= 18 \text{ w} & N_{w18} &= 12955 + 0,10030 \, D \\
  v &= 17 \text{ w} & N_{w17} &= 10914 + 0,08449 \, D \\
  v &= 16 \text{ w} & N_{w16} &= 9099 + 0,07044 \, D \\
  v &= 15 \text{ w} & N_{w15} &= 7497 + 0,05804 \, D & r^2 = 0,8066, \ r = 0,8981 \\
  v &= 14 \text{ w} & N_{w14} &= 6096 + 0,04719 \, D \\
  v &= 13 \text{ w} & N_{w13} &= 4881 + 0,03778 \, D \\
  v &= 12 \text{ w} & N_{w12} &= 3839 + 0,02972 \, D \\
\end{align*}
\right.
\hspace{1cm} (8)

As coefficients $a_o$ and $a_1$ of dependencies (7) are power functions of ship speed type $y=ax^b$ in this case was assumed:

$$
\begin{align*}
  a_o &= b_o \, v^{d_o}, \\
  a_1 &= b_1 \, v^{d_1},
\end{align*}
\hspace{1cm} (9)

![Fig. 1. An example of linear regression describing dependence $N_w=f(D)$ for ship speed $v=15$ knots](image_url)
After regression coefficients $b_i$ and $d_i$ are calculated by means of least square methods formulas (9) are as follows:

$$a_0 = f(v) = 2.2215 \cdot v^3,$$
$$a_1 = f(v) = 0.0000172 \cdot v^3.$$  

Applying (9) to formula (2) the final form of formula for main propulsion power is:

$$N_w = (2.2215 + 0.0000172 \cdot D) \cdot v^3 \ [kW],$$  

where:

$D$[tons] - DWT ship deadweight

$v$[knots] - ship speed.

For formula (11) the coefficient of regression determination is $r^2 = 0.8420$ and correlation coefficient is $r = 0.9176$. It proves high compatibility of calculation results obtained from formula (11) with real parameters and confirms the correctness of previous assumptions. The correlation between power calculated according to formula (10) and power appointed in reference list is shown on figure 2.

\[ \text{Fig. 2. Correlation between shaft power calculated according to formula (10) and shaft power of ship main propulsion from similar ship list} \]

### 3. Determination of total electric power

At preliminary estimation of ship engine room working parameters it is not possible to determine exactly total electric power of onboard power station is the electric power balance of ship is not yet elaborated. Thus, to obtain forecast of total electric power it is necessary to use reference list or empirical formulas. However existing formulas concern ships of older
construction and do not regard many aspects concerning new ships construction. The necessity to elaborate new formulas is obvious at the moment. A number of ship types was statistically analysed with assumption that the total electric power of onboard power station depends on main propulsion power. The statistic analysis showed that with satisfactory accuracy the linear regression could be used giving the following formula:

\[ \Sigma N_{el} = a + b \cdot N_w, \]  

(12)

where:

\[ \Sigma N_{el} \] – total electric power of ship power station,
\[ N_w \] – main propulsion shaft power.

**Example of calculation of tankers total electric power [4]**

Thirty three tankers (26 crude oil carriers and 7 product carriers) were taken into statistic analysis. Only tankers with steam turbine driven cargo pumps were taken into consideration because tankers with hydraulically or electrically driven cargo pumps are characterized by higher electric power consumption due to higher energy demand of such driven pumps.

To estimate total electric power of onboard power station the linear regression with least square method was used. Concerning tankers, the formula (12) is as follows:

\[ \Sigma N_{el} = 1225 + 0,07443 \cdot N_w \ [kW], \]  

(13)

where:

\[ \Sigma N_{el} \ [kW] \] – total electric power,
\[ N_w \ [kW] \] – main propulsion shaft power.

Coefficient of regression determination is \( r^2 = 0,6311 \), correlation coefficient \( r = 0,7944 \).

The dependence between total electric power obtained from formula (12) and main propulsion shaft power from similar ships reference list is shown in figure 3.

![Fig. 3. Dependence between total electric power obtained from formula (12) and shaft power of main ship propulsion from similar ships list](image)

4. **Determination of total boilers capacity**

To estimate total boilers capacity without exact steam consumption balance the problem is
similar to the estimation of total electric power. It is impossible to determine exactly boilers capacity during preliminary estimations.

Similarly to electric power estimation the linear dependency between total boilers capacity and main propulsion shaft power was assumed. To estimate total boilers capacity as a function of main propulsion shaft power the linear regression with least square method was used. As a result of calculations the following formula was obtained:

\[ D_{k_{\text{max}}} = c + d \cdot N_w \ [\text{kg/h}] , \]  \hspace{1cm} (14)

where:

- \( D_{k_{\text{max}}} \ [\text{kg/h}] \) – total boilers capacity,
- \( N_w \ [\text{kW}] \) – main propulsion shaft power.

Example of calculation of tankers total boilers capacity [4]

Comparing other types of ships steam systems and boilers configuration are much developed. Usually there are two main fuel fired boilers of high capacity and one auxiliary boiler heated by main engine exhaust gases. The steam from main boilers is among other proposes used for steam turbine driven cargo pumps. That is why it is necessary to analyze steam production of such ships. The population of 39 tankers was analyzed (32 crude oil carriers and 7 product carriers). Only tankers with steam turbine driven cargo pumps were on the list because tankers equipped with hydraulically driven cargo pumps have much lower steam consumption.

Similarly to electric power case it was assumed that total steam boilers capacity is linear function of main propulsion power. To determine total boilers capacity the linear regression pattern with least square method. As a result of calculations the following formula for total boilers capacity was obtained:

\[ D_{k_{\text{max}}} = 24981 + 2,4289 \cdot N_w \ [\text{kg/h}] , \]  \hspace{1cm} (15)

where:

- \( D_{k_{\text{max}}} \ [\text{kg/h}] \) – total boilers capacity,
- \( N_w \ [\text{kW}] \) – main propulsion shaft power.

Coefficient of regression determination \( r^2 = 0,6819 \), correlation coefficient \( r = 0,8258 \).

The dependence between total boilers capacity obtained from formula (14) and main propulsion shaft power from similar ships reference list is shown in figure 4.
5. Ready made formulas for calculations of main propulsion shaft power, total electric power and boilers capacity for different types of seagoing ships

5.1. Container ships

\[ N_w = (0.9179 + 0.00003412 \cdot D) \cdot v^3 \ [kW], \]  

(16)

where:

D [tons] - ship displacement,

v [knots] - ship speed.

\[ \Sigma N_{el} = 1077 + 0.1580 \cdot N_w \ [kW]. \]  

(17)

where:

Nw [kW] - main propulsion shaft power,

\[ D_{kmax} = 2537 + 0.0657 \cdot N_w \ [kg/h]. \]  

(18)

where:

Nw [kW] - main propulsion shaft power.

5.2. Ferries and ro-ro ships

\[ N_w = (1.49042 + 0.00003888 \cdot D_n) \cdot v^3 \ [kW]. \]  

(19)

where:

Dn [tons] - DWT ship deadweight,

v [knots] - ship speed,

\[ \Sigma N_{el} = 2432 + 0.14944 \cdot N_w \ [kW]. \]  

(20)

where:

Nw [kW] - main propulsion shaft power,

\[ D_{kmax} = 1382 + 0.15265 \cdot N_w \ [kg/h]. \]  

(21)

where:

Nw [kW] - main propulsion shaft power.

5.3. Passenger cruisers

\[ N_w = (1.1896 + 0.00002051 \cdot D) \cdot v^3 \ [kW]. \]  

(22)

where:
\[ \Sigma N_{el} = 3044 + 0.24048 \cdot D \ [kW]. \] (23)

where:

\( D \ [\text{tons}] \) - ship displacement,
\( v \ [\text{knots}] \) - ship speed,

\[ D_{kmax} = -4763 + 1.15191 \cdot N_w \ [\text{kg/h}]. \] (24)

where:

for \( N_w > 5000 \ [\text{kW}] \) - main propulsion shaft power,

5.4. Tankers

\[ N_w = (2.2215 + 0.0000172 \cdot D_n) \cdot v^3 \ [\text{kW}]. \] (25)

where:

\( D_n \ [\text{tons}] \) - DWT ship deadweight,
\( v \ [\text{knots}] \) - ship speed,

\[ \Sigma N_{el} = 1225 + 0.07443 \cdot N_w \ [\text{kW}]. \] (26)

where:

\( N_w \ [\text{kW}] \) - main propulsion shaft power,

\[ D_{kmax} = 24981 + 2.4289 \cdot N_w \ [\text{kg/h}]. \] (27)

where:

\( N_w \ [\text{kW}] \) - main propulsion shaft power,

5.5. LNG carriers

\[ N_w = (1.34571 + 0.00003091 \cdot D_n) \cdot v^3 \ [\text{kW}]. \] (28)

where:

\( D_n \ [\text{tons}] \) - DWT ship deadweight,
\( v \ [\text{knots}] \) - ship speed,

\[ \Sigma N_{el} = -1126 + 0.4401 \cdot N_w \ [\text{kW}]. \] (29)

where:

for \( N_w > 5000 \ [\text{kW}] \) - main propulsion shaft power,
\[ D_{kmax} = -1010 + 0.4761 \cdot N_w \ [kg/h]. \]  
(30)

where:
for \( N_w > 5000 \ [kW] \) - main propulsion shaft power,

5.6. Bulk carriers

\[ N_w = (1.535 + 0.0000197 \cdot D_n) \cdot v^3 \ [kW]. \]  
(31)

where:
\( D_n \ [tons] \) - DWT ship deadweight,
\( v \ [knots] \) - ship speed,

\[ \Sigma N_{el} = 812.7 + 0.08912 \cdot N_w \ [kW]. \]  
(321)

where:
\( N_w \ [kW] \) - main propulsion shaft power,

\[ D_{kmax} = 656.6 + 0.09145 \cdot N_w \ [kg/h]. \]  
(33)

where:
\( N_w \ [kW] \) - main propulsion shaft power.

6. Conclusions

Ready made formulas presented in the paper make possible quick and simple calculations of energy demand for ships being on preliminary state of design [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8]. Formulas may be useful for designers or students in project calculations especially in preliminary estimations while modeling simulations of hull resistance, electric energy balance and steam consumption balance are not yet executed.

During statistic analysis high correlation coefficients were obtained in formulas for ship main propulsion power, total electric power and total boilers capacity (in the most cases \( r > 0.9 \)). It shows a strong relation between analyzed parameters. High correlation coefficients make possible to apply the method with high expectation that obtained preliminary results will be in high approximation of precise real results obtained in exact technical project of the ship.

It can be stated that the farther statistic analysis are necessary to improve presented formulas regarding new built ships and trends in ship industry. The paper does not deal with some types of ships for example having dynamic positioning, characterized by high electric energy consumption and usually propelled by diesel-electric systems.
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Abstract
The paper presents an interpretation of operation of a boundary layer of a lubricating medium. A model of the homogeneous Poisson process has been proposed to assess the deterioration process of the layer’s operation. The assessment considers the original interpretation of operation of a boundary layer, as a lubricity measure of a boundary layer of any lubricant. In the submitted proposal the operation of a boundary layer is understood as a transfer of energy $E_p$, resulting from tribological system load at a given time $t$, in the form of work $L_p$ which may lead to a breakdown of this layer. The operation is equated to a physical quantity with the unit of measure which is joule-second. Herby, it has been shown that for this interpretation the operation may be determined not only by a number with the unit of measure [Js], but also in the form of an area of operation presented in a graph made on the "$L_p$-t" system, where: $L_p(t)$ – work needed to break a boundary layer of a lubricating medium at time $t$, $t$ – time of operation of the lubricant boundary layer. The paper also demonstrates usefulness of such understood operation of a lubricant boundary layer for assessment of the lubricity of this layer. The usefulness consists in that the layer operation can be defined as the required operation and possible operation. If the possible operation of a lubricant boundary layer is larger than the required, this medium can be used for lubrication of tribological systems. Otherwise, each tribological system undergoes wear.

Keywords: operation, lubricating oil, fuel, stochastic process, lubricity

1. Introduction

Lubricity, like viscosity, is one of the most important properties of lubricating mediums. In shipbuilding such substances include lubricating oils and fuels. Lubricating oils are used, among others, for lubrication of tribological systems like main bearings and crank bearings, pistons with rings mating with the cylinder liners, and in case of crosshead engines – crossheads mating with the crosshead bearings. Whereas, fuels enable lubrication of precision pairs like pistons and cylinder liners in fuel injection pumps, and injector needles and guides. Therefore, the systematic study of lubricity of marine lubricants should not only refer to lubricating oils, but also fuels. Lubrication is required by all tribological systems, not only just these that have been mentioned. It is essential since it allows to reduce both the wear of tribological systems and the energy losses due to friction.

As the lubricity of oils and the lubricity of fuels applied in shipbuilding are equally important in further considerations the terms lubricating oil and fuel are replaced by the term lubricating
medium which can be both a lubricating oil or fuel.

In tribology there are different types of friction [6, 19]. The most important in engineering is the division of friction into: dry (or more precisely technically dry) friction, boundary friction and fluid friction. Lubricity is especially important for boundary friction. For this friction, lubrication of the mating surfaces of any tribological system is provided by a boundary layer (boundary film). The boundary layer is thin (about 0.5 μm) and is preserved in consequence of the interaction between the lubricating medium and the mating surfaces lubricated by the medium. Such a thin layer of the lubricating medium is formed as a result of high unit tensions between the mating surfaces in the tribological system and the too low speed of their relative motion. Formation of such a layer and prevention against its breakdown and thus against occurrence of dry friction, is possible when adequate lubricity is provided. For this reason, lubricity is interpreted the most often as the ability of the lubricant particles to adhere to the lubricated surfaces, by which production of a stable layer on these areas, enabling their separation, is possible.

2. Interpretation of lubricity and possibilities for its determination

Contemporary views on lubricity of lubricating mediums (oils, fuels) are significantly different [1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11].

An extensive analysis of the views of different authors on the lubricity, which shows a considerable variety, is presented in the paper [15]. The results of this analysis and of lubricity tests of lubricating mediums led to formulation of the following definition of lubricity: lubricity is a property of a lubricating medium that characterizes its behavior under conditions of boundary friction. It determines the ability to produce on solid surfaces (substrates) a stable boundary layer as a result of adsorption (surface sorption) and more precisely: physisorption (physical adsorption) and chemisorption (chemical adsorption) [8]. This means that the lubricity depends not only on the structure of the lubricating medium, but also on the properties of the lubricated mating surfaces of the given tribological system. However, it is the property of a lubricant prepared to interact with the rubbing surfaces through interaction resulting from the existence of cohesive forces (different types of intermolecular bonds and intermolecular attractions) in the tribological system.

Taking into account considerations concerning the operation of machines, eg. diesel engines [5, 6, 7], lubricity can be defined as a property of a lubricating medium (and thus of the tribological system) ensuring its correct operation (D) under conditions of boundary friction. Lubricity characterizes preparation of the substance to form a stable boundary layer as a result of adsorption (physisorption and chemisorption) on solid surfaces. It is obvious that chemisorption increases the lubricity of a lubricating medium. This follows from the fact that the adsorption (surface sorption) is the process of forming surface bonds between the lubricant particles and the particles of the lubricated solid surfaces, while physisorption is caused by the action of intermolecular attractive forces, and chemisorption is a result of forming chemical bonds between the lubricant particles and the particles of the lubricated solid surface [8, 20]. For the applied substances the coefficient of friction may be different, i.e. smaller in case of occurrence of physisorption on the lubricated surfaces, or higher – in case of chemisorption on these surfaces.

The measurement of lubricity is durability of the boundary layer, understood as durability of the existing connection (bond) of a lubricating medium with the substrate (solid surface). The durability can be determined [8]:

- at time of forming the boundary layer, as a result of investigation of the accompanying effects, eg. by measurement of the thermal energy (heat) of sorption; or
- at time of destroying the layer, eg. by measurement of the quantity of energy needed to break the layer.

Durability of the boundary layer can also be determined indirectly through studying the phenomena associated with lubricity such as wear, scuffing (eg. susceptibility to scuffing, what is
important in diagnostic tests), or adsorption, thus physisorption and chemisorption (eg. substance susceptibility to adsorption), etc. Lubricity assessed as the lubricant susceptibility to adsorption can be investigated in static as well as dynamic conditions [8].

From the presented definitions and considerations follows that the energy consumption to overcome the friction resistance (forces) in tribological systems of machines depends not only on the lubricant viscosity but also on its lubricity. Therefore, for operation of the machines, not only of marine application, such as internal combustion engines, reciprocating compressors, etc. the tendency should also be to determine the lubricity of the substances. One of the possibilities might be testing the boundary layer operation. This requires to demonstrate the operation in such a form of mathematical dependence that determines measurement of lubricity of the mentioned lubricating mediums which are lube oils and fuels.

3. Operation of the boundary layer as a measurement of lubricity

Operation of a lubricant boundary layer will be correct only when it is not broken. Due to the fact that the lubricant ages in the course of time, the endeavor to ensure the durability of the substance and its boundary layer as high as possible is evident. The more bounded the lubricant boundary layer particles to the substrate (lubricated surface), the higher the durability of the layer. When the bond strengths between the lubricating medium and the substrate increase, the quantity of energy emitted during formation of this bond rises [8, 15]. This means that measurement of durability of the mentioned boundary layer can be based on measurements of effects accompanying formation of the layer. Thus, the duration of a forming boundary layer can be determined through measurements of the thermal effects accompanying adsorption.

The measurement of durability of a lubricant boundary layer may also be based on measurements of the effects accompanying destruction of the layer. In this case, there can be distinguished as follows [8]:

– wear interpretation of measurements of the boundary layer durability,
– energy interpretation of measurements of the boundary layer durability.

Therefore, resistance of the boundary layer to destructive effects can also be a measure of lubricity. To determine durability of the boundary layer it is needed to estimate such a critical value of destructive effects that causes breakdown of this layer. These effects can be expressed in the form of energy or work per unit of area (unit energy or work) [8]. For this approach, the destructive effect is expressed by a product of the load (p) and the relative sliding speed (v) of rubbing surfaces. This product defines the work performed in time due to existing external load and a lubricating film (between rubbing surfaces) per unit of area, thus the unit power (power per unit of the friction area) in accordance with the formula [8]:

\[
N_{(1)} = pv
\]

where:

\( p \) – pressure in the boundary layer, \( v \) – relative sliding speed of rubbing surfaces.

It is therefore necessary to determine the value of the mentioned work which causes the destruction of the lubricant boundary layer in a tribological system having larger or smaller predispositions to produce this layer. This approach can also be used to determine the power destroying the boundary layer with regard to the friction area \( F \), so \( N = N_{(1)}F \).

Effects destroying a lubricant boundary layer should be considered at a determined time \( t \) [6, 7]. Therefore, the work \( L_p \) can be considered instead of the power \( N \) and its value can be calculated from the formula:

\[
L_p(t) = p(t)F(t)v(t)t
\]

where \( p \) – pressure in the boundary layer, \( F \) – friction area, \( v \) – relative sliding speed of rubbing
surfaces, \(t\) – duration of the boundary layer load.

By using the formula (2) the operation of a lubricant boundary layer can be determined as a measurement of lubricity from the formula \([6, 7]\):

\[
D(t) = \int_{t_1}^{t_2} L_p(\tau) d\tau = \int_{t_1}^{t_2} p(\tau) F(\tau) v(\tau) d\tau
\]

(3)

where:

\(D(t)\) – operation of a lubricant boundary layer at time \(t\); \(L_p(t)\) – work needed to break a lubricant boundary layer at time \(t\); \(p(t)\) – pressure in the boundary layer at time \(t\); \(F(t)\) – friction area at time \(t\); \(v(t)\) – relative sliding speed of rubbing surfaces at time \(t\); \(t\) – operational time of the lubricant boundary layer; \(t_1, t_2\) – moments of the interval \([t_1, t_2]\) in which the lubricant boundary layer operates.

In the course of the operational time of a tribological system, due to its wear, operation of a lubricant boundary layer deteriorates in the aspect that the resistance of this layer decreases. This means that the work causing destruction of this layer gets smaller. Reduction of the work can be recorded only when it reaches at least an elementary quantity (portion) \(\Delta L_p\), which can be called a quantum, just like in physics for the energy of electromagnetic radiation [6]. As a result of this reduction after determined time, the mentioned work \(L_p\) takes such a low value that further use of the lubricant under boundary friction becomes impossible. In this case the lubricant should be replaced with another. Otherwise, the boundary layer gets broken what results in occurring dry friction (technically dry) causing damage (destruction) of the tribological system.

Such understood operation of a tribological system (eg. a bearing) can be presented in compliance with the formulas (2) and (3), in a coordinate system of "\(L_p-t\)", so in the form of a graph, which can be called an operation graph. Such a graph in the coordinates of "\(L_p-t\)" is shown in Fig. 1.

Durability \((T_r)\) of the boundary layer of a lubricating medium is a random variable. Realization of this variable \((t_n)\) for the given substance may be the time interval \([0, t_{\text{max}}]\), so the maximum time of correct operation of the boundary layer, after which this layer gets broken.

In the presented approach, the operation of a lubricant boundary layer can be considered as:

a) demanded operation \((D_W)\), so that one which is necessary to perform a given task by a machine having tribological systems in which the boundary layer exists;

b) possible operation \((D_M)\), so that one which can be done by the boundary layer existing in a given tribological system at the particular technical condition.

![Fig. 1. Exemplary graph of boundary layer operation: \(L_p\) - work needed to break the boundary layer of a lubricating medium (oil, fuel), \(t\) - time of operation (action) of a lubricating medium; \(t_0, t_n\) - initial moment and the next moment between which the operation of a lubricant boundary layer is analyzed.](image-url)
It can be assumed that any operation of a lubricant boundary layer is possible \((D_M)\) when the energy \((E_{pM})\) generated inside as a result of the load \(p\) and the related work \((L_{pM})\) which might lead to a breakdown of this layer, or heat \((Q_{pM})\) being an equivalent to the work, will reach at most the boundary value after the time \(t\). The demanded operation \((D_W)\) of a boundary layer is when the energy \((E_{pW})\) generated inside as a result of the load \(p\), and thus also the work \((L_{pW})\) needed to destroy this layer or the heat \((Q_{pW})\) being an equivalent to the work will achieve the demanded (adequate to the operating conditions) values at time \((t_W)\) required to perform the given task. Consequently, it can be accepted that each boundary layer is in ability state (is able to perform the task) when:

\[
D_W \leq D_M
\]  

(4)

The maximum possible operation which characterizes a breakdown of the boundary layer and occurrence of dry friction in particular micro areas of contacting surfaces, is in this case a boundary operation. Thus, the possible boundary operation can be expressed by the formula:

\[
D_{pG} = L_{pG} t
\]

(5)

where: \(D_{pG}\) - maximum possible operation, \(L_{pG}\) – boundary operation, so that one by which the beginning of scuffing of rubbing surfaces in the tribological system (eg. sliding bearing) is possible to occur.

The boundary layer can operate (work) properly in accordance with the formula (4) if:

\[
t_M \geq t_W, \text{ when simultaneously } L_{pM} \geq L_{pW}.\]

This means that for practical reasons, this general case must be considered in the following variants:

1) \(t_M = t_W\), when simultaneously \(L_{pM} = L_{pW}\)
2) \(t_M = t_W\), when simultaneously \(L_{pM} > L_{pW}\)
3) \(t_M > t_W\), when simultaneously \(L_{pM} = L_{pW}\)
4) \(t_M > t_W\), when simultaneously \(L_{pM} > L_{pW}\).

In case when:

\[
D_W > D_M
\]

(6)

the boundary layer should be recognized as destroyed and the tribological systems damaged, and the machine in which they are located is not able to perform a task appropriately to the need.

For modeling the changes of energy or work causing a breakdown of a lubricant boundary layer, a homogeneous Poisson process can be applied [6, 7]. By applying this process a physical interpretation can be formulated for the process of reducing by a constant elementary value \(e_p\) the work required to break the boundary layer \(L_p\), which is as follows: from the beginning of operation of this layer (this may be the time \(t_0 = 0\)) till the time of recording by a measuring device the event \(A\) for the first time, consisting in work \(L_p\) reduction by the value \(\Delta L_p = e_p\), each task can be performed by the tribological system. Further operation of the boundary layer (during task performance by the mentioned system) causes in the course of time successive decreases in values of the work \(L_p\), by the equal values \(e_p\), recorded by the measuring device. Therefore, in case of having recorded till the time \(t\) a cumulative number \(B_t\) of the occurred events \(A\), described with a homogeneous Poisson process, the reduction of work \(L_p\) by the value \(\Delta L_p = e_p\) till the time \(t\) can
be presented by the formula [3]:

$$\Delta L_{pi} = e_p B_t$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where the random variable $B_t$ has (as it is known) the distribution [6, 7]:

$$P(B_t = k) = \frac{(\lambda t)^k}{k!} \exp(-\lambda t); \quad k = 1,2,\ldots,n,$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where: $\lambda$ - constant ($\lambda = \text{idem}$) interpreted as intensity of work $L_p$ reduction by equal values $e_p$, recorded during tests; $\lambda > 0$.

The expected value and the variance of the process of increasing the number of events $A$, thus reducing the work $L_p$ by the successively recorded values $e_p$, can be demonstrated as follows:

$$E(B_t) = \lambda t; \quad D^2(B_t) = \lambda t$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Taking the fact into considerations that the greatest energy $E_p$, thus also the work $L_p$, is needed to break the lubricant boundary layer (when $t = 0$) the mathematical relationship describing the work reduction over the time $t$ can be expressed by the formula:

$$L_p(t) = \begin{cases} L_{p_{\max}} & \text{dla } t = 0 \\ L_{p_{\max}} - e_p \lambda t & \pm e_p \sqrt{\lambda t} & \text{dla } t > 0 \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

A graphic interpretation of the relation (10) is shown in Fig. 2.

**Fig. 2.** Graphic interpretation of an exemplary realization of the process of reducing the work needed to break the boundary layer; $L_p$ - work that causes breakdown of the boundary layer, $e_p$ - quantum by which the work $L_p$ changes, $t$ - time
From the formula (10), results that for any time \( t \) it is possible to determine the work \( L_p \) which can be performed by a tribological system (e.g., piston with rings - cylinder liner, bearing, etc.) and from the formula (8) - that it is possible to estimate the probability of occurring such decrease of work \( L_p \). Thus, the probability \( P(B_t = k; k = 1, 2, ..., n) \) defined by the formula (8), can be recognized as an indicator of the operational reliability of the boundary layer.

4. FINAL REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS

Operation of the boundary layer in the submitted proposal, is understood as transferring by it the energy \( E_p \), resulting from the tribological system load at determined time \( t \), in the form of work \( L_p \), which may lead to breakdown of this layer. Therefore, it has been compared to a physical quantity that can be expressed with a numeric value and a unit of measure \([\text{joule} \times \text{second}]\). The direct results of such interpreted operation of the boundary layer is the energy transferred by it and the time at which that energy can be transferred. This energy (thus also the work \( L_p \) or its equivalent – heat \( Q_p \)) and the time are the quantities which unequivocally characterize the operation of the boundary layer. Such understood operation can be considered as a quantity directly characterizing durability of the layer, thus a symptom of its ability. With the increased wear of opposing surfaces in a tribological system and/or deterioration of physicochemical properties of a lubricant (lubricating oil, fuel) under determined conditions and at a defined time, the value of such understood work decreases as a result of deteriorating lubricity and in consequence, increasing the friction work thus the heat of friction. To determine the range of deterioration of operation of the boundary layer it has been applied a stochastic model of reducing work \( L_p \) needed to break this layer, in the form of a random process with equal (constant) intervals, homogeneous and independent increments, which is a homogeneous Poisson process.

Operation of the layer in the presented version also has also this advantage that can be analyzed by performing precise measurements, and then can be expressed in the form of:

- number with the unit of measure (Formula 3);
- graph, as a field of area (Fig. 1 and 2).
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Abstract

The paper deals with problem of energy demand for main propulsion as a function of deadweight and speed for tanker ships built in 60-ties, 70-ties, 8--ties as well as recently built. Changes in power of main propulsion and trends observed in the matter are appointed. In the same way analysis of electric power and boilers capacity are carried out. In summary conclusions and prognosis concerning energetic plants of tanker ships are expressed.
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1. Introduction

Tankers the largest merchant ships are used for transport of liquid cargo. Their deadweight excess even 500000 tons. Such a transport capability have crude oil carriers belonging to ULCC class (Ultra Large Crude Carrier). A view of ULCC class tanker is shown on figure 1.

![ULCC class tanker Knock Nevis](image)

Fig. 1. ULCC class tanker Knock Nevis: length 458,45 m, 564763 DWT
Tankers are mostly used for transport of crude oil and crude oil products (product tankers), liquefied sulphur (sulphur carriers), liquefied chemicals (chemical carriers) and liquefied gases (gas carriers LNG and LPG). Combined bulk cargo ships for example OBO (oil-bulk-ore) or COB (container-oil-bulk) are also classified as tankers.

Recently built tankers are constructed as double-hull (double skin) to protect sea environment against cargo leaks in case of hull defects (due to collision, grounding etc.).

The subject of this analysis are crude oil tankers and product tankers. Depending on cargo properties (density, viscosity) there are some differences in propulsion plants construction of these ships mainly in boilers capacity and onboard electric power station size. It depends on different configuration of cargo pumps. In case of crude oil carriers and large product carriers three or four big cargo pumps with capacity $3000 \div 5000 \, m^3/h$ steam turbine driven are used. It results in high steam demand and high boilers capacity. Turbine driven cargo pumps are shown on figure 2.

![View of crude oil tanker’s cargo pumps:](image)

- slow speed diesel engines are mostly used for main propulsion,
- steam turbine propulsion dominates on VLCC (Very Large Crude Carriers) and ULCC class tankers,
- the speed of tankers is about 14–16 knots,
- onboard electric power station consists of three diesel alternators of moderate power as these ships do not have large electric power consumers e.g. bow thrusters; only some number of product carriers equipped with separate electrically driven cargo pumps for each cargo tank have higher electric power demand,
tankers are distinguished in comparison to other types of ships by larger steam systems particularly on crude oil carriers where boilers steam capacity achieves $50000 \div 100000$ kg/h at pressure $1,8 \div 3,0$ MPa.

The target of this work is analysis of development of main propulsion plants, onboard electric power station and boilers capacity on crude oil tankers and large product tankers on the base of statistic methods.

2. Analysis of main propulsion plants development

To determinate main propulsion power of tankers built 60-ties technical data of 637 ships were used [4]. As a results of statistics calculations and after determination of regression coefficients formula (1) was obtained [4]. Tanker propulsion power is described in dependence on ship deadweight and ship speed:

$$N_n = 0,0566 \cdot D^{0.476} \cdot v^{2.564} \ [kW].$$

(1)

where:

- $N_n [kW]$ - shaft power of main engine,
- $D \ [tons]$ - ship deadweight (DWT),
- $v \ [knots]$ - ship speed.

Statistic calculations carried out in Marine Power Plants Department of Gdynia Maritime University made possible to determine formula (2) for recently built tankers [2]:

$$N_n = (2,2215 + 0,0000172 \cdot D) \cdot v^3 \ [kW].$$

(2)

where:

- $D \ [tons]$ - ship deadweight (DWT),
- $v \ [knots]$ - ship speed.

![Fig. 3. Dependency $N_n=f(D)$ at different ship speed for tankers built in 60-ties according to formula (1)]
The dependence of ship main propulsion power on ship deadweight for different ship speeds according to formulas (1) and (2) is shown on figures 3 and 4. Dependency between main propulsion shaft power and ship deadweight at different ship speed for tankers built in 60-ties according to formula (1) is shown on figure 3.

The same dependences for recently built tankers according to formula (2) are shown on figure 4. Aby móc porówna i ocenić rozwój mocy napędów tych statków w ostatnich 50-ciu latach dla wybranej prędkości pływania v=14 węzłów przedstawiono na rys. 5 wykresy zbiorcze, celem dokonania analizy porównawczej zmian mocy tej kategorii statków.

![Graph](image_url)

**Fig. 4. Dependency \( N_n = f(D) \) at different ship speed for recently built tankers according to formula (2)**

To compare and evaluate the development of tankers main propulsion power in recent years a cumulative diagrams were executed. An example of cumulative diagram for ship speed 14 knots is shown on figure 5.

![Graph](image_url)

**Fig. 5. Comparison of main propulsion power at v=14 knots for tankers built in 60-ties and nowadays**
As the deadweight of tankers built in 60-ties achieved maximum 200000 tons to make possible comparing analysis especially for VLCC and ULCC class tankers the extrapolation of dependencies was executed for main propulsion power of tankers built in 60-ties. Results of comparative analysis (fig. 5) show that for tankers of deadweight up to 300000 tons main propulsion power demand did not change during last 50 years. It results from small modification of tankers hull construction and still used ship operational speed about 14÷16 knots. Considering larger ships i.e. ULCC class (above 300000 DWT) main propulsion power demand is moderate higher. It is probably the result of slightly higher operational speed and minor changes in hull construction.

3. Analysis of onboard electric power station development

Total electric power of older tankers onboard power station can be approximately estimated using formula (3) elaborated by Ship Design and Research Center in Gdańsk [5]:

$$\Sigma N_{el} = 663 + 0.0748 \times N_n \ [kW],$$

(3)

where:

$N_n \ [kW]$ - main engine shaft power.

In turn total electric power of recently built tankers onboard power station is described by formula (4) elaborated in Marine Power Plants Department of Gdynia Maritime University [2]:

$$\Sigma N_{el} = 1225 + 0.07443 \times N_n \ [kW],$$

(4)

where:

$N_n \ [kW]$ - main engine shaft power.

Dependencies of total electric power on main engine shaft power elaborated according to formulas (3) and (4) are shown on figure 5. It makes possible to compare total electric power of older and recently built tankers.

![Comparison of total electric power for older and recently built tankers](image)

Fig. 5. Comparison of total electric power for older and recently built tankers
Comparing total electric power (fig. 5) it is found that total electric power of recently built tankers is higher than for older construction in whole range of main engine shaft power. It results from tendency to fit out ships with higher number of electrically driven plants and equipment. A typical example are modern navigation equipment, automatically controlled modern machinery equipment, modern air condition equipment etc.

4. Analysis of steam boilers capacity development

To estimate total boilers capacity mounted onboard of tankers propelled by diesel engines built in 70-ties and 80-ties the formula (5) given in [3] was used:

\[
D_k = 1,2507 \cdot 10^{-9} (N_n)^3 - 3,7444 \cdot 10^{-4} (N_n)^2 + 5,60705 \cdot N_n - 7960 \ [kg/h],
\]

where:

\(N_n [kW]\) - main engine shaft power.

Whereas total boilers capacity mounted onboard of recently built tankers propelled by diesel engines the formula (5) from [2] was used:

\[
D_k = 24981 + 2,4289 \cdot N_n \ [kg/h],
\]

where:

\(N_n [kW]\) - main engine shaft power.

Dependencies of tankers total boilers capacity on main engine shaft power according to formulas (5) and (6) is matched on figure 6.

Fig. 6. Comparison of total boiler capacity for older and recently built tankers
As shown on figure 6 the formula (5) comes true only for smaller tankers having main engine shaft power up to 15000 kW built in 70-ties of last century. Presently built much bigger VLCC and ULCC class tankers have considerably higher propulsion shaft power. Statistic analysis [2] affirms that total boilers capacity on recently built tankers is strongly linearly depended on main propulsion shaft power. Total boilers capacity on such tankers estimated according to formula [6] have very good correlation (above 0.8) with reference to main propulsion shaft power. Thus to use formula (6) for recently built tankers is entirely justified.

5. Conclusion

Nowadays tankers are the largest operated merchant ships. The population of these ships is distinguished by increasing cargo capacity and increasing operational speed. As a result the main propulsion shaft power also increases. Some limitation in tankers size is the possibility in passing through Suez Channel and Panama Channel.

Increase of total installed electric generators power is a result of fitting recent ships with large number of electrically driven equipment (for example bow thrusters), increasing tendency in automation and increasing comfort in ships crew working and living conditions (air condition of accommodation, air condition of working rooms etc.).

In turn high demand for steam on diesel engine propelled tankers is a result of using steam turbine driven cargo pumps and ballast pumps. The power necessary for cargo pumps propulsion is a result of high cargo unloading rate imposed by charter contracts.
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Abstract

This paper presents the results of the initial researches on platinum-rhodium inner catalyst application in one-cylinder compression-ignition engine (SB 3.1 type). According to recent researches [2-6] the active factor in an engine combustion space impacts on a combustion process. It is suspected that a catalyst i.e. a precious metal, affects the fuel combustion process by catalyzing the fuel-air combustion reaction (prior-combustion reactions what is correlated with shortening of combustion delay period). The researches was carried out in Division of Motor Vehicles and Internal Combustion Engines at Wroclaw University of Technology. The catalyst was put onto the engine valves surface. As a catalyst support a plasma-sprayed zirconium ceramic was used. The researches proved that the platinum-rhodium active factor on zirconium thermal barrier coating (TBC) placed into combustion chamber (inner catalyst) effects on the diesel engine performance. The impact of the inner catalyst seems to be advantageous for ignition delay. The active ceramic on the engine valve surface caused increase of in-cylinder maximum pressure and temperature values.

Keywords: internal combustion engine, active coating, catalytic fuel ignition, pressure diagram

1. Introduction

Nowadays, research on improvement of engine fuel combustion process has been increasing due to an increase in the price of diesel oil and increase in the environmental concerns. A great deal of research has been conducted on modification of the engine construction, using biobased-fuels and fuel addition including catalytic elements [1].

Williams and Schmidt [2] during their research on catalytic oxidation of liquid hydrocarbon fuel using rhodium as active agent, have analyzed the parameters of fuel-air mixture autoignition. The authors have observed that even minimal addition of rhodium to a reactor simulating internal combustion engine conditions (with some restrictions referring to real engine because the reactor worked in adiabatic conditions) causes improvement in chosen parameters of the combustion process. One of Williams and Schmidt suggestions is that the active agent put into combustion space causes start of complex chain reactions and the phenomena is related with shortening of time of chemical autoignition delay.

Mello, Bezaire and Sriramulu [3], in their researches have investigated influence of catalytic coating inside of a compression-ignition engine fueled with natural gas (DI-NG) on autoignition
delay. The authors have proved that the catalyst coating in combustion space may improve the engine efficiency.

Based on references [2 – 6] it is possible to conclude that modification of combustion space by catalytic active agent implementation may, with significant probability, causes shortening of fuel-air mixture autoignition delay time in the internal combustion engine.

It is suspected that the active agent i.e. a precious metal affects the fuel combustion process by catalyzing the fuel-air combustion reaction, especially prior-combustion reactions what is correlated with shortening of combustion delay period.

The researches on an active ceramic application inside the combustion chamber of the internal combustion engines have been provide in Division of Motor Vehicles and Internal Combustion Engines at Wroclaw University of Technology for last few years. The inner catalyst is a solution based on implementation of active factor on chosen engine elements (glow plugs, piston and engine valves) to improve the combustion process [5,6].

Thick plasma sprayed thermal barrier coatings (TBC) is used as a catalyst support. zirconium, yttrium-stabilized ceramic, because of its special properties, is well known, suitable for thermal and hot corrosion protection material which is often use for diesel engines applications. In addition, they represent potential solutions to increase the engine efficiency, in terms of higher combustion temperature and reduced cooling air flow, and to reduce the fuel consumption [7].

The aim of this research was analysis of the effect of the platinum-rhodium inner catalyst on diesel engine performance.

2. Experiment

The researches was carried out in the Division of Motor Vehicles and Internal Combustion Engines laboratory of Wroclaw University of Technology. A one-cylinder SB 3.1.type diesel engine was employed as the research engine. The lay-out of the engine test bed is presented on figure 1.

![Fig. 1. The lay-out of the research test bed](image)
The test bed was equipped with in-cylinder pressure and temperature measurement system. The system for data register and acquisition based on measurement channel with piezoelectric sensor, impulses amplifier, oscilloscope and software for signal processing software. Each pressure diagram has been averaging of 600 to 800 diesel engine cycles.

The engine modification was platinum-rhodium application on the engine valves surface. Plasma-sprayed, zirconium ceramic coating was used as a catalyst support. The ceramic coating acted simultaneously as a thermal barrier caused a local temperature increase.

The direct signals was put into several mathematical transformations connected with signal filtering and measurement channel calibration to eliminate potential disturbances. In the signal filtering process the signal aggregating method and average values weighting method were used.

The methods error was estimated as 0,01 MPa for range 0 to 5 MPa and 0,03 MPa for range 0 to 10 MPa. The difference in error level is an effect of signal transformations on values of pressure for various signal amplifications in the amplifier and the oscilloscope.

The tests were done for chosen engine speeds: 1200 rpm, 1400 rpm and 1600 rpm and crank angle degrees of fuel injection advance: 20 deg, 23 deg and 27 deg in crank angle. Two states of engine work were studied and compared: without and with inner catalyst. Average real operational engine load, 47,7 Nm, was chosen for pressure diagram analysis for each engine speed.

3. Results and discussion

Some results of the researches are presented on diagrams (fig. 2 - fig. 12) and in the tables (tab. 1 – tab. 3).

When engine run without the modification the combustion pressures measurements indicate typical performance for the engine type, comparable to producer data, what is shown on the figure 2 and 3.
Higher values of maximum pressure was measured for higher angle for different fuel injection advances (higher for 27 deg of crank angle than 20 deg). Higher values of crank angle causes faster combustion ignition.

After catalyst application insignificant changes was observed (fig. 4 and 5) but the tendency of engine pressure performance is comparable to basic state: the higher crank angle degree the higher maximum pressure values are observed (the higher crank angle degree the faster combustion ignition and higher pressure to crank angle ratio $\frac{dp}{d\alpha}$).
The comparison of the results shown on the figures 2 and 3 (engine without catalyst) with figures 4 and 5 (engine with active ceramic coating on the engine valves surface) shows that inner catalyst application caused higher maximum pressures in combustion chamber and faster combustion ignition was observed. Ratio dp/dα of the fuel combustion process were comparable for both states of engine work. Maximum pressure values was decreasing while engine speed was increasing.

The maximum in-cylinder pressures for both engine states on each analyzed engine speed are presented in table 1.

**Tab. 1. The maximum in-cylinder pressure, MPa, for various engine speeds and both states of engine work**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crank angle fuel injection advance, deg</th>
<th>Maximum in-cylinder pressure, MPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1200 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Without catalyst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 20</td>
<td>4.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 23</td>
<td>5.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 27</td>
<td>5.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The values of crank angle fuel injection advance, presented in table 2, indicate on phenomena of inner catalyst impact on ignition delay. Combustion ignition is also function of engine speed: the higher engine speed the closer to TDC fuel combustion process starts.

**Tab. 2. The ignition of the combustion process, crank angle before TDC, deg, MPa, for various engine speeds and both states of engine work**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crank angle fuel injection advance, deg</th>
<th>Start of the combustion process, crank angle fuel injection advance, deg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1200 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Without catalyst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 20</td>
<td>- 1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 23</td>
<td>- 3.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 27</td>
<td>- 11.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The changes in pressure to crank angle ratio (dp/d\(\alpha\)), presented in table 3, show that for 20 and 23 degrees of crank angle before TDC, the ratio values are higher when engine worked with platinum/rhodium catalyst on the engine valves surface in comparison to state without the engine modification. Only for 27 deg of crank angle and the lower engine speed the relation was opposite. The phenomena needs to be explained in future researches.

**Table 3. The ratio of dp to d\(\alpha\), MPa/deg, for various engine speeds and both states of engine work**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crank angle before TDC, deg</th>
<th>1200 rpm</th>
<th>1400 rpm</th>
<th>1600 rpm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Without catalyst</td>
<td>With catalyst</td>
<td>Without catalyst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 20</td>
<td>0,43</td>
<td>0,43</td>
<td>0,33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 23</td>
<td>0,29</td>
<td>0,47</td>
<td>0,20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 27</td>
<td>0,64</td>
<td>0,36</td>
<td>0,84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The thermodynamic state of the medium in combustion chamber is determine by Three parameters: pressure, temperature and volume. Two of them: pressure and volume as direct parameters are known as parameters indicates direct on engine performance. The third parameter, temperature, in engine measurements is define by mathematical rules because pressure and volume changes are easier and more precise tool for temperature measurement than using direct sensor of this parameter. By using data of pressure value, state of engine work, engine speed and specific fuel consumption etc., it is possible to get knowledge about the temperature behavior in the combustion chamber. The example of that estimation is presented on figure 6.

![Fig 6. The in-cylinder pressures and temperatures versus crank angle (example)](image)

In following figures (7 to 10) the in-cylinder temperatures values are presented versus various crank angle degrees. In case of 20 deg of crank angle (fig. 7 and 8), for both engine speeds, the higher values of temperature was observed for engine equipped with inner catalyst. Also ignition of the combustion process started faster. Simultaneously with engine speed increase the temperature of medium in the combustion chamber was increasing.
In case of 27 deg of crank angle various temperature states were observed (fig 9 and 10). When engine speed was 1200 rpm the engine with inner catalyst was achieving higher combustion temperatures than in basic state. The ignition of the combustion process was observed in comparable crank angle momentum. The opposite situation was observed when engine worked with the higher engine speed (1600 rpm). This phenomena could be explained by different behavior of the active agent placed in combustion space, depend on engine conditions and should be investigate in future researches.
Fig 9. The in-cylinder temperatures versus crank angle for engine without and with inner catalyst application, engine speed: 1200 rpm, crank angle fuel injection advance: 27 deg

Fig 10. The in-cylinder temperatures versus crank angle for engine without and with inner catalyst application, engine speed: 1600 rpm, crank angle fuel injection advance: 27 deg

The maximum in-cylinder temperatures variation is shown on figures 11 and 12.

Fig 11. The in-cylinder temperatures versus crank angle and engine speed, without ((left) and with (right) inner catalyst application
Fig 12. The in-cylinder temperatures versus engine speed, for both engine states (with and without catalyst) and various crank angle degrees

The results of in-cylinder temperature analysis indicates on effect of inner catalyst application on engine performance but trends of the engine parameters variations and their explanation should be investigate in the future research.

4. Conclusions:

1. The platinum/rhodium active factor on zirconium thermal barrier coating placed into combustion chamber (inner catalyst) effects on the diesel engine performance.
2. The impact of the inner catalyst seems to be advantageous for ignition delay.
3. The active ceramic on the engine valve surface caused increase of in-cylinder maximum pressure and temperature values.
4. To determine and explain trends of pressure and temperature values changes versus engine parameters the researches on inner catalyst application should be continue and develop.
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Currently all modern car combustion engines are equipped with an electronic control device, sometimes called on-board computer. It is responsible for driving the engine depending on driver behavior, engine working conditions and engine load. Main loads an Electronic Engine Control (EEC) unit is empowered to control are injectors (to doze certain amount of fuel) and ignition system (to ensure ignition timing). The control decision is estimated on the basis of readings from various sensors like MAP (Manifold Air Pressure) Sensor, CKP (Crankshaft Position) Sensor, air temperature sensor, throttle position and many others. Treating the EEC unit as a black box with specific inputs and outputs, an engine simulator was be constructed. Its principle is to substitute real sensors with compatible artificial electrical signals, arrange them in patterns similar to typical engine working conditions, expose EEC to them and eventually measure how EEC changes output signals values in real-time. The purpose behind was to create a fixture for educational purposes. Its operator can easily manipulate with virtual throttle pedal, set temperatures, load, even simulate sensor disconnection, having the ability of monitoring and registering the resulting EEC control decision. Those activities are realized by an electronic circuit involving 8-bit microcontroller and signals level match elements usage. Currently chosen target to interface with is Ford EEC IV unit, originally designed for Ford Sierra 2.0DOHC EFI engine. A series of successful measurements of ignition angle and cylinder filling characteristics have been done. Achieved results were verified with empirical data collected from a real engine.

Keywords: Electronic Engine Control, educational, sensors, real-time visualization, interface

1. Introduction

Technology of electronic engine control is a modern and extensively developed branch of motorization industry. Main reasons for it are: introducing rigorous norms concerning toxic fumes emission, minimization of fuel consumption, attempt to gain as much power as possible from a
certain cubic capacity. In addition to above, trends to simplify car maintenance and automatic failures diagnosing systems should be mentioned. Currently all cars equipped with direct fuel injection engine have a dedicated type of Electronic Engine Control (EEC) unit as an integral element of whole driving system[1].

Major difficulty while electronically controlling a combustion engine is a possible sensor defect. The common way to deal with this problem is to use some default reading value or attempt to estimate the value on the basis of other sensors. The sensors can be differentiated on those which malfunction is resulting with improper engine behavior (diminished power, irregular work) and on those, like Crankshaft Position Sensor, which failure immobilizes the engine completely. Other problem is that sensor readings could be affected by random or systematic noise. Presence of such condition, in state of dynamic adaptation functioning, can disturb control characteristics. In worst case they have to be manually reset.

This paper presents a device that is enabling to observe EEC internal characteristics. The main idea behind is to replace all of the real sensors attached to EEC unit with artificially generated signals. Their time and frequency characteristics should resemble the specifics of each physical sensor. Additionally, the simulator is attached to EEC outputs for parallel monitoring EEC response (control decision) in real-time. The device can be used in real engine diagnostic (by serving a "fake signal" instead of a temporarily disconnected sensor) or for educational purposes.

2. Inputs of an EEC unit

The target chosen to interface with is Ford EEC-IV unit, originally designed for Ford Sierra 2.0DOHC EFI engine. There is a number of sensors that this control unit requires to monitor in order to discover engine working conditions. Below an absolute minimum set is listed. This set is sufficient enough to make EEC "think" it is mounted and working in a real car. Other inputs can be left connected to signal ground or supply voltage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EEC-IV Input name</th>
<th>Functional description</th>
<th>Signal shape expected by EEC-IV</th>
<th>Signal properties description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crankshaft Position (CKP) Sensor</td>
<td>Used to record the rate at which the crankshaft is spinning. The sensor system consists of a rotating part, typically a disc, as well as a static part, the actual sensor. Typically a Hall Effect sensor is used as the static part requiring a magnet to be mounted somewhere in the periphery of the rotating disc[2,3,4].</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Fig. 1. Typical CKP signal curve" /></td>
<td>Sinusoid changing its amplitude and period depending on engine RPM. For 800RPM the absolute values were in range of -10V/+10V, but for 6000RPM between -50V and +50V.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Signal Characteristics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainfold Absolute Pressure (MAP) Sensor</td>
<td>Indicated data is used to calculate air density and determine the engine's air mass flow rate, which in turn determines the required fuel metering for optimum combustion[2,4].</td>
<td>Square wave of 5V amplitude. Modulated by frequency, from 160Hz (which corresponds to maximal engine load) to 100Hz (engine idling).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine Coolant Temp. (ECT) and Intake Air Temp. (IAT) Sensor</td>
<td>Temperature indicators of an engine and its environment. Used for determining cold engine start, operating temperature reach as well as overheating [2,3].</td>
<td>Almost linear voltage from 0.2V to 4.5V. The sensor is connected in series to a fixed value resistor. The ECM supplies 5V to the circuit and measures the change in voltage between the fixed value resistor and the temperature sensor.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throttle Position (TP) Sensor</td>
<td>Usually a potentiometer located on the butterfly spindle so that it can directly monitor the position of the throttle valve butterfly. In fuel injected engines, in order to avoid stalling, extra fuel may be injected if the throttle is opened rapidly (mimicking the accelerator pump of carburetor systems) [2,4].</td>
<td>Almost linear voltage from 0.5V to 4.5V.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heated Oxygen Sensor (HO₂S)</td>
<td>Used to regulate the fuel mixture in a &quot;closed loop&quot; operation. The result is a constant flip-flop back and forth from rich to lean which allows the catalytic converter to operate at peak efficiency while keeping the average overall fuel mixture in proper balance to minimize emissions [2,4].</td>
<td>Constantly changing signal between two levels: 0.2V and 0.8V.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Simulator circuit

Core of the simulator is an 8-bit Atmel ATmega88 RISC microcontroller. Because most of the generated/measured signals have simple digital nature, there was no reason to introduce a microprocessor of a greater complexity. Due to the fact that EEC consumes about 500mA of current (at 12V) in a normal state and a need for two operational voltage levels (+5V for the micro and +12V for operational amplifiers) to power up the system, an external ATX computer power supply was used. Main sub-circuits that can be identified in the device are:

- user interface (potentiometer, buttons) and a context numerical display
- MAX517 8-bit and TDA8444P 6-bit D/A converters, instructed trough I2C bus by the micro, serving an analog signal for TP, IAT and ECT
- LM324N configured as differential amplifier, powered by symmetrical -12V/+12V voltage taken from ICL7660CPA voltage inverter. Used for adjusting the micro PWM signal levels in CKP sensor module. What is worth mentioning is that the CKP signal was reconstructed as a square wave, but this occurred sufficient enough for EEC and allowed to keep maximal circuit simplicity.
- simple voltage divider associated with transistor, for HO2S signal. The resistors have been chosen is such a way that output voltage shall be equal 200mV or 800mV, depending on the transistor state.

Software necessary for the simulator was created in ANSI C language, in AVR Studio 4 environment. A great focus on modularity and future extensions has been made. Implemented software architecture is time-slotted, with no autonomous OS.

Two working modes are foreseen for the device. One can be called real-time emulation, in which the user can set a quantized value for a certain sensor (from its valid range). Second mode is an automatic data acquisition mode, in which the user interface is disabled, UART and monitor circuits activated and previously uploaded (into micro Flash memory) test vector is executed. The structure of test vector is described in detail in the simulator manual. It enables to define simulated sensor values, sampling time, idle time needed to cover EEC lag when executing control decision and samples number for one measurement.
4. Measured signals and data acquisition method

It was decided that two events will illustrate EEC unit control decision: injection duration and ignition timing. Both of those events were time synchronized to TDC (Top Dead Centre) of the crankshaft. For injection in Ford Sierra 2.0DOHC EFI engine four electromagnetic valves are used. They are grouped in two pairs (1-3 and 2-4). Valves can be considered as bi-state elements driven by current. Their circuit is energized once each full crankshaft rotation. Energizing time shall be proportional to amount of fuel to be supplied to the cylinder. To measure this signal a simple circuit transferring current amount to voltage level is needed.

The ignition angle is measured in crankshaft rotation degrees. They represent crankshaft position (relatively to TDC occurrence) in which the ignition spark should appear. The proper ignition plug is selected mechanically by an ignition distributor. A following circuit was developed to measure the ignition moment.

The high voltage (about 7kV) present on ignition cable results in voltage induction in the test coil. The D1 and R1 elements are only for adopting inducted voltage level. To measure the ignition signal the system must react on signal edge.

For the data being gathered a following scheme was accepted. After system power-up, an EEC unit is stimulated with conditions resembling a cold engine start and idle work for 15 minutes. Then the required sensor values are set. To ensure that EEC will have the time to react properly, a three second pause is made. Assuming that after that time the control decision is stable and unchangeable, 1000 samples is gathered. This is done by resetting the internal timers each time TDC occurs and continuously debouncing the EEC output signal in anticipation of a certain slope appearance. The trigger for each single measurement is the nearest TDC occurrence. The final registered value is an arithmetical average of previously collected in a whole step. After that the
emulator is switching to next set of emulated sensor output values or finishes the activity. Gathered data and procedure status are being outputted to UART in parallel with measurements progression.

The reason behind taking an average for estimating the real value is an assumption that the signal is time stable and is not affected by hysteresis effect. Reason for having 1000 samples is that the earlier oscilloscope observation had shown that the control signals have the tendency to fluctuate 30-60us relatively to TDC moment. While sample taking time equals roughly 2us, having 1000 samples is aimed to eliminate this effect. Increasing samples number beyond that count would theoretically improve the precision, but make the overall process unrealistic in terms of time.

5. Example characteristics and final summary

The simulator outcome data was eventually stored and reworked on a PC. Data selection, filtration and visualization were done using Microsoft Excel and MathWorks Matlab. Obtained values were compared and contrasted with data gathered empirically. This was done using an isolated oscilloscope interfaced in parallel with EEC-IV signals controlling 2.0DOHC EFI engine, mounted in an engine test bed. Final results weren't mismatching the reference measurements (in the comparison scope, that is the filling and timing characteristics presented below) more than 6%, what can be perceived as a satisfying result.

![Fig. 9. Example of obtained ignition angle characteristics, TP = 5°, ECT = 0°C, IAT = 0°C](image)

Fig. 9. Example of obtained ignition angle characteristics, TP = 5°, ECT = 0°C, IAT = 0°C
Fig. 10. Example of obtained ignition angle characteristics for different temperatures, MAP = 140Hz

Fig. 11. Example of obtained filling characteristics, TP = 90º, ECT = 0ºC, IAT = 0ºC
Main conclusion from other test series (not presented in this paper) is that the reverse engineering attempts, aimed to uncloak EEC internal control algorithms, are very hard to succeed. The vast number of factors that are influencing the momentary control decision, dynamic adaptation mechanism presence and the fact that some of the constant parameters are estimated empirically by manufacturer during engine development, makes the obtained results valid only for a qualitative rather than quantitative analysis.
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1. **Introduction**

The worldwide energy consumption in 2005 accounted for over 10.5 Gtoe (ton of oil equivalent). The 88% of that value came from fossil fuels: crude oil (36.5%), coal (28%) and natural gas (23.5%). If in next few years velocity of increase in fuel consumption will be higher than new sources discovering, the supplies of crude oil will be exhausted after 40 years of exploitation, natural gas after 60 years of exploitation and coal after 200 years of exploitation [1].

The coal is used directly for electric and heat energy production, natural gas for mainly in industry sector for energy production and as a fuel in automotive industry. Crude oil is used almost only as an engine fuel: petroleum, diesel oil, turbine fuels and shipping fuels.

During the fuel combustion processes the exhaust gases are produced. The exhausts consist environment harmless compounds: CO, CO\textsubscript{2}, SO\textsubscript{2}, NO\textsubscript{x}, particle matter (PM) and unburned hydrocarbons. Some of that chemical invidious have mutagenic and carcinogenic properties (mainly hydrocarbons like aromatic and polyaromatic compounds). Some of them (especially carbon dioxide and some hydrocarbons) are responsible for Green House effect.

According the recent researches 25 mld Mg of CO\textsubscript{2} is emitted every year and in each year the emission increase about 3 ppm. The CO\textsubscript{2} concentration in atmosphere in 2008 accounds for 385
ppm. The forecasts says that in 50 years the carbon dioxide concentration achieve very dangerous level of 560 ppm.

The anthropogenic sources of CO₂ is approximately 28 Gt per year and in 18 % is generated by automotive industry, mainly by car vehicles fuelled by fossil fuels [3].

The worldwide exploitation of crude oil probably achieve a culmination point in one decade. The history of the exploitation and its forecast is presented in figure 1 [3]

---

![Fig 1. Real Worldwide crude oil exploitation and its forecast in years](image)

---

Rudolf Diesel (in 1912) emphasised the vegetable oil’s role as a alternative for crude oil and coal: “The vegetable oil usage as a fuel today may seems insignificant. But these kind of energy source may became in time as important as crude oil and its products nowadays”.

The problems of crude oil products demand, the realistic forecast of its exhaust and Green House effect progress stimulate researches on alternative and environmental friendly substances for fuel production.

The European Union 2009/28WE Directive about promotion and using of energy from alternative sources assumes that bio-components addition to conventional fuel should account for 7 % for diesel oil and 10 % for petroleum [2].

The aim of this study is finding answer for a question if that numbers are reasonable in aspect of contemporary internal combustion engines operating and development.

2. The technical and logistic problems of renewable fuels usage

The problem of alternative fuels application in combustion engines should be discussed in two aspects:
- adjusting new fuel parameters for engine properties,
- adjusting an engine to be fuelled with new fuel.

Because of advance in engines technology, a scale of their production, the number of engines which are currently in exploitation and condition of engine’s steering systems the preferable direction is the first one. Even in that direction of the researches some important problems need to be solved in technical aspect:
• decrease in engine effectiveness in comparison to conventional fuel,
• disadvantageous impact of fuel on engine fuelling system and its components,
• problems with fuel-air mixture formation because of difference in viscosity, density and surface tension of bio-based fuels and the problems with combustion process caused by that facts,
• need of engine’s control systems modification because of previous facts,
• nitric oxides emission increase,
• discursive scale of other exhaust toxic compounds decrease,
• problems with current exhausts toxicity standards abiding,
• a scale of fuel available compare to crude oil products,
• no compatible, with alternative fuel demand, engine development

logistic aspect:
• oil plants harvesting one time per year,
• dependence of fuel quantity on environment condition (climate, soil, pollution),
• unstable fuel parameters (quantity),
• demand on infrastructure for bio-based fuel production,
• fuel stability and its ageing,
• necessity of using areas assigned for food production for biomass production,
• increase in food prices,
• organisation of fuel distributing net,

ecologic aspect:
• change in culture structures (so called: monoculture),
• demand on chemical substances for disease prevention,
• soil demineralisation.

Taking into consideration the direction of alternative fuels application also engine adaptation to new fuel parameters is needed. The main engine parameters should be investigated to achieve the engine effectiveness comparable to the effectiveness with engine fuelled with conventional fuel.

That is why the question about alternative fuels should be answered only in context of the engine assigned for concrete fuel usage (in aspect of thermodynamic machine). Typically, for that kind of situations, the arguments are divided according to the author’s background.

3. The VOLVO AB strategy

The VOLVO AB Company, as a producer of heavy-vehicles and buses, consistently believes diesel engines as a drive unit for next 20 years [3]. The main advantageous of compression-ignition engine usage is high effectiveness – even at maximum 45 % level. The others diesel engine advantageous are:
• Low toxic compounds emission – contemporary compression-ignition engine equipped with exhaust gases purification system is very profitable for environment in toxic emission aspect especially particle matter (PM) and NOx; According to the forecast in next few years the emission will be 100 times lower than in 1980.
• The fuel flexibility – the compression-ignition engine can be fuelled with various alternative fuels like synthetic diesel oil, dimethylethers (DME), alcohols and gas fuel.
The possibility of assembling with other systems – it is possible to connect the diesel engine with electric one and the intelligent controlling system what cause very effective and environmental friendly drive unit (low specific fuel consumption, low CO₂ and toxic emissions).

The reliability, profitability, and competitiveness – because of wide applications of compression-ignition engines, especially in service sector it is very important to achieve reliability drive unit, characterized by low fuel consumption what effects with profitability and competitiveness on the market.

The proper technology for the future standards – to achieve more and more restrict emission standards the engine and vehicle producers offer the solutions proper for each national market.

In USA where very strict standards of nitric oxides emissions are implemented (US 07) special series of diesel engines is offered. Those engines are equipped with exhausts gases recirculation system (EGR) and diesel particle filters (DPF).

In Europe most of the offered engines are equipped with selective catalytic reduction systems (SCR). The basic principal of the method is catalytic conversion of NOx in exhaust gases to atmospheric nitrogen simultaneously with fuel consumption reduction what effects in CO₂ emission decrease. VOLVO has carried out the researches on exhaust gases treatment system based on EGR and SCR on the same time.

The experts from VOLVO claim that diesel oil will be basic engine fuel for next 20 years but emphases the problem of new energy sources development. The values of energetic effectiveness in cycle “well to wheel” for different, conventional and alternative, fuels are presented in figure 2.

![Fig 2. Energetic effectiveness for different fuels [3]](image)

The method for bio-based fuels comparison is analysis of distance, in kilometres, which vehicle can achieve fuelled with fuel produced from 1 ha of cultivation. The values of this parameter are shown in figure 3.
The energy source which is the most perspective seems to be syngas (dimethylether, DME). DME may be produced from biomass but also from coal and natural gas. The most profitable is the production from biomass sources.

4. The strategy of VOLKSWAGEN AG

The VW company as a worldwide producer of internal combustion engines (gasoline and diesel), discuss the possibility of alternative fuels applications, especially on synthetic fuels (SynFuels) field and biofuels (SunFuel: SunDiesel and SunEthanol). Hydrogen and its usage in fuel cells is an electrotraction stage [4]. The VW fuel and powertrain strategy is presented in figure 4.

![Fig 4. The Volkswagen fuel and powertrain strategy: SynFuel – Synthetic fuel, SunFuel – fuel derived from biomass, CCS – Combined Combustion System [4]](image)

Implementation of alternative fuels for engine applications causes series of consequences. The basic problem is change in caloric value and its changing in time. The phenomena is presented in figure 5.
Fig. 5. The change in caloric value of alternative fuel in time [4]: f1 – diesel oil, f2 – biodiesel, f3 – diesel with commercial additions, f4 – diesel oil with 5% of bio-component and commercial additions, f5 – diesel with special additions

The changes in combustion process on example of indicator diagram of engine fueled with diesel oil and rape oil methyl ester (RME) is presented in figure 6.

Fig 6. The indicator diagram for diesel fuel and biodiesel [4]

The change in fuel-air mixture combustion process in compression-ignition engine has significant impact on exhaust quality (toxic compounds concentration). The impact of fuel change from diesel fuel to biodiesel on emission of HC, CO, NOx and smoke matter is shown in figure 7.
The “zero emission” of toxic compounds and high heat efficiency ensure hydrogen usage as an engine fuel. The disadvantageous of hydrogen fuel is insufficient caloric value and high energy-consuming factor of its production process.

4. Conclusions:

Nowadays the trends of alternative fuels production are very difficult to estimate. The wide international cooperation is needed for finding alternative for diesel oil for engines application.

Taking into consideration the possible ways of renewable fuels application it is important to consider costs of the researches on engines adjustment. The expenditures are reasonable if an alternative fuel supplies will be at the same level like crude oil exploitation these days.

The fuel of the future seems to be the hydrogen fuel for temporary period – natural gas and partly methane from biomass sources and dimethyl ether (DME) as a fuel which can be used in contemporary engines after insignificant modifications.
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Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Abbreviations and indexes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D – diagnostic measure</td>
<td>BL, BP – left and high cylinder block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tilde{H}$ – exhaust enthalpy flux</td>
<td>CH – cooler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n – crankshaft speed</td>
<td>k1, k2, k3, k4 – specific control sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p – pressure</td>
<td>R – Roots’ compressor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V – volume</td>
<td>OWK – crankshaft revolutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$ – rotation angle</td>
<td>S – compressor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$ – time</td>
<td>T – turbine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abstract

The paper presents the method of evaluation of the technical state of working spaces of a marine diesel engine at the reduced control susceptibility. The method foresees making diagnosis on the basis of the measurements of exhaust gas pressure in the channels connecting engine cylinders with turbocharger’s turbine. In the beginning of the article the research objects are characterized i.e. ZVIEZDA main engine of M401 type and the auxiliary engine DETROIT DIESEL of DDA149TI type. Then, there has been defined a diagnostic measure used to identify the condition of the considered engines. Moreover, there have been presented the selected results of diagnostic tests carried out on the engines being in current operation on warships in the Polish Navy.

Keywords: marine diesel engines, working spaces, operation, diagnostics
1. Introduction

How to develop methods for assessing a technical condition of the working spaces of marine diesel engines which are not equipped with indicator valves by the manufacturer this is one of the research priorities of the Mechanic-Electric Faculty of the Polish Naval Academy. It will allow users to apply the operation strategies according to the engine technical state. These types of engines, characterized with reduced control susceptibility are widely used in Polish Navy ships. So far they have been operated according to the utility potential utility expressed by the fixed working hours adjusted by the producer, so called the engine’s service life (engine’s installation time).

The essence of the research was to find diagnostic relations between the technical state of working spaces of the marine engine (cylinders, air and exhaust flow channels and inter-blades’ spaces of a turbine and compressor of the turbocharger unit) and the waveforms of pressure alterations in the channels connecting engine’s cylinder with a turbine of the turbocharger unit.

The issue of diagnostic research of workspaces of marine diesel engines on the basis of an analysis of thy pressure waveforms in the channels of exhaust gases as a function of time is innovative. To this date, the studies within the gas-dynamic processes of flow channels of combustion engines have been mainly conducted for design development purposes. The results of these works were presented in publications of scientific teams directed by: W. Mitianiec and A. Jaroszewski [3] T. Rychter and A. Teodorczyk [4] and M. Sobieszczanski [5].

2. Research problem formulation

The following research problem has been formulated on the basis of an analysis of available specialist literature, results of the article authors' own research and results of diagnostic tests conducted by the leading centers in the country and abroad, dealing with broadly understood diagnostics of piston engines:

How to conduct diagnostic tests aimed to assess a technical condition of the working spaces of marine diesel engines which are not fitted with indicator valves in standard, during current operation?

Because a direct quantitative and qualitative evaluation processes inside the cylinders of marine diesel engines which are not equipped with indicator valves is not possible, the problem of diagnostic tests of their workspaces has become a significant operational problem. It results from the introducing warships into service in the Polish Navy equipped with such engines. As the result of conducted simulation studies there has been demonstrated that changes in the technical state of the engine’s working spaces cause deformation of the exhaust pressure waveform in the channel powering turbocharger’s turbine, thus determining the stream of energy from the turbine’s exhaust, and thus the turbine’s power, delivery of the charged compressor and thus the engine’s performance and efficiency. As the result of experimental studies carried out on real objects there has been confirmed that it is possible to extract the adequate diagnostic parameters that uniquely identify these changes from the set of gasdynamic parameters characterizing pulsating flow of exhaust gases leaving the engine’s cylinders. In the case of considered engines the following parameters have been distinguished:

- speed of a movement of the peak amplitude of the pressure wave,
- dispose enthalpy flux of the exhaust in control sections of the outlet channel,
- ratio of harmonic amplitudes of the pressure pulsation in the exhaust duct: the primary amplitude to the amplitude relating to the number of cylinders powering the examined supply channel.
3. **Characteristics of the research objects**

During carrying out the experimental research on the Polish Navy vessels the article authors focused on two the most popular types of marine diesel engines at the reduced control susceptibility. The first engine group consisted of 15 ZVIEZDA marine diesel engine of M401 type - main propulsion engines. The second engine group consisted of 8 DETROIT DIESEL marine diesel engine of DDA149TI type - auxiliary engines.

![Engine Division Diagram](image)

*Fig. 1. Division of engines into sub-sets as testing objects M4010 type, b) DDA149TI type*

As the result, 23 engines have been tested. They are in the current use on the Polish Navy warships, i.e. 46 cylinder blocks, which give a total number of 308 examined cylinders.

The ZVIEZDA engine of M401 type is a four-stroke, V-type, twelve-cylinder engine applied to power small boats (minesweepers of 207 type). The engine is turbocharged by two turbochargers in the pulsation system. A general view of the fluid-flow system of the ZVIEZDA engine of M401 type is shown in figure 2.

![Fluid-Flow System Diagram](image)

*Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the fluid-flow system of the ZVIEZDA engine of M401 type*
The exhaust outlet channels in this engine (powering turbocharger’s turbine) are made in the form of two coaxial tubes. The internal one is fed with exhaust from cylinders 4, 5 and 6, while the external one - with cylinders 1, 2 and 3. In addition, the gas flow channel is cooled by means of the external (sea) water by the so-called "water jacket". Such a design of the channel makes difficult the access to the gas space. Technology openings provided by the engine’s manufacturer represent only one place where it is possible to install a pressure transducer (fig. 3).

![Fig. 3. Exhaust channel of M401 engine with marked places of mounting the pressure transducers](image)

The auxiliary DETROIT DIESEL engine of DDA149TI type, operated on frigates the Oliver Hazard Perry class represents another object of the conducted research. This is a two-stroke, V-type, sixteen-cylinder engine, supercharged in two stages. The first stage of supercharging system consists of four turbochargers - two ones for each cylinder block. The second stage of supercharging system consists of two Roots' supercharging compressors driven directly from the engine’s crankshaft. A general view of the fluid-flow system of the DETROIT DIESEL engine of DDA149TI type is shown in figure 4.

![Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the fluid-flow system of the DETROIT DIESEL engine of DDA149TI type](image)

Similarly to the M401 engines DDA149TI type engines’ exhaust channels are cooled through the so called "water jacket". Such a solution makes it difficult to install pressure sensors in any sections of the exhaust channel connecting the engine’s cylinders to the turbocharger’s turbine. The channel’s ends closed with the special sealing covers represent the only one structural component of the channel, which are not cooled with "water jacket", where the sensors measuring the exhaust pressure could be mounted (k1 and k2 in figure 4).
4. Diagnostic measures

Investigations of marine diesel engines necessitate the need to define the diagnostic measurements enabling the univocal identification and location of the occurring engine’s technical unfitness states. The analysis of the measurement and usage possibility of the exhaust pressure and temperature in flow channels has been within the conducted research. At the preliminary stage of analysis it was decided to reject the exhaust temperature as a parameter being difficult to measure with an assumed sampling frequency (20kHz), due to the thermal inertia of available thermocouples. Within the further studies, three diagnostic measures were applied, which are based on the pressure measurement in selected specific sections of the exhaust outlet channels.

The velocity of the peak amplitude of the pressure wave in the exhaust outlet channel represents the first one defined diagnostic measure. A value determination of this diagnostic measure requires two pressure sensors placed in the exhaust outlet channel, distanced each other by at least 50 cm. The measure equals the relation of the road (understood as the distance between the sensors) to the time of running the peak amplitude of the exhaust pressure wave between the sensors. The principle of determining the speed of movement of the peak amplitude of the pressure wave is shown in figure 5. A real application possibility of the so-defined diagnostic parameter to assess the engine working spaces’ technical state have been tested on the AL type SULZER engines, where its diagnostic informativeness was confirmed [1,2]. But, there is no possibility to install simultaneously two pressure sensors in the exhaust outlet channel of the considered ZVEZDA and DETROIT DIESEL engines. Hence, it was not possible to apply this diagnostic measure for these engines.

A disposed enthalpy flux of exhaust stream in characteristic test cross-sections of the outlet channel stands for another diagnostic measure used in experimental research. It is defined as an integral of the pressure waveform’s course in terms of an angle of the engine’s crankshaft revolution with reference to the time (relation 1, 2 and 3). An exemplifying course of the exhaust pressure waveform in the control section of the outlet channel, recorded during the experimental tests of the engine M401 is shown in figure 6.

Fig. 5. The principle of determining the peak velocity amplitude of the wave pressure in the exhaust outlet duct
The course of exhaust pressure as a function of an angle of the crankshaft revolution was integrated within the value’s limits of an angle of the crankshaft revolution corresponding to the engine’s cycle:

- for four-stroke engines the following relation was used:
  \[ \hat{H}^*_{(OWK)} = \int_{0^\circ}^{2\pi} (V \cdot p) d\alpha \]  
  \[ (1) \]
- whereas for two-stroke engines:
  \[ \hat{H}^*_{(OWK)} = \int_{0^\circ}^{2\pi} (V \cdot p) d\alpha \]  
  \[ (2) \]

There could be proved for the considered engines that the mean volume of all the cylinders feeding the cumulative channel is constant over the time \([1]\), therefore, the value of the integral described by equation 2 and 3 is dependent on the course alterations of pressure values.

In order to determine disposed enthalpy flux the value obtained from integration must be multiplied by a coefficient which converts angle degrees of the engine’s crankshaft revolution to the corresponding time expressed in seconds. The appropriate calculation formula can be written as follows:

\[ \hat{H}^* = \frac{n}{60 \cdot 360} \cdot \hat{H}^*_{(OWK)} \]  
\[ (3) \]

In addition, the limits of integration could be determined in such a way to determine the enthalpy flux of the exhaust streams generated by individual engine’s cylinders by analyzing the pressure waveform shown in figure 6 and the working sequence of the engine’s individual cylinder sections. It restricts the area of searching the unfitness state to the concrete cylinder section.

The ratio of harmonics’ amplitudes \(D\) of the registered exhaust pressure represents the last measure used in operation investigations of marine diesel engines, defined as: the basic harmonic to the harmonic corresponding to the number of cylinders powering the examined flow channel (expression 4).

\[ D = \frac{A_1}{A_n} \]  
\[ (4) \]

The examples of frequency characteristics for two different states of technical fitness are shown in figure 7.
5. Representative research results

The engines ZVIEZDA M401 type and DETROIT DIESEL DDA149TI type have been covered by a passive experiment. Pressure waveforms for characteristic control cross sections of the exhaust outlet channel as a function of the sample’s number were recorded as the result of the worked out studies. By knowing the sampling frequency these waveforms can be treated as a function of time. An exemplifying course of the exhaust pressure for the test engine is shown in figure 8.

A transformation to the pressure courses as a function of an angle of the crankshaft rotation has been worked out on the basis of the recorded pressure courses, as a function of the sample’s number (fig. 9)
Fig. 9. Waveform of the gas pressure in the monitoring cross channel exhaust gases as a function of the angle of rotation of the crankshaft: a) engine type M401 ZVEZDA, b) DETROIT DIESEL engine type DDA149TI.

As the result of integrating the exhaust pressure courses recorded in the characteristic control cross-sections of the exhaust outlet channel as a function of the rotation angle a disposed enthalpy flux flowing from the individual engine cylinders were obtained. A bar graph presenting the computed values of this diagnostic parameter for each of the cylinder sections of ZVEZDA engine M401 type is shown in figure 10

Fig. 10. Disposed enthalpy flux flowing from the individual cylinder sections of ZVEZDA engine M401 type
a) 1, 2 and 3 cylinder of the right block, b) 4, 5 and 6 cylinder of the right block,
 b) 1, 2 and 3 cylinder of the left block, d) 4, 5 and 6 cylinder of the left block.

A received frequency characteristics representing the result of a spectral analysis of the exhaust pressure time courses recorded for the selected control cross-sections are shown in figure 11.
It can be concluded from the data presented in figures 10 and 11 that the combustion process worked out in 4, 5 and 6 cylinders group of the right cylinder block is incorrect. This is proved by the values of the diagnostic measures $D$ (amplitude relation of the primary harmonic of pressure in the exhaust outlet channel to the third harmonic) and by the values of disposed enthalpy flux $\dot{H}^*$. It can be also concluded from the analysis of quantity data shown in figure 11b) that the abnormal combustion process takes place in the cylinder number 5 of the right cylinder block. In order to confirm the formulated diagnosis the injectors of 4, 5 and 6 cylinder of the right cylinder block were dismantled and checked. Well visible corrosion traces have been observed on the injector of cylinder 5. This is evidence that disturbances within the fuel combustion process in this cylinder had been taken place (fig. 12b).

The injectors’ checking on the test bed was the next step of diagnostic investigation. There was confirmed that the injector opening pressure is compatible with the value incorporated in the engine’s technical documentation. Moreover, the fuel spray picture did not also deviate from the
norm. After exclusion of the injector’s the tests on a proper performance of the injection pump were carried out as failure the next step of diagnostic activities. For this purpose, high pressure pipes of 4, 5 and 6 cylinder of the engine’s right cylinder block were dismantled. Paper flakes were laid in places of the dismantled pipes and the engine crankshaft was rotated. The fuel doses were observed on the flakes covering sections 4 and 6 of the injection pump, while the fuel was not observed on the flake covering section 5 (fig. 13). A lack of the fuel dose on the flake covering the connector of section 5 of the fuel pump testifies its damage.

![Fig. 13. A view of the fuel pump during its testing](image)

6. Conclusion

The method, presented in the paper, is foreseen for assessing the technical condition of the working spaces of marine diesel engines which are not equipped with indicator valves. The method represents the main achievement of the worked out research project No 0T00B02129 and Ph.D. dissertation defended by Marcin Zacharewicz in 2010. Its implementation to the marine engines operated in the Polish Navy will permit a passage from the less effective strategy of an operation according to the hourly service life to the operation according to the engine’s technical shape.

The practical usefulness of the proposed method for assessing the engine’s technical condition was confirmed during the research on real objects. It is worth mentioning that the conducted research resulted in early detection of the unfitness of the engine’s injection pump, which before did not generate the observable alteration of other diagnostic symptoms.
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Abstract

This paper presents the research effect of the modeling of the CH₄ combustion process in different conditions. Presented model was prepared with using the GriMech 3 chemical kinetic mechanism of methane combustion. Its mechanism developed by research unit from University of Berkley and verified by more than 140 science publications. Mechanism GriMech 3 consist of description of reactions between 52 assumed chemical species and thermodynamic data of these reactions and chemical species. The paper presents algorithm of calculations the summarize heat release from combustion process and changing of chemical species mole fractions. Calculations was prepared for different temperature from 1100K to 3600K, different pressure from 2MPa to 5MPa and different combusted mixture composition (changing the humidity of air from 4,5 to 30g H₂O/kg of air and air-fuel excess ratio from 0.8 to 2.5). Obtained results of calculations show dependences between mentioned parameters and time of combustion process. Increase temperature and/or pressure of combustion accelerates the combustion process and same process stay sudden. Increasing the quantity of air in fuel mixture causes a significant drop of the maximum heat release but accelerates the combustion process. The changing of quantity of water in combusted mixture not give the significant effect in heat release but changes mole fractions of a few chemical species.
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1. Introduction

Most popular source of energy in the world transportation is a combustion process of many kinds’ hydrocarbon fuels in different constructions of internal combustion engines [1]. Energy machines, uses this kind of process, are still no effective constructions, emitted into the atmosphere a lot of kinds of toxic gaseous compounds. [2]. For this reason, the intensive research on improving the efficiency of combustion and conversion energy processes carried out. Mathematical models are commonly used to designing and testing the processes of combustion of hydrocarbon fuels [3]. Most popular and effective methods of combustion processes calculation are methods based on finite element methods. They rely on dividing the combustion chamber on smaller elements, in which the phenomenon of mixing and the fuel combustion and the mass and energy exchange with the environment are mathematical described [4]. Finite element methods, however, require substantial computing power due to the complexity of phenomena occurring in the combustion chambers of energy machines. The example of this situation is work of the diesel engine [5]. During the compression process of air in the combustion chamber of the engine, the liquid fuel injection process occurs. During compression of air and fuel injection simultaneously take place the following phenomena: the atomization and the vaporization of liquid hydrocarbon fuel, its turbulent mixing in air, the self-ignition and the combustion process according to complex
chemical reactions of fuel oxidation. Parameters of mentioned phenomena depend on local concentrations of chemical components of the combusted mixture and local thermodynamic parameters [6]. Due to the motion of the piston, the fuel injection into the combustion chamber and the course of various phenomena of the combustion process takes place in dynamic and heterogeneous conditions in different areas of the engine cylinder. For these reasons, the accuracy of the combustion process modeling also depends on the chosen quantity and the size for finite elements and the accuracy of the description of phenomena occurring in elements. Constantly increasing computational power of computers, however, is still too small for a comprehensive modeling of combustion in the combustion chamber with the use of methods based on Reynolds equations [7]. Therefore, used mathematical models are largely simplified, depending on the purpose of modeling [8]. In the case of models aimed at increasing the efficiency of the combustion processes commonly used simplification is the limitations of the mathematical description of the kinetic combustion process. Such a description is often introduced to a few chemical reactions in each finite element. For modeling the combustion process to reduce emissions of harmful and toxic substances in exhaust gases often used simplification is reduction of the finite elements number or simplified mathematical description of phenomena of heat transfer, mixing of fuel, etc. Each simplification, however, is a compromise between quality and cost modeling.

As a result of the kinetic modeling of the combustion process achieved a continuous function of energy from the fuel dose combustion, depending on mole concentrations of individual chemical species of the combustible mixture, temperature, pressure and time of the combustion. The values of such functions in the combustion process modeling should be carried out for a considered time to determine the energy balances of individual finite elements [9]. The resulting energy function can then be used to model the instantaneous energy states of individual finite elements in various types of combustion chambers of engines.

The paper presents the kinetic model of hydrocarbon fuel combustion in air on the example of methane under conditions of variable pressure and variable temperature. The calculation results are presented for different molar concentrations of fuel and oxidizer and variable humidity of air.

2. The combustion process model

Commonly used hydrocarbon fuels are usually delivered to customers in liquid form, as a mixture of many, often complex, hydrocarbon compounds. The variety compositions of various hydrocarbon fuels make the designation of the composition strictly impossible in practice. It should also be noted that the fuel processing, the storage and transportation conditions contribute to changes in the chemical composition of delivered fuel. On the other hand, fuel supplied to the energy machine before combustion is usually prepared. In the case of internal combustion engines, fuel supplied to the combustion chamber is atomized and evaporated (in the case of liquid fuels) and in the next stage combusted. The reason of this situation is necessity of the neighborhood of fuel and oxidizer particle, capable of initiating the ignition process. In parallel with these phenomena is the mixing of fuel with the oxidant (usually air) and the process of the thermal dissociation, causing the breaking of complex hydrocarbon chains of the simpler compounds. [10]. And so the combustion process is hydrocarbon fuel in gaseous form and the fuel composition is significantly different from the delivered to the engine.

In the modeling of combustion processes, therefore, the replacement composition of fuel are assumed, selected on the basis of the different criteria. Usually it’s a molar ratio of carbon and hydrogen, similar to the average value of the unprepared fuel or the similar molar mass, the flash point, the heat release, etc. After the assumption of the replacement fuel composition the next stage of modeling is building a kinetic model of the combustion process. This model is built from partial chemical reactions based on their properties such as the required activation energy, molar
concentrations of substrates and products and the heat released or collected from the environment. These parameters change with the prevailing thermodynamic conditions and the presence of catalysts, and therefore the process of selecting the model of chemical reactions is usually tedious and proceeded by the theoretical and the experimental research. For that reason, we know only a few reliable and validated kinetic models of the hydrocarbon fuel combustion process [11].

The GriMech 3 kinetic mechanism was assumed to modeling the combustion process [12]. Assumed mechanism was developed by the research unit from University of Berkley and was optimized for natural gas combustion process. GriMech 3 mechanism was chose for reason of its simplicity and verifies at least 143 scientific publications [13]. The chosen model includes a description of the chemical reactions between 52 chemical species, the coefficients needed to determine the course of each reaction and thermodynamic data of considered chemical species. These data allow determining the molar concentrations of substrates, products, and heat release in various chemical reactions for selected thermodynamic parameters (temperature, pressure, composition of the mixture).

The first step of the calculation is defining the constant rate for all considered chemical reactions in the combustion process according to GriMech 3 mechanism. It was calculated with using Arrhenius equation:

\[ k_i^* = A \cdot T^\beta \cdot \exp(-E/RT), \]  

(1)

where:

\( A \) and \( \beta \) - constant coefficients,

\( E \) - the activation energy,

\( R \) – the universal gas constant,

\( T \) – temperature.

and constant rate for reverse reaction:

\[ k_i^* = \frac{k_i^*}{K_{ci}}, \]  

(2)

where:

\( K_{ci} \) – the equilibrium constant for the i-th reaction, determined by the following equation [14]:

\[ K_{ci} = \left( \frac{p}{R \cdot T} \right)^{\sum (\nu_k^* - \nu_k)} \exp \left( \frac{\sum (\nu_k^* - \nu_k) S_k^0}{R} - \frac{\sum (\nu_k^* - \nu_k) H_k^0}{R \cdot T} \right), \]  

(3)

where:

\( p \) - pressure,

\( S_k^0 \) – the standard state molar entropy of the k-th species,

\( H_k^0 \) – the standard state molar enthalpy of the k-th species,

\( \nu_k^* \) – the stoichiometric coefficient of k-th reactant species in the i-th reaction,

\( \nu_k^* \) – the stoichiometric coefficients of k-th product species in the i-th reaction.
Obtained results allowed calculating rates of molar concentration change of chemical species by the following equation:

$$q_i = \left( \sum_{k=1}^{K} (a_{ki}) \cdot [X_k] \right) \cdot \left( k_f \prod_{k=1}^{K} [X_k]^{\nu_k} - k_r \prod_{k=1}^{K} [X_k]^{-\nu_k} \right),$$  

where:

- \(a_{ki}\) – the enhanced third-body efficiency of the \(k\)-th species in the \(i\)-th reaction,
- \(X_k\) – the molar concentration of the \(k\)-th species.

Determination of the rate of change of the molar concentration for each chemical reaction highlighted the sum of molar concentrations of all chemical species for a given moment of time. Based on Hess's law it’s possible to designate the heat release from the chemical reaction mechanism. Assuming isothermal-isobaric combustion we can write for all considered reactions:

$$Q = \sum_{i=1}^{\iota} \sum_{k=1}^{K} V_k \left( H_k^T - H_k^\circ + \Delta H_k \right) - \sum_{i=1}^{\iota} \sum_{k=1}^{K} V_k \left( H_k^T - H_k^\circ + \Delta H_k \right).$$  

where:

- \(Q\) – the heat release from all considered reactions,
- \(H_k^T\) – the molar enthalpy of the \(k\)-th species at temperature \(T\),
- \(\Delta H_k\) – the enthalpy of formation \(k\)-th species.

The calculations are made using a spreadsheet for the data presented in Table 1.

**Tab. 1. Parameters used to kinetic calculations according to GriMech 3 mechanism**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pressure (p)</td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 5</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (T)</td>
<td>1100, 1600, 2100, 2600, 3100, 3600</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air humidity (X)</td>
<td>4,5; 10; 20; 30</td>
<td>gH(_2)O/(kg) of air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-fuel excess ratio (\lambda)</td>
<td>0,8; 1; 2,5</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time interval (t)</td>
<td>1,5×10(^{-5})</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Combustion process parameters presented in Table 1 correspond to temperature and pressure in the combustion chamber of the marine diesel engine. Chosen air humidity correspond the engine charge air humidity from 20% at 20°C to 95% at 30°C and time interval corresponds to the rotation of the engine crankshaft by 0.1 degree at the engine working with 100 rpm. The calculations were made for the excess and deficiency of air to burn the fuel dose in the cylinder and quantity of charge enough (air-fuel excess ratio equal 1). Such conditions may arise in different areas of the engine combustion chamber.

The sequence of calculations was as follows: for selected parameters from Table 1, initial molar concentrations and mole fractions of chemical species were calculated. For selected temperature and pressure the forward and reverse constant rates of all reactions were calculated. Using these parameters the molar concentrations of chemical species after the time equal 1,5×10\(^{-5}\) second were calculated by summation of molar concentrations of all reaction products. The total heat release from the combustion process was the sum of energy of each reaction [10], [14]. Obtained results were the input to the next stage of the calculation after an identical period of time, so that calculation results for different initial concentrations of combustion mixture were obtained.
Moreover, such an approach allows for the automation of calculations. In one series of calculations 1500 successive calculations were performed. The calculations are made for all possible configuration parameters set out in Table 1 (288 series of calculations for 1500 in one series).

Using the presented algorithm 432 thousands data sets were collected. All obtained data sets consists of 52 input mole fractions of chemical species, temperature and pressure, 52 output mole fractions of chemical species and the heat release from all considered reactions.

3. Results of calculation

Figure 1 shows example calculation results for chosen chemical species and thermodynamic parameters equal 1100K i 4MPa, 10gH2O/kg humidity of air and air-fuel excess ratio equal 2,5. The quantity of chemical species is represented in mole fractions in the combustion mixture.

According to presented results fastest reactions, responsible for mole fractions of O2, H2O and CH4 for chosen thermodynamic parameters obtained after the 6ms. Further chemical reactions result only minor changes in the mole fractions. After about 17ms, the combustion process of CH4 is complete. The relatively low temperature of the combustion process is not conducive to the formation of compounds from the group of nitric oxides, that is why the maximum mole fraction of NO2 in the mixture is $2 \times 10^{-11}$ and graph for this chemical species coincides with x-axis of the coordinate system.
Figure 2 shows the loss of O\(_2\) from the initial mole fraction value. With the increase in temperature of the process followed to faster obtain the equilibrium fraction of O\(_2\). The relation between forward and reverse constant rate of reactions influence on the value of equilibrium fractions of chemical species, which in turn is influenced the prevailing temperature of the combustion process. According to Figure 3 increase in temperature of the combustion process favors the formation of compounds from the group of nitric oxides. Our results are qualitatively consistent with the data in available literature \[5\].

Figure 4 shows the effect of pressure on the combustion process on the example of the mole fractions of CH\(_4\). During the course of the combustion process the mole fraction of this species decrease. The mole fraction equal zero comes at a time that is shorter the higher is pressure of the combustion process. According to the results the speed of the CH\(_4\) combustion is proportional to the prevailing pressure. Effect of pressure on the rate of chemical transformation is associated with the reactions that cause changes the quantity of substances (synthesis reactions and reactions of breaking chemical species) \[10\].

Figure 5 presents the effect of humidity of air on the water content in the combustion mixture. The figure shows that increase of humidity in air results the increase of water content in the mixture. It should be noted that, during the combustion process hydrogen-containing components of fuel combust, inter alia, to water form, thus the amount of water in the combustible mixture during the combustion process increases. The effect of humidity of air on water content in the combustion mixture is visible especially at high values of excess air-fuel ratio.

![Fig. 5. Mole fractions of H\(_2\)O for p=5MPa, T=1600K, \(\lambda=2.5\) and changed humidity of air](image1)

![Fig. 6. Mole fractions of O\(_2\) for p=2MPa, T=1600K, \(X=10gH_2O/kg\) of air and changed air-fuel excess](image2)

The content of the air in combustion mixture has a significant influence on the process of combustion. According to the data in figure 6 the combustion process is fastest in the case of a large excess of oxygen, while running slowest in the case of oxygen deficiency. It should also be noted that the value of air-fuel excess ratio is determined by the participation of oxygen mole fraction at the end of the combustion process.

Figure 7 shows examples results of the total heat release, derived from the CH\(_4\) combustion. According to presented dependencies increasing pressure causes the acceleration of the combustion process and generates larger maximum heat release. The maximum heat release followed after 4ms from start of the combustion at 5MPa pressure and more than 11ms for the combustion at 2MPa pressure at the same temperature. Completion of the combustion process takes place after a 9ms and 20ms, respectively. A similar relationship was obtained in the case of temperature changes and constant other thermodynamic parameters.
Figure 8 shows the effect of water content in air at the speed of the combustion process. Due to imperceptible differences between individual results graph has been enlarged at the area of the maximum energy. The reference area is lowest graph from the Figure 7, which corresponds to the graph of the Figure 8 for relative humidity equal 10gH₂O/kg. According to results, increasing humidity of air decreases the maximum energy but accelerates the combustion process.

![Figure 7](image7.png)  
*Fig. 7. The heat release from combustion process for T=1100K, X=10gH₂O/kg and λ=0.8 and changes pressure*

![Figure 8](image8.png)  
*Fig. 8. The heat release from combustion process for T=1100K, p=2MPa and λ=0.8 and changes humidity of air*

![Figure 9](image9.png)  
*Fig. 9. The heat release from combustion process in T=1100K, p=2MPa, X=10gH₂O/kg and changes air-fuel excess ratio*

Figure 9 shows the effect of the amount of air on the heat release. Increasing of air content in the mixture causes a significant drop of the maximum heat release but accelerates the combustion process.

4. Conclusions

As a result of calculations of methane combustion process it is possible to formulate the following conclusions:

- results of the kinetic calculation of mole fractions of chemical species considered in the GriMech 3 combustion process mechanism are qualitatively consistent with the data available in literature;
- increase in temperature of the combustion process favors the formation of compounds from the group of nitric oxides;
- the speed of the combustion is proportional to the prevailing pressure;
increase of humidity of air results increase of water content in the mixture;
increasing pressure and temperature of combustion process causes the acceleration of the combustion process and generates larger maximum heat release;
increasing humidity of air and it’s content in combustion mixture decrease the maximum heat release and accelerate the combustion process.
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Abstract

The paper presents results of research on the possibility of approximation of the results of calculations using the GriMech 3 kinetic mechanism by an artificial neural network (ANN). Application of kinetic mechanisms for modeling of combustion process in the finite element method requires considerable computing power which is associated with high costs of modeling. It is therefore necessary to seek alternative solutions in this area. The paper focuses on the possibility of application of ANN to approximate the total heat release from the combustion of methane. We built and trained ANN allows the approximation of the total heat release from the combustion process with a mean square error not exceeding 0.04% and the individual error for one result equal to 1.9%. Inputs for this model are the temperature and pressure of the combustion process and 52 mole fractions of chemical species in combusted mixture taken into account in the GriMech 3 kinetic model. For this reason, we tried to build and train the ANN approximating the mentioned mole fractions of chemical species. During the study we tested different configurations of ANN’s, containing different numbers of hidden layers and different numbers of neurons in the output and the hidden layer. The best results were obtained for the approximation of the ANN with one hidden layer containing 38 neurons. It was built and trained 52 ANN’s, one for each chemical species. Unfortunately, even for obtained small values of mean square errors of approximation, errors of individual results often exceed 100% of the results obtained from the kinetic calculations. For this reason, the application of ANN in the presented form to approximate mole fractions of chemical species is impossible.
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1. Introduction

The development of alternative energy sources is not as yet resulted in a significant reduction of hydrocarbon fuels consumption. Still, hydrocarbon fuels are the most widely used in power machinery of the world [2]. In energy machines the energy generation from hydrocarbon fuels is obtained by changing the chemical energy into heat release during the combustion process and then into mechanical energy. Therefore, studies on the improving efficiency of the combustion process and accompanying energy changes reducing the amount of emitted to the atmosphere toxic compounds are a necessity. The high cost of experimental research makes that to the study of combustion processes and design of combustion chamber components of energy machines are also commonly used mathematical models [11]. The steady increase the computing power of computers makes models based on finite element method popular. The basis of these methods is dividing the combustion phenomena in the smaller elements (it’s possible the division according to the geometry of the combustion chamber or other physical parameters such as velocity or temperature) [12]. This division is made in such a way that the mathematical description of physical phenomena in these finite elements were as simple as possible. Elements are “connected” each other by
boundary equations. This procedure simplifies the analysis and computation of complex phenomena as the combustion process, however, requires considerable high computing power because of the multiplicity of finite elements used (often exceeding hundreds of thousands elements), and the number and complexity of the phenomena taking place simultaneously during the combustion process.

The use of hydrocarbon fuel required to provide it to the energy machine in the liquid or gas form. This process requires a preparatory treatment before combustion the fuel. Preparation is often done directly in the combustion chamber, which is caused by economic considerations and increasing the efficiency of the machine. That is why in the combustion chamber often take place parallel a variety of physical and chemical phenomena. In the case of diesel engine working [4], during the process of air compressing in the cylinder with a piston simultaneously take place injection of liquid hydrocarbon fuel into the combustion chamber, its atomization and evaporation, turbulent mixing with air, self-ignition and combustion of the mixture by chemical reactions of oxidation in air. The rate of chemical transformations and their progress depends largely on local concentrations of substrates involved in the combustion process and the local thermodynamic conditions [5]. Due to the movement of the piston, the process of delivering fuel and progress of considered individual phenomena takes place in a dynamic and heterogeneous conditions in different areas of the combustion chamber. For these reasons, the accuracy of the model of the combustion process depends on number and size of finite elements established to calculations, but also on the accuracy of the description of phenomena occurring in the same elements. In the case of modeling the phenomena associated with turbulent combustion in the combustion chamber of the diesel engine the complexity of the phenomena enforces the high cost of modeling. So often it is reasonable simplification to the model, depending on the intended purpose and accuracy of modeling.

In work [7] author has attempted to model of combustion process of methane based on the GriMech 3 kinetic mechanism [1], developed by scientific unit from University of Berkley. Our results appear to be qualitatively consistent with available results of similar studies and the general knowledge about the phenomena occurring in combustion processes. The results of modeling are continuous functions of heat release derived from the fuel combustion, depending on the concentrations of individual chemical species of the combustible mixture, temperature, pressure and time of combustion and mole fractions of established chemical kinetic model. The obtained values of mole fractions, together with the heat release function should be in the next stage used to determine individual energy balances in all finite elements of the combustion phenomena to modeling the instantaneous energy states of different areas of the engine cylinder or other combustion chamber [6]. The complexity of the calculations carried out, however, difficult to use even such a simple model for finite element calculations. For this reason, author tried made approximations of obtained results using the artificial neural network (ANN). During the preparation of approximation author made assumption that properly trained ANN able to provide correct results for other, similar thermodynamic parameters and calculation of individual weights of the network requires significantly less computing power than the algorithm based on the kinetic model of combustion.

The paper presents the results of approximation of the GriMech 3 modeling results of the methane combustion process using the ANN. The calculation results are presented for different mole fractions of fuel and oxidizer in the combusted mixture, different humidity of air and different pressure and temperature of combustion.

2. The selection of ANN parameters

The data used to approximate the relationship between the mole fractions of chemical species and the heat release from the combustion process of methane in humidity air have been determined
on the basis of calculations based on the GriMech 3 kinetic mechanism. Calculations were performed for selected values of temperature and pressure of the combustion process and selected mole fractions of methane and air. The calculations are made for all possible configurations of parameters given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pressure ( p )</td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 5</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature ( T )</td>
<td>1100, 1600, 2100, 2600, 3100, 3600</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air humidity ( X )</td>
<td>4.5; 10; 20; 30</td>
<td>( g_{H_2O}/kg ) of air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-fuel excess ratio ( \lambda )</td>
<td>0.8; 1; 2.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time interval ( \Delta t )</td>
<td>1.5 ( \times ) 10^{-5}</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The obtained calculation results include a total of 432,000 data sets. Each data set contains the input data in the form of 52 mole fractions of chemical species adopted in the GriMech 3 kinetic mechanism and temperature and pressure of combustion process as well as output in the form of 52 mole fractions of combustion products and the total heat release from the \( CH_4 \) combustion after \( \Delta t \) time. The course and results of calculations are presented in the work [7].

Obtained results of calculations have been modified in such a way that removed all of data sets, which are duplicate. The reason for this approach is the need to avoid false ANN training in case of repeated administration to train the same data sets [9]. After presented modification process data sets received 232,222 cases, which were used to ANN’s training. The training process allow approximate of the results obtained by calculation based on GriMech 3 kinetic mechanism of combustion.

Approximation of functions, describing the amount of total heat release from combustion processes and functions of changes of mole fractions of chemical species depending on the conditions of the combustion process is classified as regression problem [9]. To address these issues are usually used perceptron neural networks or radial basis neural networks. The use of both of networks has been tested by the author at [8] work. Results of work permitted to formulate conclusions that would allow to select the perceptron neural network for further research. Perceptron neural network, which structure is presented in Figure 1, consists of input layer, hidden layer or layers and output layer.

![Fig. 1. The scheme of ANN](image-url)
The input and output layer consists of neurons, one for each input and output parameter of the approximated model. Hidden layers can include any number of neurons. Each of the neurons in the network converts input signals by summing them using the weight factors according to the following dependency:

\[
y = f\left(\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i x_i\right),
\]

were:
- \(f\) – the nonlinear function, named activation function,
- \(x\) – the input signal,
- \(w\) – the weight of the input signal,
- \(n\) – the number of the input signal,
- \(y\) – the output signal.

The ANN training rely on matching weights of input signals so as to achieve the intended output signal or signals. The study used data from the GriMech 3 kinetic calculations, standardized to the values in the range from -1 to 1. To ANN training process 60% of randomly selected data sets were used as training data, 20% as a validation data and the remaining 20% as test data. The present study included the building, training and testing of ANN’s to allow for the designation of 52 mole fractions of chemical species and the total heat release derived from CH₄ combustion process after \(\Delta t\) time. All trained ANN’s consists of 54 neurons in the input layer, corresponding to 52 initial mole fractions of chemical species and temperature and pressure of the combustion process, neurons in the output layer corresponding to the output signals and from 15 to 60 neurons in the hidden layer. During the study the following configurations of ANN’s were tested:
- a neural network with one output for the total heat release from CH₄ combustion process;
- a neural network with 52 outputs for each mole fractions of combustion products and one hidden layer;
- a neural network with 52 outputs for each mole fractions of combustion products and two hidden layers;
- 52 neural networks with one output for each mole fraction of combustion product and 38 neurons in one hidden layer.

To ANN training the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) method of back propagation weights setting was used, as one of the fastest quasi-Newton methods of ANN training [3], [10]. As the activation function we applied the logistic function for all hidden layers of ANN’s and a linear function for the output layers to all ANN’s approximating the mole fractions of chemical products of combustion and hyperbolic tangent function for the output layer network approximating the total heat release from the CH₄ combustion process. The calculations are made using the Matlab software with Neural Network Toolbox on the Galera server in The Academic Computer Centre in Gdańsk.

3. Results of approximation

During the training all configurations of ANN’s, after a random distribution of data sets on training, testing and validation sets, input data were made available to input neurons. Random adopted weights of neurons allow to calculate the summarize heat release from all considered in the GriMech 3 kinetic mechanism chemical reactions or mole fractions of chemical species. Values of mentioned parameters were compared with the appropriate output values of heat an
mole fractions, obtained from the kinetic calculations. After administration of all training data errors of approximation was calculated. Errors were input data to algorithm of modifying weights of all neurons in ANN in accordance with the BFGS back propagation method of training. All presented steps of training named one epoch. After this we start the next epoch of ANN’s training by random redistribution of data set, and re-modification of neurons’ weights until a satisfactory accuracy with the validation data. In all cases the number of training epochs not exceeded 200.

3.1 Sum of heat release from combustion process

As mentioned earlier, the approximation of sum of heat release from fuel combustion was used perceptron network with 54 neurons in the input layer, corresponding to 52 values of mole fractions of all considered in GriMech 3 kinetic mechanism chemical species, temperature and pressure of the combustion process, and one neuron in output layer corresponding to the total heat release from all chemical reactions. During the training process we considered ANN’s containing from 15 to 60 neurons in one hidden layer.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the results of calculations of total heat release from the combustion process using nine ANN’s with the smallest mean square error as a function of total heat release calculated by kinetic calculations (x-axis) for the test data. The names of the ANN’s derived from the number of neurons of sequentially the input layer, the hidden and the output layer.

![Figure 2](image_url)

Fig. 2. The best ANN approximations of the kinetic calculations of the total heat release for all considered parameters of the combustion process

According to the results presented on figure 2, the biggest differences between the results obtained from each ANN’s and results from kinetic calculations were obtained for the negative heat release. The negative heat release from the combustion process means, that the fuel oxidation process is endothermic. That process is possible for low thermodynamic data of fuel dissociation.
It should be noted that the results of the negative values of heat release do not exceed 35% of all test results. With the increase in temperature the combustion process became exothermic and the differences in results between different networks was minimal. Smallest mean square error was obtained for networks with 19 neurons in hidden layer (named 54-19-1). It not exceed of 0.04% for test data and 0.02% for the validation data. Such low values of errors were made possible because of the large amount of data available and low number of training epochs. The maximum error for a single result was 1.9% ant it was in endothermic area of the combustion process.

3.2 Mole fractions of chemical species

Using ANN approximation of heat release from one finite element is only possible when we know changes of mole fractions of all considered in established kinetic mechanism chemical species during the combustion process. During the initial phase of the ANN training for approximation of mole fraction we tried to properly train a single network with 52 output neurons, one for each chemical species. In the course of the calculations, however, failed to obtain satisfactory results for both the application; ANN with one and two hidden layers. For this reason it was decided to training separate 52 ANN’s, having in each case, one neuron output for each chemical compound. The best results with minimum approximation error we obtained for ANN’s with 38 neurons in hidden layer.

According to mentioned situation we obtained 52 networks, trained for all considered mole fractions of chemical species after $At$ time of the combustion process. All trained networks consist of 54 neurons in the input layer, 38 neurons in the hidden layer and one neuron in the output layer. Figure 3 shows sample results of calculations of the mole fractions of nitric oxide as a function of mole fraction of this chemical species approximated by obtained ANN. According to the presented relation there is a linear relationship between the obtained results. The mean square error for the network was $3\cdot10^{-4}$ % for both test and validation data. The maximum error for a single result was 1.6%.

![Graph showing mole fractions of nitric oxide calculated by GriMech 3 mechanism and approximated by 54–38–1 ANN](image-url)

*Fig. 3. Mole fractions of nitric oxide calculated by GriMech 3 mechanism and approximated by 54–38–1 ANN*
Similar results we were also obtain for the remaining 51 considered chemical species. In any case, the mean square error of approximated by trained ANN mole fractions did not exceed a value of $1 \cdot 10^{-2}\%$, but the maximum error for a single value of the mole fractions of 43 chemical species excess even more than 100% of the value of mole fractions calculated by the GriMech 3 kinetic mechanism of the combustion process. Please note that the calculated mole fractions of chemical species are products of the combustion process in a finite element. For modeling the combustion process in engine cylinder, which the dynamic changes in pressure and temperature, it is necessary to use the calculated mole fractions, as input for modeling the subsequent phases of the combustion process until the end of the work cycle of diesel engine. Such a model creates the possibility of a geometric rise of the calculation error of mole fractions. Due to the fact that these mole fractions are also input data to the model of heat release from the combustion process in one finite element, these errors also affect the value of the output from this model. For this reason it is necessary to adopt a conclusion that the obtained approximation errors of mole fraction values of chemical species in relation to the calculated values taken from the kinetic mechanism calculation, despite the small mean square errors, have individual values errors too large. Obtained individual error results for mole fractions of 43 chemical species are too large and disqualify the application of ANN in their current form for modeling the combustion process.

4. Conclusions

The presented work was to apply the ANN to approximate functions of the total heat release from the combustion process and mole fractions of CH$_4$ combustion products, calculated using the GriMech 3 kinetic mechanism. During the research work we were built and train several ANN’s configurations, differing in the number of neurons in the hidden and the output layer and the number of hidden layers. The result of this study was to obtain an ANN, allowing approximation of total heat release obtained from the combustion process with a mean square error not exceeding 0.04%, and with a maximum error 1.9%. The inputs to this model are temperature and pressure of the combustion process and 52 mole fractions of chemical species, considered in mentioned GriMech 3 kinetic mechanism. For this reason, we tried to set up and train an ANN, which allows approximation of mole fractions of these chemical species. As work progresses, however, failed to obtain a satisfactory ANN, allowing to obtain reliable results, enabling the use of ANN’s in prace of modeling. Despite the small value of the mean square error, the errors of individual results often exceed 100% of the value obtained from the kinetic calculations. For this reason, it is necessary to conduct further investigations in order to seek an alternative methods of calculating of mole fractions of chemical species, enabling the reduction the cost of modeling in relation to the kinetic calculations.
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Abstract

Present paper shows the results of numerical solution Reynolds equation for laminar, steady oil flow in slide bearing gap. Lubrication oil is fluid with micropolar structure. Materials engineering and tribology development helps to introduce oils with the compound structure (together with micropolar structure) as a lubricating factors. Properties of oil lubrication as of liquid with micropolar structure in comparison with Newtonian liquid, characterized are in respect of dynamic viscosity additionally dynamic couple viscosity and three dynamic rotation viscosity. Under regard of build structural element of liquid characterized is additionally microinertia coefficient. In modeling properties and structures of micropolar liquid one introduced dimensionless parameter with in terminal chance conversion micropolar liquid to Newtonian liquid. The results shown on diagrams of hydrodynamic pressure, velocity and velocity of microrotation distribution in dimensionless form in dependence on coupling number $N_2$ and characteristic dimensionless length of micropolar fluid $\lambda_1$. Differences were showed on graphs in the schedule of the circumferential velocity oils after the height of the gap in the flow of the micropolar and Newtonian liquid. In presented flow, the influence of lubricating fluid inertia force and the external elementary body force field were omit. Presented calculations are limited to isothermal models of bearing with infinite length.
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1. Introduction

Presented article take into consideration the laminar, steady flow in the crosswise cylindrical slide bearing gap. Non-Newtonian fluid with the micropolar structure is a lubricating factor. Exploitation requirements incline designers to use special oil refining additives, to change viscosity properties. As a experimental studies shows, most of the refining lubricating fluids, can be included as fluids of non-Newtonian properties with microstructure [3],[4],[6]. They belong to a class of fluids with symmetric stress tensor that we shall call polar fluids, and include, as a special case, the well known Navier-Stokes model. Presented work dynamic viscosity of isotropic micropolar fluid is characterized by five viscosities: shearing viscosity $\eta$ (known at the Newtonian fluids ), micropolar coupling viscosity $\kappa$ and by three rotational viscosities. This kind of micropolar fluid viscosity characteristic is a result of essential compounds discussed in works [3],[4]. Regarding of limited article capacity please read above works. In presented flow, the influence of lubricating fluid inertia force and the external elementary body force field were omit [4],[5],[9].
2. Reynolds equations, hydrodynamic pressure

Basic equation set defining isotropic micropolar fluid flow are described following equations [2],[4],[5]: momentum equation, moment of momentum equation, energy equation, equation of flow continuity. Incompressible fluid flow is taken into consideration with constant density skipping the body force. Further equation analysis were taken in rolling co-ordinate system, where the wrapping coordinate \( \varphi \) describes the wrapping angle of the bearing, the coordinate \( r \) describes radial direction from the journal to the bearing, the coordinate \( z \) describes longitudinal direction of crosswise bearing. In order to make the analysis of basic equations in dimensionless form [7], we input dimensionless quantities characterizing individual physical quantities. Oil velocity vector components are:

\[
V_\varphi = UV_1 \quad V_r = \psi UV_2 \quad V_z = \frac{U}{L_1} V_3
\]  

Reference pressure \( p_0 \) caused by journal rotation with the angular velocity \( \omega \) was assumed in (7) taking into consideration dynamic viscosity of shearing \( \eta \) and the lubricating gap height \( h_1 \) at the wrapping angle \( \varphi \) was taken in relative eccentricity function \( \lambda \):

\[
p_0 = \frac{\omega \eta}{\psi^2} \quad ; \quad h_1(\varphi, \lambda) = 1 + \lambda \cos \varphi
\]  

The constant viscosity of micropolar oil, independent from thermal and pressure condition in the bearing. Quantity of viscosity coefficient depend on shearing dynamic viscosity \( \eta \), which is decisive viscosity in case of Newtonian fluids. Reference pressure \( p_0 \) is also described with this viscosity, in order to compare micropolar oils results with Newtonian oil results. In micropolar oils decisive impact has quantity of dynamic coupling viscosity \( \kappa \) [1],[4]. In some works concerning bearing lubrication with micropolar oil, it’s possible to find the sum of the viscosities as a micropolar dynamic viscosity efficiency. In presented article coupling viscosity was characterized with coupling number \( N^2 \), which is equal to zero for Newtonian oil:

\[
N = \sqrt{\frac{\kappa}{\eta + \kappa}} \quad 0 \leq N < 1
\]  

Quantity \( N^2 \) in case of micropolar fluid, define a dynamic viscosity of coupling share in the oil dynamic viscosity efficiency.

From the dynamic rotational viscosities at the laminar lubrication, individual viscosities are compared to viscosity \( \gamma \), which is known as the most important and it ratio to shearing viscosity \( \eta \) is bounded to characteristic flow length \( \Lambda \), which in case of Newtonian flow assume the zero quantity. Dimensionless quantity of micropolar length \( \Lambda_1 \) and micropolar length \( \Lambda \) are defined:

\[
\Lambda = \sqrt{\frac{\gamma}{\eta}} \quad \Lambda \Lambda_1 = \varepsilon
\]  

Dimensionless micropolar length \( \Lambda_1 \) in case of Newtonian oil approach infinity.

Reynolds equation for stationary flow of laminar micropolar fluid in the crosswise cylindrical slide bearing gap can be present [1],[2],[3],[8] in dimensionless form:
\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \varphi} \left( \Phi_i(A_i, N, h_i) \frac{\partial p_i}{\partial \varphi} \right) + \frac{1}{L_i} \frac{\partial}{\partial z_i} \left( \Phi_i(A_i, N, h_i) \frac{\partial p_i}{\partial z_i} \right) = 6 \frac{dh_i}{d\varphi} \tag{5}
\]

For \( 0 \leq \varphi \leq \varphi_k; \quad 0 \leq r_i \leq h_i; \quad -1 \leq z_i \leq 1 \)

where:
\[
\Phi_i = h_i^3 + 12 \frac{h_i}{A_i} - 6 \frac{Nh_i^2}{A_i} \coth \left( \frac{h_i N A_i}{2} \right) \tag{6}
\]

Below solutions (5) for infinity length bearing is presented. In this solution the Reynolds boundary conditions, applying to zeroing of pressure at the beginning (\( \varphi=0 \)) and at the end (\( \varphi=\varphi_k \)) of the oil film and zeroing of the pressure derivative on the wrapping angle at the end of the film where fulfill. The pressure distribution function in case of the micropolar lubrication has a form:
\[
\begin{align*}
 p_i(\varphi) &= 6 \int_0^\varphi \frac{h_i - h_{ik}}{\Phi_i(A_i, N, h_i)} d\varphi; \\
 p_{IN}(\varphi) &= 6 \int_0^\varphi \frac{h_i - h_{ik}}{h_i^3} d\varphi
\end{align*} \tag{7}
\]

where: \( h_{ik} = h_i(\varphi_k) \) lubricating gap height at the end of the oil film.

In the boundary case of lubricating Newtonian fluid, pressure distribution function is a pressure \( p_{IN}(\varphi) \). Example numerical calculation were made for the infinity length bearing with the relative eccentricity \( \lambda=0,6 \).

![Fig.1](image)

*Fig.1 The dimensionless pressure distributions \( p_1 \) in direction \( \varphi \) in dependence on coupling number \( N^2 \) by micropolar (\( N^2>0 \)) and Newtonian (\( N^2=0 \)) lubrication for dimensionless eccentricity ratio \( \lambda=0,6 \) and characteristic dimensionless length of micropolar fluid \( \Lambda_1=20 \)

Analyzing the influence of coupling number \( N^2 \) and the influence of dimensionless micropolar length \( \Lambda_1 \) on hydrodynamic pressure distribution in the bearing liner circuital direction. At the Fig.1 pressure distribution for individual coupling numbers at constant micropolar length \( \Lambda_1=20 \). The pressure increase effect is caused by oil dynamic viscosity efficiency increase as a result of coupling viscosity \( \kappa \). At \( N^2=0,5 \), coupling viscosity is equal to shearing viscosity. Pressure graph in the Fig.1 for micropolar oil lubrication (\( N^2>0 \)) find themselves above the pressure graph at the Newtonian oil lubrication (\( N^2=0 \)). Pressure distribution is higher for higher coupling number. It is caused by oil viscosity dynamic efficiency. In the Fig.2 the course of dimensionless pressure \( p_1 \) for few micropolar length quantity \( \Lambda_1 \) is shown: Decrease of this parameter determine the increase of
micropolar oil rotational dynamic viscosity. Pressure distribution are presented at the constant coupling number $N^2=0.4$. Newtonian oil pressure in the course 1. Rotational viscosity increase determine the pressure distribution increase and is caused, because both the oil flow and velocities of microrotation are coupled. Quantities of coupling number $N^2$ and dimensionless micropolar length where taken from works [1],[2]. Based on given hydrodynamic pressure distribution $p_1$ on wrapping angle of the bearing $\phi$, the numerical quantities of maximal pressure $p_{1m}$ and the angular coordinate $\phi_m$ (at the maximal position) were obtain. Quantities $p_{1m}$ are presented in the Fig.3 in the coupling Number $N^2$ function for chosen micropolar length $A_1$. All lines are coming out from the maximal pressure point in case of Newtonian fluid flow. We observe maximal pressure increase when the coupling number $N^2$ increases.
3. Velocity and velocity of microrotation distribution

The field equation of micropolar fluid with general lubrication theory assumptions is simplified into two systems of coupled ordinary differential equation. He interests us in the case of the bearing of the infinite breadth the arrangement the coupling the velocity $V$ and the microrotation velocity $\Omega$ according [8] and introduced in dimensionless form:

$$
\left(1 - N^2 \right) \frac{\partial^2 V_j}{\partial \varphi^2} = \frac{\partial^2 V_j}{\partial r_i^2} + N^2 \frac{\partial \Omega_j}{\partial r_i} - 2 \Omega_j = 0
$$

Dimensionless velocity of microrotation $\Omega$ are in formula:

$$
\Omega_j = \Omega_j \frac{U}{\varepsilon}
$$

The profiles of the schedule of velocity and microrotation velocity after the height of the gap (coordinate $r$) comply following boundary conditions $V_j(s_1)$ and $\Omega_j(s_1)$ [8] on the surface of the bearing $s_1 = 0$ and on the slide $s_1 = 1$:

$$
\begin{cases}
V_j(0) = 1 \\
V_j(1) = 0 \\
\Omega_j(0) = 0 \\
\Omega_j(1) = 0
\end{cases}
; 
\quad s_j = \frac{r_j}{h_i}
$$

Thus, the expressions for velocity $V$ as a results of the solutions of the abowe equations with boundary conditions (10) are [8] in dimensionless form $V_1$:

$$
V_j = \frac{1}{2} s_j^2 h_i^2 \frac{\partial p_j}{\partial \varphi} + \left( s_j h_i - \frac{N}{A_j h_i} \sinh s_j N A_j h_i \right) A_j + \left( 1 - \cosh s_j N A_j h_i \right) \frac{2N}{A_j} A_j + I
$$

where:

$$
A_j = \left[ \begin{array}{c}
-\sinh N A_j h_i \\
\sinh N A_j h_i - \frac{2N}{A_j h_i} \left( \cosh N A_j h_i - 1 \right)
\end{array} \right] - \frac{h_i^2}{2} \frac{\partial p_j}{\partial \varphi}
$$

$$
A_2 = h_i \left[ \sinh N A_j h_i - \frac{2N}{A_j h_i} \left( \cosh N A_j h_i - 1 \right) \right]
$$

$$
A_3 = \frac{1}{2} \left( \cosh N A_j h_i - 1 \right) + \frac{h_i^2}{2} \frac{\partial p_j}{\partial \varphi} \left[ \frac{1}{2} \left( \cosh N A_j h_i - 1 \right) + \frac{2N}{A_j h_i} \sinh N A_j h_i \right]
$$

The profile velocity $V_1$ was introduced on Fig.4 along the height of the gap in the point where maximum hydrodynamc pressure steps out for three parameters of the micropolar oil. Nonlinearity visible is insignificant in the relation to the linear graph in the case of lubrication from newtonian oil. Differences among the schedule of the velocity of micropolar and newtonian oil it was introduced on Fig.5 in points of the maximum pressure. The difference of the speed was marked from dependence:

$$
\Delta V_j = V_{jp} - V_{IN}
$$
where:
\( V_{1p} \) - dimensionless velocity for micropolar oil flow marked from (12),
\( V_{1N} \) - dimensionless velocity for newtonian oil flow marked from (14)

\[
V_{1N} = 1 - s_1 + \frac{h_1}{2} \left( s_1^2 - s_1 \right) \frac{\partial p_1}{\partial \varphi}
\]

(14)

Change velocities \( \Delta V_1 \) in point of the maximal pressure is asymmetric in relation to the centre of the height of the gap. For \( 0 < s_1 < 0.5 \) the velocity of the micropolar flow is larger from the velocity of the flow of the Newtonian oil and is for \( 0.5 < s_1 < 1 \) smaller. The growth of the coupling viscosity (coupling number \( N \)) causes the growth of the nonlinearity of velocity \( V_1 \).
The expressions for velocity of microrotation $\Omega_3$ as a results of the solutions of the above equations with boundary conditions (10) are [8] in dimensionless form $\Omega_3$:

$$\Omega_3 = -s^t \frac{h_i}{2} \frac{\partial p_i}{\partial \phi} + \left( \cosh s_i N \Lambda h_i - 1 \right) \frac{A_1}{2h_i} + \frac{A_2}{A_2} \sinh s_i N \Lambda h_i$$

(15)

In the Fig.6 are presented profile velocity of microrotation $\Omega_3$ in points of the maximum pressure in the coupling Number $N^2$ function for chosen micropolar length $\Lambda_1 = 20$.

![Fig.6. Velocities of microrotation $\Omega_3$ in points of the maximal pressure of micropolar fluid $\Lambda_1 = 20$: 1) $N^2 = 0.1$; 2) $N^2 = 0.3$; 3) $N^2 = 0.5$; 4) $N^2 = 0.7$; 5) $N^2 = 0.9$](image)

The profile of the velocity of microrotation $\Omega_3$ is symmetrical in relation to the centre of gap. He is more even (flat) after the height of the gap in the case of the growth of the coupling number $N$.

4. Conclusions

Presented example of the Reynolds equation solutions for steady laminar non-Newtonian lubricating oil flow with micropolar structure, enable the hydrodynamic pressure distribution introductory estimation as a basic exploitation parameter of slide bearing. Comparing Newtonian oil to oils with micropolar structure, can be used in order to increase hydrodynamic pressure and also to increase capacity load of bearing friction centre. Micropolar fluid usage has two sources of pressure increase in view of viscosity properties: increase of fluid efficient viscosity (coupling viscosity increase) and the rotational viscosity increase (characteristic length parameter $\Lambda$). Author realize that he made few simplified assumptions in the above bearing centre model and in the constant parameter characterizing oil viscosity properties. Despite this calculation example apply to bearing with infinity length, received results can be usable in estimation of pressure distribution and of capacity force at laminar, steady lubrication of cylindrical slide bearing with infinity length. Presented results can be usable as a comparison quantities in case of numerical model laminar, unsteady flow Non-Newtonian fluids in the lubricating gaps of crosswise cylindrical slide bearings.
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Notation

L₁ dimensionless bearing length  L₁=b/R
N coupling number
R radius of the journal (m)
U peripheral journal velocity (m/s) U = ωR
Vᵢ components of oil velocity in co-ordinate i =φ, r, z (m/s)
Vᵢ i=1,2,3 dimensionless components of oil velocity in co-ordinate φ, r, z
Λ characteristic length of micropolar fluid (m)
Λᵢ dimensionless characteristic length of micropolar fluid
Ωᵢ components of oil microrotation velocity in co-ordinate i =φ, r, z (1/s)
Ωᵢ i=1,2,3 dimensionless components of oil microrotation velocity in co-ordinate φ, r, z
b length of the journal (m)
h gap height (m)
h₁ dimensionless gap height  h = e₁h
p hydrodynamic pressure (Pa)
p₁ dimensionless hydrodynamic pressure p₁ = p/p₀
r co-ordinate in radial of the journal (m)
z co-ordinate in length of the journal (m)
z₁ dimensionless co-ordinate in length of the journal z₁ = z/b
α, β, γ micropolar rotational viscosities in co-ordinate φ, r, z (Pa s m²)
ε radial clearance (m)
η dynamic oil viscosity (Pa s)
κ micropolar coupling viscosity (Pa s)
λ dimensionless eccentricity ratio
ρ oil density (kg/m³)
φ the angular co-ordinate
φₑ the angular co-ordinate for the film end
ψ dimensionless radial clearance (10⁻⁴ ≤ ψ ≤ 10⁻³) ψ = ε/R
ω angular journal velocity (1/s)
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Abstract

This paper shows results of numerical solutions on modified Reynolds equations for laminar unsteady oil flow in slide journal bearing gap. Laminar unsteady oil flow is performed during periodic and unperiodic perturbations of bearing load or is caused by the changes of gap height in time. During modelling crossbar bearing operations in combustion engines, bearing movement perturbations from engine vertical vibrations causes velocity flow perturbations of lubricating oil on the shaft in the circumferential direction. This solution example apply to isothermal bearing model with infinity length. Lubricating oil used in this model has Newtonian properties and constant dynamic viscosity. Results are presented in the dimensionless hydrodynamic pressure and tangential tension distribution diagrams. Diagrams also presents capacity and friction force change during the time of velocity perturbations. Received solutions were compared with the solution received by the stationary lubrication flow in the slide journal bearing, which were made with the same parameter assumption by constant dynamic oil viscosity. Isothermal bearing model is similar to friction node model by steady-state heat load conditions. Described effect can be used as an example of modeling the bearing friction node operations in reciprocating movement during exploitation of engines and machines.

Keywords: laminar unsteady lubrication, journal bearing, pressure, capacity and friction forces

1. Introduction

This article refer to the unsteady, laminar flows issue, in which modified Reynolds number $Re^*$ is $[5],[6]$ smaller or equal to 2. Laminar, unsteady oil flow is performed during periodic and unperiodic perturbations of bearing load or is caused by the changes of gap height in the time. Above perturbations occur mostly during the starting and stopping of machine. Lubricated oil disturbance velocity the pin and on the bearing shell was also consider in the article. Reynolds equation system describing Newtonian oil flow in the gap of transversal slide bearing was discussed in the articles $[4],[5]$. Velocity perturbations of oil lubricated flow on the journal can be caused by torsion journal vibrations during the rotary movement of the shaft. Perturbations are proportional to torsion vibration amplitude, frequent constraint and to journal radius of the shaft. Oil velocity perturbations on the shell surface can be caused by rotary vibration of the shell together with bearing casing. This movement can be consider as kinematical constraint for whole bearing friction node. Isothermal bearing model can be approximate to bearing operation in friction node under steady thermal load conditions for example bearing in generating set on ship.
2. Hydrodynamic pressure and capacity forces

The unsteady, laminar and isotherm flow Newtonian oil in journal bearing gap is described for modified Reynolds equation [1],[2] from Newtonian oil with constant and variable dynamic viscosity depended for pressure. In considered model we assume small unsteady disturbances and in order to maintain the laminar flow, oil velocity $V_i^*$ and pressure $p_i^*$ are total of dependent quantities $\tilde{V}_i$; $\tilde{p}_i$ and independent quantities $V_i$; $p_i$ from time [4], [6] according to equation (1).

$$V_i^* = V_i + \tilde{V}_i, \quad p_i^* = p_i + \tilde{p}_i, \quad i = 1,2,3$$

Unsteady components of dimensionless oil velocity and pressure are [4] in following form of infinite series:

$$\tilde{V}_i(\varphi, r_i, z_i, t_i) = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} V_i^{(k)}(\varphi, r_i, z_i) \exp(jk\omega_0 t_i)$$

$$\tilde{p}_i(\varphi, r_i, z_i, t_i) = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} p_i^{(k)}(\varphi, r_i, z_i) \exp(jk\omega_0 t_i)$$

where:

- $\omega_0$ – angular velocity perturbations in unsteady flow,
- $j$ - imaginary unit $j = \sqrt{-1}$.

Components of oil velocity $V_{\varphi}, V_r, V_z$ in cylindrical co-ordinates $r, \varphi, z$ have presented as $V_1, V_2, V_3$ in dimensionless [1] form:

$$V_{\varphi} = UV_1, \quad V_r = \psi UV_2, \quad V_z = \frac{U}{L_1} V_3$$

where:

- $U$ – peripheral journal velocity $U = \omega R$,
- $\omega$ – angular journal velocity,
- $R$ – radius of the journal,
- $\psi$ – dimensionless radial clearance ($10^{-4} \leq \psi \leq 10^{-3}$),
- $2b$ – length of bearing,
- $L_1$ – dimensionless bearing length,
- $\varepsilon$ – radial clearance :

$$\psi = \frac{\varepsilon}{R}, \quad L_1 = \frac{b}{R}$$

Putting following quantities [1],[5]: dimensionless values density $\rho_1$, hydrodynamic pressure $p_1^*$, time $t_1$, longitudinal gap height $h_1$, radial co-ordinate $r_1$ and co-ordinate $z_1$.

$$\rho = \rho_0 \rho_1, \quad p = p_0 p_1^*, \quad t = t_0 t_1, \quad z = b z_1, \quad r = R(1 + \psi r_1), \quad h = \varepsilon h_1$$

Rule of putting dimensionless velocity and pressure quantities in unsteady and steady part of the flow stays similar. Following symbols with bottom zero index signify density $\rho_0$, dynamic viscosity $\eta_0$, pressure $p_0$ and time $t_0$ describe characteristic dimension values assigned to adequate quantities. Reynolds number $Re$, modified Reynolds number $Re^*$ are in form [1]:

120
The equation solution Reynolds equation [2],[3] with disturbances of peripheral velocity \( V_{10} \) on the journal for bearing with infinity length determine unsteady dimensionless hydrodynamic pressure function \( \tilde{p}_l \) in following form:

\[
\tilde{p}_l = \frac{1}{2} \rho_l \Re^* n \gamma_\nu V_{10} \left( \varphi - h_{1e} \frac{dh}{R} \right) \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} A_{h(k)} - \gamma_\nu p_{10} V_{10} \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} B_{h(k)}
\]  

(7)

where:

\( h_l(\varphi) = l + \lambda \cos \varphi \); \quad \( h_{1e} = h_l(\varphi_c) \)

(8)

Quantity \( \gamma_\nu \) are factor of scale for velocity perturbations, dependent for acceptant of term series (2). Pressure \( p_{10} \) is located in the oil gap by steady flow and by constant oil dynamic viscosity.

Sum for series \( \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} A_{h(k)} \) and \( \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} B_{h(k)} \) in right side of Reynolds solution equation (7) are results from conservation of the momentum solutions and were define in work [1],[2].

\[
\sum_{k=1}^{\infty} A_{h(k)} = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{\sin(k \omega_0 t_0)}{k} = \begin{cases} \pi - \omega_0 t_0, & 0 < t_1 < 1 \\ 2 & t_1 = 0, 1 \\ 0 & \end{cases}
\]

\[
\sum_{k=1}^{\infty} B_{h(k)} = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{\cos(k \omega_0 t_0)}{k^2} = \frac{1}{4} \left( \pi - \omega_0 t_0 \right)^2 - \frac{\pi^2}{3} \]

(9)

In presented calculation way an expression value is assumed \( n p_1 Re^* = 12 \), what is approximately equivalent to force over first frequency torsion vibrations force of six cylinder engine shaft. Examples apply to bearing with constant dependent eccentricity \( \lambda = 0.6 \). In case where oil velocity perturbations are caused by forced vibrations of engine then the number \( n \) in equation (7) define multiplication of perturbation frequency \( \omega_0 \) to angular velocity of engine crankshaft \( \omega \). Multiplication factor \( n \) is equal to number of cylinder \( c \) in two-stroke engine \( s=2 \) or in four-stroke engine \( s=4 \) to number of cylinders \( c/2 \):

\[
n = \frac{\omega_0}{\omega} = \begin{cases} c & s = 2 \\ \frac{c}{2} & s = 4 \end{cases}
\]

(10)

We analyst cylindrical bearing infinite length with circumferential velocity perturbations on the journal \( V_{10} \). Circumferential velocity perturbations are caused by torsional vibrations shaft (on the journal). In the further numerical analysis relation time \( t_0 \) was taken into account as a propagation period of axial velocity perturbation of lubricating oil.

Four velocities perturbations will analysed in this article. Pressure perturbation \( \tilde{p}_l \) course in point \( \varphi = 160^\circ \) presented Fig.1 by following circumferential velocity perturbations on the journal \( V_{10} = \)
0.01; 0.025; 0.05; 0.075. Changes of pressure \( \tilde{p}_1 \) are asymmetrical in relation to the time. The growth of the pressure is smaller than his fall. Sizes these grow when the size of the perturbations of the velocity grows up.

Fig. 1. Pressure distributions \( \tilde{p}_1 \) in place \( \varphi = 160^\circ \) in the time \( t_1 \) by velocity perturbations:
1) \( V_{10} = 0.01; V_{1h} = 0 \); 2) \( V_{10} = 0.025; V_{1h} = 0 \); 3) \( V_{10} = 0.05; V_{1h} = 0 \); 4) \( V_{10} = 0.075; V_{1h} = 0 \)

Capacity force \( W \) for cylindrical slide journal bearing has following components \( W_x \) and \( W_y \) to be determined [2],[6] in the local co-ordinate systems in Fig. 2. Capacity force \( W \) is resultant force from concurrent pressure forces configuration.

Fig. 2. Capacity force \( W \) and components \( W_x \) and \( W_y \) in the local co-ordinate system

Thus dimensionless components \( W_{1x} \) and \( W_{1y} \) of capacity forces \( W_1 \) are as follows [2]:

\[ W_{1x} = \ldots \]
\[ W_{1y} = \ldots \]
\[ W_{ix} = \frac{W_i}{W_0} = -\frac{\varphi}{\varphi_0} p_1 \cos \varphi \, d\varphi; \quad W_{iy} = \frac{W_y}{W_0} = -\frac{\varphi}{\varphi_0} p_1 \sin \varphi \, d\varphi \]  

(11)

\[ W_1 = \sqrt{W_{ix}^2 + W_{iy}^2} = \frac{W}{W_0} \]

where:

\( W_0 \) - characteristic value of capacity force \( W_0 = 2RbP_0 \)

Hydrodynamic capacity force change caused by the pressure perturbation is calculate from:

\[ \tilde{W}_i = W_i^* - W_i \]

(12)

where:

\[ W_i^* = W_i(p_i^*) ; \quad W_i = W_i(p_i) \]

Pressure in the bearing during the perturbation is a total of stationary flow pressure and perturbation pressure according to (1) According to mentioned equation [2] if we provide stationary flow pressure \( p_1 \) we will obtain capacity force \( W_1 \). Figure 3 also presents change capacity calculation results by four oil viscosity perturbations. Hydrodynamic capacity force \( \tilde{W}_i \) changes periodically with a period equal to perturbation velocity. In case of velocity perturbation in the bearing pin, increase of capacity force above the stationary condition value last no longer than half of the perturbation period and the increase of capacity force is bigger than the decrease in the remaining time.

Fig.3. Change the dimensionless capacity forces \( \tilde{W}_i \) in the time \( t_1 \) by velocity perturbations: 1) \( V_{10}=0.01 \); 2) \( V_{10}=0.025 \); 3) \( V_{10}=0.05 \); 4) \( V_{10}=0.075 \);

increase of capacity force than decrease. It is opposite in case of oil peripheral velocity perturbation on the shell surface, but his diagrams are not presented in his article. Capacity force
course in time is not symmetrical for different perturbation of velocity quantities on the pin. The fall of change the capacity force is smaller than his growth. Sizes these grow when the size of the perturbations of the velocity grows up.

3. Elementary friction force and friction force in bearing gap

Elementary friction forces $\tau$ and this change $\tilde{\tau}$ for dimension an dimensionless form $\tilde{\tau}_i$, we calculated as tangential stress (pressure) by newtonian oil in formula:

$$\tau = \eta \frac{\partial V}{\partial r} ; \quad \tilde{\tau}_i = \eta_i \frac{\partial \tilde{V}_i}{\partial r_{t_i=h_i}} ;$$

$$\tau = p_0 \psi \tilde{\tau}_i = \tilde{\tau}_0 \tilde{\tau}_i ; \quad \tilde{\tau}_0 = \psi p_0$$

Velocity circumferential perturbation (7) [3] are in formula:

$$\tilde{V}_i = \frac{6 \eta_i}{\rho_i \text{Re}^n} \gamma V_{10} \frac{h_i - h_{i_e}}{h_i} \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{P(k)}{k^3} \cos(2k \pi t_i) + \gamma V_{10} \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{A(k)}{k^2} \cos(2k \pi t_i) + \frac{- \gamma V_{10}}{2} \frac{h_i^3 - h_{i_e}^3}{h_i^3} \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{P(k)}{k^2} \sin(2k \pi t_i)$$

(14)

Components of series $P(k)$, $A(k)$ i $B(k)$ from formula (14) are in following forms [3]:

$$P(k) = \frac{\sin(\gamma h_i X_k) \sinh(1-s)h_i X_k \gamma + \sin[1-s]h_i X_k \gamma \sinh(\gamma h_i X_k)}{\cosh(\gamma h_i X_k) + \cos(\gamma h_i X_k)}$$

$$A(k) = \frac{-\cosh(\gamma h_i X_k) \cos[1-s]h_i X_k \gamma + \cosh[1-s]h_i X_k \gamma \cos(\gamma h_i X_k)}{\cosh(2h_i X_k) - \cos(2h_i X_k)}$$

(15)

$$s = \frac{r_i}{h_i} ; \quad \gamma = \frac{6}{\pi^2} ; \quad X_k = \sqrt{\frac{k \rho_i \text{Re}^n}{2 \eta_i}}$$

Additional symbol $s$ marking dimensionless parameter height of gap ($0 \leq s \leq 1$). In numerical calculation example oil with constant density was assume, what is equivalent to quantity $\rho_i$.

$$\frac{\partial \tilde{V}_i}{\partial r_{t_i=h_i}} = \frac{6 \eta_i}{\rho_i \text{Re}^n} \gamma V_{10} \frac{h_i - h_{i_e}}{h_i} \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{P'(k)}{k^3} \cos(2k \pi t_i) + \gamma V_{10} \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{A'(k)}{k^2} \cos(2k \pi t_i) + \frac{- \gamma V_{10}}{2} \frac{h_i^3 - h_{i_e}^3}{h_i^3} \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{P'(k)}{k^2} \sin(2k \pi t_i)$$

where:

$$P'(k) = \frac{dP(k)}{dr_i} \bigg|_{r_i=h_i} = -X_k \frac{\sin(h_i X_k) + \sinh(h_i X_k)}{\cosh(h_i X_k) + \cos(h_i X_k)}$$
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\[ A'(k) = \frac{dA(k)}{dr_1} \bigg|_{r_{j=0}} = -2X_k \frac{\sinh(h_1X_k)\cos(h_1X_k) + \cosh(rh_1X_k)\sin(h_1X_k)}{\cosh(2h_1X_k) - \cos(2h_1X_k)} \]  

Fig. 4. Tangential pressure distributions \( \tilde{\tau}_1 \) in place \( \phi=160^\circ \) in the time \( t_1 \) by velocity perturbations: 1) \( V_{10}=0.01 \); 2) \( V_{10}=0.025 \); 3) \( V_{10}=0.05 \); 4) \( V_{10}=0.075 \)

The results change tangential pressure \( \tilde{\tau}_1 \) distribution in the time \( t_1 \) show Fig. 4. in place of coordinate \( \phi=160^\circ \). Change elementary friction forces (tangential pressure) \( \tilde{\tau}_1 \) perturbation are values different sign from initial perturbations \( V_{10} \) and absolutely lesser.

Fig. 5. Change the dimensionless friction forces \( \tilde{T}_1 \) in the time \( t_1 \) by velocity
Friction forces $T$ and this change $\tilde{T}$ for dimension an dimensionless form $\tilde{T}_i$, we calculated as sum tangential stress (pressure) in circumference co-ordinate bearing by formula:

$$\tilde{T} = \int_0^\varphi \left[ R b \eta \frac{\partial v_\varphi}{\partial r} \right]_{r = a} d\varphi = T_0 \tilde{T}_i$$

(18)

$$\tilde{T}_i = \int_0^\varphi \tilde{r}_i(\varphi) d\varphi$$

where:

$T_0$ - characteristic value of friction force

In Fig. 5 presented change the dimensionless friction forces $\tilde{T}_i$ in the time $t_1$ by four of velocity perturbation.

4. Conclusions

Presented Reynolds equation solution for unsteady laminar Newtonian flow of lubricated oil to enable initial opinion to hydrodynamic pressure, elementary friction pressure distribution and capacity, friction forces as a basic slide bearing operating parameter. Unsteady velocity perturbation on the journal and sleeve effect on capacity and friction forces in lubricated gap. Capacity and friction forces variation in bearing have periodical character equal to periodical velocity perturbation time and this variations value and character depend on type of perturbation. Author is aware of simplifications that were assumed in presented model which apply to Newtonian oil and to isothermal bearing model. Despite that presented calculation example apply to bearing with infinity length, obtained conclusions can be useful to elementary friction pressure and friction forces distribution by laminar, unsteady lubrication of cylindrical slide bearing with finite length.
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Abstract

The tendency to improve the efficiency of the utilisation of the primary energy on board the ships, as well as the anticipated necessity of the obtainment of the Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) in accordance with the requirements of the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) induce to apply the power system solutions which are among others characterised by low CO₂ emission.

The way to improve the ship’s power plant energetic efficiency, thus lowering CO₂ emission on motor ships, is to apply continuously more developed recovery systems of the waste energy whose basic sources are the piston Diesel engines consisting the ship’s main propulsion. The most significant component of the waste energy is the energy of the exhaust gases. In order to efficiently utilise this energy not only its quantity, but also its quality should be evaluated.

The article presents the examples of the energetic evaluation of the energy of the flue gases of the selected ship’s main propulsion Diesel engines and the examples of the exergetic evaluation of this energy. The commonly applied in design practice energetic analysis in principle allows to determine the fundamental possibilities of the utilisation of the exhaust gas energy in the systems with waste-heat boilers. The exergetic evaluation which includes the temperature and pressure parts of the physical exergy offers a possibility to analyse more complex systems where so called exhaust gas reverse turbine or waste-heat Diesel turbogenerator are used. The latter solutions including the part where the energy carrier is steam are becoming nowadays the object of interest of the Diesel engine manufacturers and ship owners, as well as the subjects of research works and study projects concerning the efficient and low-emission ship’s power plants.

Key words: ship’s power plants, utilisation of waste energy, exhaust gas, exergetic analysis

1. Introduction

The tendency to improve the efficiency of the utilisation of the primary energy on ships, as well as the anticipated necessity to obtain the Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) in compliance with the requirements of the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) induce to apply power system solutions of high general efficiency which owing to this are also among others characterised by a relatively low CO₂ emission [2]. Other IMO documents concerning the necessity of reduction of CO₂ emission are Energy Efficiency Operational Indicator (EEOI) [3] and Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP) [1]. The analysis of each of the aforesaid documents indicates that a method to improve the ship’s power plant energy efficiency, thus limiting CO₂ emission on motor ships is the application of the continuously developed recovery systems of waste energy whose basic sources are the Diesel piston engines consisting ship’s main propulsion.
The development of the ship’s main and auxiliary propulsion system engine construction makes their efficiency visibly increase. However, it becomes more difficult to recover the waste energy due to its lowering quality. Thus it becomes very important to utilise this energy which ensures the improvement of the general ship’s operation cost balance. The appropriate evaluation of the waste energy sources consists the basis for the choice of the manner of its utilisation, and then subsequently elaborating the ship’s power system design. This evaluation should cover not only the parameters of the waste energy carriers corresponding to the nominal engine load, but also should include their change resulting from the change in engine load during ship’s service.

2. Balance of the Energy Flux of the Ship’s Diesel Piston Engines

The modern ship’s Diesel engines effectively utilise approximately 50% of the energy contained within the combusted fuel. Despite the high efficiency of these engines there still remains a significant part of unused fuel energy as so called “waste” energy. Thus apart from the mechanical energy there is also discharged to the environment the energy contained in: exhaust gas, cylinder cooling water, charging air cooling water, piston coolants, lubricating oil, fuel valve coolants as well as in the convection processes and heat transfer to the engine ambient air. A part of the waste energy, owing to its relatively high quality factor, can be further utilised in economically viable manner [5, 10].

There are distinguished the physical waste energy and the chemical waste energy related to the operation of ship’s Diesel piston engines. The physical waste energy appears in the temperature part, the form which results from the deviation of the temperature of the energy waste carrier from the ambient temperature and the pressure part resulting from the increased pressure in relation to the ambient prevailing pressure. The chemical waste energy is the result of the difference in the chemical composition of the waste substance which is exhaust gas in relation to the commonly present components of the environment [8, 9, 10]. This part of the waste energy is, however, generally utilised.

In order to assess the waste energy resources so called engine heat balance is done. A supplementary information for this energy form is the knowledge of the temperature, pressure and properties of its carriers. The analysis of heat balance of the commonly used as the ship’s main propulsion slow speed piston Diesel engines of MAN Diesel and Wärtsilä make indicates that the heat utilised efficiently consists (chiefly subject to the engine rating or power output) 47.1 ÷ 50.9 % of the energy contained in the combusted fuel. The heat transferred in the exhaust gas consists respectively 21.5 ÷ 25.5 %, in charging air cooling water – 15.6 ÷ 19.5 %, in cylinder cooling water 6.5 ÷ 10.5 % whereas the heat contained in luboil – 3.8 ÷ 6.3 %. The exhaust gas temperature in ISO Standard conditions and at the maximum continuous rating (MCR) varies within 508 ÷ 548 K, charging air cooling water temperature 318 ÷ 331 K, cylinder cooling water outlet temperature 353 ÷ 363 K, oil temperature at the engine outlet 323 ÷ 348 K [6]. It should be noted that the relatively high value of heat amount does not always correspond to the high temperature of the heat carriers. This is for instance the case of the heat contained in charging air cooling temperature. The precise analysis of the parameters referred to above frequently causes leaving aside the sources advantageous in terms of the amount of heat carried and paying more attention to others, characterised for instance by a bigger capacity to perform a work.

Considering the fact that the waste energy source of the biggest energetic potential in motor power plants (and also turbo-Diesel power plants) are the engine exhaust gases, the further part of this article shall be devoted chiefly to the example of the evaluation of the energy contained therein.
3. Exhaust Gas Energy and Exergy

The basis for the evaluation of engine exhaust gas energy amount is the knowledge of the exhaust gas temperature and the specific exhaust gas amount. The exhaust gas temperature after the turbochargers in the design conditions, similarly as the specific exhaust gas amount, is a function of many variables. In order to determine it, one should determine its value corresponding to the maximum continuous rating (MCR) of a given engine in the ISO Standard conditions for a given turbocharger type and pressure value after the turbocharger corresponding to MCR. The calculated exhaust gas temperature is then revised subject to: location in the field of the contractual parameters, so called Contract Maximum Continuous Rating (CMCR), also referred to as Specified Maximum Continuous Rating (SMCR) and the location of the optimised engine operation point. Attention should also be paid to the ambient conditions (air temperature at compressor inlet, ambient pressure, water temperature at the charging air inlet), exhaust gas pressure after turbocharger corresponding to the location of the optimised engine operation point in relation to the parameters corresponding to MCR and chiefly engine load resulting from its assumed power output and crankshaft rpm. It also depends on whether the fixed pitch propeller (FPP) or controllable pitch propeller (CPP) is applied as the ship’s main propulsion. The exhaust gas temperature will be the lower the lower rpm and power output is determined by CMCR point in relation to the parameters corresponding to MCR point and engine load will be lower in the result of the reduced power rating. The decrease in exhaust gas temperature is also caused by the increase in the barometric pressure. The increase of the air temperature at the turbocharger inlet and the increase of the water temperature before charging air cooler and increase of pressure at the engine turbocharger turbine outlet cause the exhaust gas temperature to grow. The illustration of the discussed changes are the data in table 1 specific for MAN Diesel low-speed engines [4].

Tab. 1. Correction of exhaust gas data to the ambient conditions and exhaust gas back pressure [4]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change of exhaust gas temperature</th>
<th>Change of exhaust gas amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blower inlet temperature</td>
<td>+ 10°C</td>
<td>+16.0°C</td>
<td>-4.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blower inlet pressure (barometric pressure)</td>
<td>+ 10 mbar</td>
<td>-0.1°C</td>
<td>+0.3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in air coolant temperature (seawater temperature)</td>
<td>+ 10°C</td>
<td>+1.0°C</td>
<td>+1.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhaust gas back pressure at the specified MCR point</td>
<td>+ 100 mm WC</td>
<td>+5.0°C</td>
<td>-1.1 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The examples of the correction of the temperature value DTs and specific gas amount Dms resulting from the change of the MAN L70 MC-C power output are demonstrated in figures 1 and 2 [4].

**Fig.1. Change of exhaust gas temperature, DTs, at part load [4]**

**Fig.2. Change of specific exhaust gas amount, Dms, in % at part load [4]**
The courses of the changes in the temperatures of exhaust gas before and after turbocharger in the function of the loads of the selected low-speed and medium-speed engines are shown in figures 3. These have been elaborated thanks to Messrs Cegielski in Poznań having made available the tests and trials results on their factory test bed. As an example there have been quoted the values of exhaust gas parameters of 6L70 MC-C engine of MAN Diesel make of 17,200 kW power at 108 rpm, provided with the 1xMAN B&W NA 70/T09 turbocharger, running on ISO-F-DMB fuel; 6RTA72U Wärtsilä make, of 17,940 kW power and 97 rpm, provided with 2xABB TPL77-B11 turbochargers, running on ISO-F-DMB fuel and 8L32/40 engine of Man Diesel make of 3,840 kW and 750 rpm provided with 1xMAN NR34/SO30 turbocharger, running on MDF-D.O. LII fuel.

![Diagram](image1)

Fig 3. The course of the exhaust gas temperature changes before and after turbochargers
a) 6L70MC-C engine; b) 6RTA52U engine; c) 8L32/40 engine

The data shown in figure 1 indicate a strong coincidence with the results obtained during the tests of the engine on the factory test bed (figure 3a), in particular as far as the quality of the exhaust gas temperature changes after turbocharger is concerned. It should be noted that within the area of the maximum engine efficiencies the temperature of exhaust gas reaches the lowest values for the obvious reasons. It is also worth emphasising that the exhaust gas temperatures before turbochargers are higher than the average temperature of the exhaust gas leaving the cylinders due to the phenomenon of the swelling occurring during the exhaust gas flow from the cylinders to the big volume outlet [7].

In cases of the recovery systems where steam is generated or special oils are heated, it is important to know mainly the course of the temperature changes of the exhaust gas leaving the turbocharger. Whereas, if one considers the variant with the internal combustion waste heat turbine running in the system Power Take In (PTI) or Power Take Off (PTO), it is important to know not only the temperature but also the pressure of exhaust gas before turbine (in exhaust gas tank).

The inclusion of this parameter is of particular significance while evaluating the exhaust gas capacity for performing a work in the internal combustion waste heat turbine. The exhaust gas pressure before the turbine allows to determine the possible expansion in the turbine. The courses of the exhaust gas pressure changes before and after turbochargers are demonstrated on figures 4.
As shown by the data quoted in figures 4, this expansion at the nominal load of the engines in question, both low-speed as the medium-speed, slightly exceeds the value 3.

Fig 4. The course of the changes of the absolute pressure of exhaust gas before and after turbochargers

a) 6L70MC-C engine; b) 6RTA72U engine

c) 8L32/40 engine

While analysing the complex systems of the recovery of the waste energy, particularly those using IC turbines, it is useful to consider the exergy concept for the evaluation of the waste energy quality. The knowledge of exergy of the carriers under consideration allows to evaluate more closely the quality [8, 9, 10]. And while designing the ship’s systems of waste energy recovery it is sufficient to know the specific exergy. The specific physical exergy of the exhaust gas “b”, comprising the temperature and pressure parts can be determined according to the method presented in [6].

The data presented in figures 3 and 4 allowed to determine the value of the specific exergy of the exhaust gas before and after engine turbochargers. The results of the calculations have been presented in the graphic form in the figures 5 and 6, narrowing the area of the example to the low-speed engines. For the comparative purposes there have been demonstrated also the courses in changes of the specific enthalpy “i” of exhaust gas in the function of engine load.

Fig 5. The course of the changes in the specific enthalpy and (T), specific exergy including the temperature and the pressure b (T+p) part and the specific exergy including the temperature part b (T) of the exhaust gas before turbochargers

a) 6L70MC-C engine; b) 6RTA72U engine
With the engine loads in order of 90% the exhaust gas specific exergies in case of 6RTA72U are slightly higher in comparison with the specific exergies of the exhaust gas leaving 6L70MC-C engine. This practically offers in this manner the similar possibilities of the utilisation of this form of energy.

The usability of the resources of the low temperature waste energy can also be evaluated by means of so called energy quality index \([10]\). This index means the maximum share of the work possible to attain for the assumed ambient conditions, in relation to the heat amount contained in the waste energy carrier.

\[
\psi = \frac{T_m - T_o}{T_m}
\]

where \(T_m\) – average thermodynamic temperature of the waste energy carrier, K,  
\(T_o\) – ambient temperature, K.

The temperature part of exergy \(b_T\) can be expressed by means of Carnote’s factor:

\[
b_T = \Delta i_p \frac{T_m - T_o}{T_m}
\]

where \(\Delta i_p\) – isobaric enthalpy increase of a substance under pressure \(p\) within the ambient temperature and the temperature of substance in question.

Thus the energy quality index can be determined as:

\[
\psi = \frac{b_T}{\Delta i_p}
\]

Using the model presented above there have been calculated energy quality indices including only temperature part and those including both temperature and pressure parts of the exhaust gas both before and after turbochargers.

The figures 7 and 8, by way of example, present the quality indices of the exhaust gas of 6L70MC-C and 6RTA72U engines calculated according to equation 3, both before and after turbochargers. Under 90% load index including the temperature part \(\psi (T)\) of exhaust gas of MAN Diesel engine amounts to 32.9 %, after turbocharger 19.6 %. If one considers the pressure part these indices \(\psi (T+p)\), shall amount respectively over 56.2 % and 26.2 %. In case of Wärtsilä engine, before turbochargers \(\psi (T) = 35.6 %, \psi (T+p) = 55.0 %\), whereas after the turbochargers \(\psi (T) = 26.1 %, and \psi (T+p) = 33.0 %\) respectively.
Fig 7. The course of the changes of the heat energy quality index including both the temperature and pressure parts \( \psi (T+p) \) as well as same including only temperature part \( \psi (T) \) of the exhaust gas before turbochargers
a) 6L70MC-C engine; b) 6RTA52U engine

Fig 8. The course of the changes of the heat energy quality index including both the temperature and pressure parts \( \psi (T+p) \) as well as same including only temperature part \( \psi (T) \) of the exhaust gas after turbochargers of
a) 6L70MC-C engine; b) 6RTA52U engine

4. Conclusions

In the design practice, in the ship’s recovery systems chiefly the energy/heat contained in exhaust gas and cylinder cooling water is utilised, less frequently that in the engine charging air and only occasionally that contained in the lubricating oil. The biggest part of waste energy/heat is contained in the engine exhaust gas.

The knowledge of the exhaust gas parameters allows to take a reasonable decision concerning the choice of one of many possible variants of the recovery system solutions. While designing such systems one should consider not only the exhaust gas parameters corresponding to the calculated continuous service rating at which the engine rating is usually 85 to 90 (92) % of the nominal continuous rating (CMCR), and the rpm consist respectively 95 to 97 % of the nominal rpm value, but also the exhaust gas parameters corresponding to other partial ratings. The available amount of waste energy/heat contained in exhaust gas is decreasing on account of their decreasing specific amount despite the increase of their specific exergy within certain engine loads, At that time the total ship’s need of heat decreases but slightly.

The evaluation of the sources of waste energy made on the basis of the engine heat balance, even in connection with the information on the temperature of the heat carriers fails to provide the explicit and clear information on its usability. An important component of the exhaust gas exergy is its pressure part. Information on this exergy part is significantly meaningful when designing the recovery systems with internal combustion turbines.
The application of the exergetic analysis in connection with the energetic analysis for the evaluation of the waste energy allows to obtain more comprehensive information on the quality and maximum possibilities of the utilisation of this energy.
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Abstract

In the circumstances of information gap from the manufacturer of engines mounted in ship power plants about the tension of foundation bolts resulting from normal engine work in ship operation, the author resolved to check on ships constructed in Poland how the applied pre-tensions of foundation bolts relate to different parameters of engines. On the basis of research and control calculations of the seating of main propulsion engine series MAN B&W type L35MC on foundations it was shown that the number and tension of foundation bolts are directly proportional to the weight of seated engine.
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1. Introduction

Main propulsion diesel engines are seated on foundation plates in ship power plants by metal or polymer chocks [1]. According to regulations [2] two bolts should pass through each chock, with which the engine is mounted on the foundation plate. The bolts are pre-tightened, usually with a hydraulic jack, to a particular force value (usually 60-70% of ductility limit of the bolt material, frequently 42CrMo4), with controlled elongation, of usually elongated and reduced bolt shank. The larger the elongation when pre-tightening the bolts, the larger the security before loosening the bolt nuts during engine's work. This elongation is controlled during the engine's operation to make sure if there is no relaxation in the bolts' pre-tension.

The number of foundation bolts, their materials and dimensions and the pre-tension values are determined by the engine manufacturer. He also usually provides a hydraulic jack for pre-tightening of bolts with established piston surface in the cylinder and adjustable oil pressure. With proper selection of oil pressure the required tension of foundation bolts is obtained.

Regulations [1] require that the pre-tension of foundation bolts applied when seating the engine foundation in the ship power plant should be larger (without specifying how much larger) than the tension resulting from normal engine work at full load. What this last-mentioned is for a particular engine, is not given by the engine manufacturer and it has to be presumed that it is smaller than the pre-tightening of foundation bolts required by the manufacturer.

In literature [5] suggestions are made that when seating the engine on the foundation plate with metal chocks (usually made of steel) the tension sum of all foundation bolts should be ten times larger than the engine weight, due to the relatively small (0.1) coefficient of static friction of the
metal chock against the foundation plate. When applying polymer chocks, due to the relatively large (0.7) coefficient of static friction of the polymer against the foundation plate it is suggested that for a certain position of the engine on the foundation it is sufficient for the tension sum of all foundation bolts to be five times larger than the engine weight.

Firm ITW Polymer Technologies [2] is of the opinion that for a certain seating of the engine on the foundation with polymer chocks in the ship power plant it is sufficient for the tension sum of all foundation bolts to be two and a half times larger than the engine weight.

2. Own research

The object of analysis is the seating in ship power plants of eight engines MAN B&W type L35MC differing as to the number of cylinders (5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 or 12), power and weight. The engines were seated on foundation plates with cast polymer chocks. The distribution and dimensions of chocks are shown in Figs 1 and 2.

![Fig. 1. Scheme of seating engines MAN B&W type L35MC on foundation plates in ship power plants](image1)

![Fig. 2. Chock cross sections: a) section B-B showing position and dimensions of the chock hole for the foundation bolt, b) section C-C showing the position of bolt aligning between chocks](image2)

When aligning with the shaft line the engine is vertically removed from the foundation plate by means of 10-24 M30x2 aligning bolts (Fig. 2b).

Depending on the number of cylinders the engine is mounted on the foundation plate of the ship power plant by means of 26-54 M30x2 foundation bolts (Fig. 3) with reduced bolt shanks (Ø 26 mm), facilitating to obtain the required elongation of pre-tightened bolts. The obtaining of clear elongation is also enhanced by increasing the length of bolts combined with mounting a spacing sleeve (4).
The certitude of the engine's position on the foundation plate is also ensured by four side stoppers and two head stoppers (Figs 1 and 2). This is important as there are forces trying to push off the engine from the foundation plate with the vessel's rolling and pitching.

For measuring seating parameters the weights of four engines type L35MC series were taken from MAN B&W products catalogue [3]. The number of foundation bolts for particular engines in the series were reckoned from Fig.1.

In control calculations of seatings of engine series MAN B&W type L35MC from dimensions given in Figs 1 and 2 there was calculated the effective surface of $A_e$ polymer chocks for each engine. The engines were assumed to be seated on polymer chocks admitted by classification societies for load up to 3.5 N/mm² [1] (currently polymers are applied accepting load up to 5 N/mm²).

Seating parameters of particular engines in the series were calculated from formulae given in regulations [1]. Changes of seating parameters with the change engine weights have been presented in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4. Change of seating parameters in the weight function of engine MAN B&W type L35MC

Data system shown in Fig. 4 proves that all seating parameters of engine series MAN B&W type L35MC are directly or inversely proportional to the engine weight. The proportion of pretensions sum of foundation bolts $F_{pc}$ to the engine weight decreases with the increase of engine weight from 7.11 to 5.08. This proportion can be considered as safety coefficient of a certain measure before tearing off the engine from the foundation plate, that is, the larger the engine weight the more certain its seating on the foundation in the ship power plant.

The dynamics of ship diesel engines [4] indicates that the forces tearing out the engine from the foundation plate can be the impacts of diesel gases on the head at ignition moment in the cylinder and vertical vibrations caused by unbalanced moments of inertial forces and centrifugal forces active on each crank. For engines of up to 300 rev/min, stiffly seated on foundations, vibrations in the frequency range 1-10 Hz with amplitude max 0.16 mm are considered admissible [3]. The operation of 6L35MC engine on a ship showed that engine vibrations were smaller than admissible ones, hence the impacts of gases against the head can be considered as the main force attempting to tear out the engine from the foundation plate.

It was established during research on a ship that with full load and 210 rev/min of 6L35MC engine the largest pressure of gases at ignition moment in the cylinder is equal to $14.5 \text{ N/mm}^2$. The wave of gases with this pressure strikes simultaneously against the piston crown, i.e. $96162.5 \text{ mm}^2$. The force of gases impact against the engine head is thus equal to $F_g=1394356 \text{ N}$. In the 5L35MC engine currently analysed there are 26 foundation bolts, each of them being loaded with force $F_{gj}=46479 \text{ N}$.

In the work of L35MC type engines, foundation bolts are also loaded with forces emerging from unbalanced external moments of first and second order (Fig. 5) and forces from transverse...
moment of type H bending the engine, arising from the pressure of the crosshead against the guide (Fig. 6a). The simultaneously arising moment of type X (Fig. 6b) does not result in loading of the foundation bolts.

Unbalanced external moments arise from the engine's unbalanced elements masses performing rotary motion or reciprocating motion. External moments of the first order (one cycle per revolu-
tion) are considered first of all for engines with a small cylinder number (up to six cylinders). Inertial forces in engines with more than six cylinders get more or less self-neutralised.

The remedies (reducers of unbalanced external moments, Fig. 7) are applied when the resonance of ship's hull vibrations occurs in the range of operational speed of the engine's revolutions and if the level of vibrations leads to accelerations and/or speeds higher than those established in international standards. The natural frequency of vessel's hull vibrations depends on the hull's stiffness and distribution of mass, whereas vibrations level at resonance depends mainly on the values of unbalanced external moments and the engine's position in relation to the vessel hull's vibration nodes.

In practice, the application of reducers of unbalanced external moments concerns engines with cylinder bores of 460 mm and more [5].

Fig. 7. Reducers of external moments of the first and second order mounted on MAN B&W engines: a) reducer mounted on the stern wall of the engine, b) reducer mounted on the bow wall of the engine

For the assessment of risk if external moments of the first and second order will disturb the vessel hull's vibrations, the PRU value (Power Related Unbalance) is applied as index, the value being the proportion of the external moment T to the engine's power P:

$$ PRU = \frac{T}{P} = \frac{N \cdot m}{kW} $$

(1)
according to manufacturer's data [3] the PRU values for the analysed engine series type L35MC have been given in Table 1. The Table also gives the values of the engine's unbalanced external moments reckoned at 650 kW/cylinder power obtained from those engines with 210 rev/min and full load.

Tab. 1. Values of PRU and unbalanced external moments of engines type L35MC with power 650 kW/cyl at 210 rev/min

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>5 cyl.</th>
<th>6 cyl.</th>
<th>7 cyl.</th>
<th>8 cyl.</th>
<th>9 cyl.</th>
<th>10 cyl.</th>
<th>11 cyl.</th>
<th>12 cyl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRU1</td>
<td>N·m/kW</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRU2</td>
<td>N·m/kW</td>
<td>88.0</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>kN·m</td>
<td>29.575</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>17.745</td>
<td>29.640</td>
<td>60.255</td>
<td>14.950</td>
<td>10.01</td>
<td>4.680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>kN·m</td>
<td>286.00</td>
<td>198.90</td>
<td>57.33</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>65.52</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>12.87</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PRU1 – first order moment index, PRU2 – second order moment index, T1 – first order moment, T2 – second order moment.

In the analysed engine 5L35MC five unbalanced external moments of the first and second order are active, attempting to turn the engine on the foot edge of the engine's head wall on the stern side of the ship. The arms of these moments are distances of axes of particular cylinders from the foot edge of the engine's head wall. According to Fig. 1, for the engine 5L35MC the moment arms are equal to: for cylinder 5 – 816 mm, for cylinder 4 – 1416 mm, for cylinder 3 – 2016 mm, for cylinder 2 – 2616 mm and for cylinder 1 3216 mm. This permits the writing down of the engine's external moments sum in the equations:

\[ T_1(T_2) = F_b \cdot L = F_b \cdot (0.816 + 1.416 + 2.016 + 3.216) \quad [N \cdot m] \quad (2) \]

After substituting in these equations the values M1 and M2 from Table 2 there are obtained the sums of forces acting on the engine's foundation bolts: \( F_{b1} = 2934 \) N and \( F_{b2} = 28373 \) N. As the 5L35MC engine has 26 foundation bolts, the forces loading a single bolt are equal to: \( F_{b1j} = 112.8 \) N and \( F_{b2j} = 10912.7 \) N.

In engine type L35MC the largest \( M_H \) moment appears when the crank \( R = 525 \) mm sets perpendicularly to the cylinder axis, and crankshaft \( K = 1260 \) mm is deflected from the cylinder axis by angle \( \alpha \) emerged after the piston has performed half a stroke (Fig. 6). In this system, \( \sin \alpha = K/R = 0.4167 \), and angle \( \alpha = 24^\circ 40' \).

Engines of type L35MC, with piston travel \( s = 1050 \) mm have cylinder displacement volume \( V_k = 100970620 \) mm\(^3\). With compression degree \( \varepsilon = 15 \), the volume of compression chamber is equal to \( V_k = V_k/(\varepsilon - 1) = 7212187 \) mm\(^3\). Maximum gas pressure in the compression chamber after fuel ignition with work at full load is equal to \( p_{ks} = 14.5 \) N/mm\(^2\). It has been determined from Bernoulli equation that:

\[ V_k \cdot p_{ks} = (V_k + 0.5V_k)p_{ps} \quad (3) \]

halfway of the piston stroke the gas pressure is equal to \( p_{ps} = 1.8125 \) N/mm\(^2\). The gas force at this place is \( A_{ps} = 174294.5 \) N, hence \( B = A_{ps} \cdot \tan \alpha = 80036 \) N. This force is active on arm \( L = K \cdot \cos \alpha = 1145 \) mm and creates moment \( M_H = BL = 91641220 \) N-mm. To find the force loading the row of the engine's foundation bolts, the distance of both bolt rows was accepted, i.e. \( 1830 \) mm, as the moment's arm (Fig. 1). Hence, the row of foundation bolts is loaded with force \( F = 50077.169 \) N. As the 5-cylinder engine produces five MH moments, the row of foundation bolts is loaded with force \( F_H = sF = 250385.84 \) N. In a row of a 5-cylinder engine there are 13 foundation bolts, hence the load of a single bolt is equal to \( F_{Hj} = 19260 \) N.
Cumulatively, the operational load of a single bolt of engine 5L35MC is equal to:

\[ F_a = F_g + F_{b1} + F_{b2} + F_H = 46479 + 2934 + 28373 + 2572 = 80358 \text{ N}. \]

According to regulations [1] the operational load of foundation bolts has to be smaller than their pre-tension. As the pre-tension of a single foundation bolt is equal to 1581 N (Table 1), this condition is fulfilled for engines MAN B&W 5L35MC.

3. Conclusions

The conducted research and control calculations of seatings on foundations in ship power plants of engines series MAN B&W type L35MC permit the statement that:
1. The sum of foundation bolts tension is directly proportional to the engine weight.
2. With the increase of engine weight there increases the certitude of engine seating on the foundation in the ship power plant measured by the relation \( F_{pc}/W \).
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Abstract

Delivery of water to cylinders is one of the basic ways of limitation of nitrogen oxides concentration in exhausts gases from the diesel engine and is justified in many published results of researches. In effect of engine’s supply by fuel-water emulsion, simultaneously with decrease of nitrogen oxides, the changes of concentration of hydrocarbons, carbon oxides, solid particles, and changes of basic engine’s working coefficients determining its performance and load of crank and cylinder-piston set.

In article, the results of researches of water delivery, in form of fuel-water emulsion to cylinders on changes of exhausts blackening; so on the changes in emission of toxic compounds in exhausts were introduced. In addition, the problem of choosing composition of fuel-water emulsion and way of its preparation were taken into consideration.

Keywords: Marine Diesel Engine, toxic exhausts emission, fuel-water emulsion.

1. Introduction

More and more frequently applied manner of active affecting on the combustion process to decrease the emission of nitrogen oxides is delivery of water to the cylinders. One way of water delivery to the cylinder is an injection of the fuel-water emulsion by standard but more efficient injector [3,9].

In the authors’ opinion, applying fuel-water emulsion assures effect of the greatest reduction of NOx concentration, simultaneously with full control of influence on the combustion process. Among all things it occurs because injected water (which is a component of fuel) is delivered directly to the flaming zone in cylinder, which is the area where nitrogen oxides directly form [1,9].

The essential issue is selection of the composition and manners of obtaining the fuel-water emulsion. In case of selecting composition of the fuel-water emulsion for concrete engine (with specific features of exploitation process) it is a significant problem of such a selection of emulsion, that the effect on the exploitation parameters of engine was possibly low at desirable level of ZT emission [4,5,6,7,].
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Additionally, it is essential to obtain a significant stability of the emulsion, which is low by nature. Attempts of improving this situation concern applying various methods of obtaining the fuel-water emulsion. Depending on applied method, there is a group of control parameters, which are characteristic for every of the methods. These parameters determine properties of the physics condition of received emulsion [4,5]. Among them temperature is a significant factor. It determines dispersive extend of the emulsion, but simultaneously it affects on the unfavorable process of forming derivative emulsion.

2. Own researches

As it was mentioned before, the run of the exploitation process depends on the concrete use of engine. In case of a marine combustion engine of the main propulsion, changes of load of and engine rotational speed occur in a broad range and they are described by the propeller characteristic. To intensify this process there were carried out tests on the Sulzer 6AL20/24 engine test stand, loading the engine according to the propeller characteristic.

Performed tests have justified published data, which concern the effective limitation of the nitrogen oxides emission by providing water to the cylinders along with emulsion supplying the engine (Fig. 1), and also these data, which proved favorable influence on general efficiency (Fig. 2) and thermal and mechanic load in the crank and cylinder-piston set.

The run of propeller curve (Fig. 1) is characteristic to the medium-rotor engine and it is a result of conditions and parameters of a combustion process in the engine cylinders. Input low values of the NO\textsubscript{x} concentration is a result of low number of local areas in the combustion chamber at $\lambda = 1.0$, where spread of the combustion in initiated and appears high values of temperature, which are favorable to forming nitrogen oxides in the engine cylinder.

![Fig.1. Propeller characteristic of the nitrogen oxides concentration in exhausted gases in the Sulzer 6AL20/24 engine, depending on the water content in supplying emulsion](image)

where: $C_{NOx}$ – NO\textsubscript{x} concentration [ppm], $n$ – engine speed [rpm], $E$ – concentration of the emulsion [%]
A low load accompanies high value of air-excess coefficient. Increase of the nitrogen oxides concentration to the maximal value is a result of the increasing number of local zones in the combustion chamber at high temperature value.

Along with the further increase of load, engine rotation speed increases and affects on the improvement of homogeneous mixture in the cylinder, which is provoked by a movement of the piston, more even and placid combustion of the mixture at lowering number of high temperature zones. Despite the increasing load values and mean temperature of exhausts, nitrogen oxides concentration decreases even to 30% in proportion to the maximal value, which occur at relatively low load of the engine.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 2. Propeller characteristic of the unit fuel consumption in exhausted gases in the Sulzer 6AL20/24 engine, depending on water content in the supplying emulsion**

where: \( b_e \) – unit fuel consumption [g/kW·h], \( n \) – engine rotation speed [rpm], \( E \) – concentration of emulsion [%]

The issue of selecting composition of the fuel-water emulsion is a broad issue and it could be taken under consideration depending on the amount of accepted standards. Analyzing changes of the nitrogen oxides concentration, presented in Fig. 1, it is noticeable, that decrease of the NO\(_x\) concentration (the main purpose of applying the fuel-water emulsion) it takes place in the whole considerate area of the engine’s work. In relation to this, the selection of water content in the fuel-water emulsion could take place on the basis of one standard, what certainly would be the greatest decrease of the concentration or emission of NO\(_x\).

This standard could be described by the dynamic signal change index \( d_p \) defined as [5]:

\[
d_p = 1 - \frac{X_m - X_o}{X_o}
\]

where: \( X_o \) – initial value of signal (NO\(_x\) concentration at supplying by pure fuel),
\( X_m \) – current value of signal (NO\(_x\) concentration at supplying by emulsion).
As a result, quantities described as maximal values of dynamic signal change index had to be regarded as optimal.
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Presented solution is certainly imperfect, because during the supplying engine by the fuel-water emulsion energy parameters of engine have changed, and among them also unit fuel consumption. Because of this, greater amount of the simulation standards should be accepted to analyze the problem.

Finally it was assumed that participation of water in the fuel-water emulsion $g_w$ defined as:

$$g_w = \frac{d_w}{d_f + d_w} \quad (2)$$

where: $d_w$ – dose of water injected at engine cycle,

$d_f$ – dose of fuel injected at engine cycle

will be optimal, if the unit fuel consumption $b_i$ minimizes as well as nitrogen oxides $e_{NOx}$ at unlimited point of the propeller characteristic.

Basis on what is above presented, the purpose function was accepted (function of working quality index) in the form of [5]:

$$F(g_w, n) = \frac{C}{\left( \frac{e_{NOx_i}}{e_{NOx,0}} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{b_i}{b_{i,0}} \right)^2} \quad (3)$$

where: $C$ – constant,

$n$ – engine speed [rpm]

$b_{i,0}, e_{NOx,0}$ – values for given $n$ and $g_w = 0$.

The injection of water $g_{w, opt}$ would be optimal, when:

$$F(g_{w, opt}, n) = F(g_{w, opt}, n)_{max} \quad \text{for } n = \text{idem} \quad (4)$$

Presented solution also seems to be not fully satisfying, because it omits such significant elements as physical properties of the fuel-water emulsion, which, as it was proved in the authors’ papers [3,4,6,7,10], change in broad range and have influence in certainly significant way on the combustion process and NOx concentration as well.

These quantities: dynamic viscosity, dispersion extend and stability - for the fuel-water emulsion at change of temperature and pressure changes significantly for quality of pulverization and influenced on energy effort, which is connected with blending and delivery of the emulgated fuel.

Streams of pulverized fuel is characterized by the extend of dispersion, an angle of the obtuse stream, diameter and the range of drops. Along with an increase of temperature of the fuel-water emulsion, these quantities increase, what shows that conditions are more favorable to blending in cylinder filled by the fuel with load. It shows also possibility of fast evaporation and then combustion of fuel included in the fuel-water emulsion. As it is known, intensity of the evaporation increases in proportion to the surface of drops.

Viscosity of emulsion mainly depends on the content of water, the extend of dispersion, temperature and properties of emulgator. Changes are significant in comparison to viscosity of diesel fuel. Rapid increase of viscosity till the stage of gel occurs only at water content above 40% [8].

For the sake of stability, but first of all combustion very important is an extend of dispersion and a homogenous of the emulsion. There are various methods of obtaining a high extend of the dispersion and generally they result from the same way of forming the fuel-water emulsion. However, the basic condition is that the diameter of water particles can not be greater than the diameter of drops of
pulverized emulsion. Therefore, the extend of dispersion depends on quality of pulverized emulsion in cylinder of engine. On this condition, drops of the pulverized emulsion contains water, coated by hydrocarbons and emulgator. It is assumed, that diameter of water drops should not exceed 10 μm, and its main part should fit in the range of 2 - 3 μm. If emulsion contains water drops greater than diameter of drops appeared as a result of pulverization by the injector, in engine cylinder comes to the direct contact of water and walls of the combustion chamber, which effects in the deterioration of conditions of the combustion process.

One of the features of emulsion stability is its resistance to influence at low and high temperatures. Particularly sensitive are these emulsions with high content of water. Exceeding limitation values of temperature leads to the inversion of stages or the decline of emulsion into the separate components of fuel and water [7,10].

As it was mentioned before, the formation of emulsion does not occur spontaneously, but it requires supplies of energy from the external source. The most effective method to emulgate water in fuel feeding the self-ignition engine is to insert diesel fuel under the surface of fuel. To production the emulsion are applied rotation devices: disc disperser, agitator, ultrasonic, cavitation and injection device, helicoidal mixer.

In case of helicoidal mixer the properties of obtained fuel-water emulsion depend on the setting parameters of mixer [2], which are: rotation speed, height of slot in the mixer and efficiency, understood as total mass of fuel and water, which flow through the helicoidal mixer. Also important is temperature of the emulsion formation, a parameter, which could be easily controlled as well as the rotation speed. First of all, dispersion of the emulsion and its stability are determined by these parameters.

Thus, purpose function, defined by the equation (3), should contain the term, which describe value of dispersion of emulsion. In relation to this, the new form of purpose function is following:

\[ F(g_w, n) = \frac{C}{\left( \frac{e_{NO}}{e_{NO,0}} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{b_1}{b_{10}} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{1}{i_{H_2O}} \right)^2} \]  

where: \( i_{H_2O} \) – number of water drops on the control survey of the fuel-water emulsion [7,10].

Suggested solution is also imperfect, it does not consider particular terms of the equation. In fact, influence of the particular terms is not equal. To take under consideration these differences, it is necessary to convert vector coordinates of the purpose function \( F(g_w, n) \) into a singular function \( H(g_w, n) \):

\[ H(g_w, n) = wF(g_w, n), \]  

where:

\[ w = [w_1, w_2, ..., w_m] \in \mathbb{R}^m, \]  

is such a normalized verse form vector of significances, that the coordinates are:

\[ w_i \in [0,1], \quad i = 1, 2, ..., m, \]  

and:
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\[ \sum_{j=1}^{m} w_j = 1. \]  

At this stage values of significances are intuitively accepted and in relation to this, the purpose function would be following:

\[ H(g_{w}, n) = \frac{C}{0.4 \left( \frac{e_{NOx}}{e_{NOx,0}} \right)^2 + 0.4 \left( \frac{b_i}{b_i'0} \right)^2 + 0.2 \left( \frac{1}{l_{H,0}} \right)^2} \]  

Considering the fact, that low amount of samples were analyzed, in this paper was not carried out the complete analysis of function \( e_{NOx} = h(g_{w}, n) \) i \( b_i = h(g_{w}, n) \). The analysis was limited to description of extreme values of the function established \( n \) for \( g_{w} \), treating received results as values of working quality index \( h \). Standard of optimum would be fulfilled, analogous to (4), when values of work quality index \( h \) were accepted as maximal values.

The results of analysis of selecting the water content in emulsion, accepting the above mentioned standards are presented in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. Relation of working quality index h to nitrogen oxides concentration and engine speed in engine Sulzer 6AL20/24 type powered by fuel-water emulsion](image)

Analyzing Fig. 3 it should be remarked that working quality index \( h \) had the highest values for both types of emulsion: 15% and 30% of water content. The extreme value has occurred at \( n = 650 \text{ rpm} \) and load \( T = 3,18 \text{ kNm} \). The influence on such condition undoubtedly has a very favorable run of the unit fuel consumption in this area of engine’s work (Fig. 2).
Aside from just mentioned decrease of the nitrogen oxides concentration, it is a result of the fact, that applying the fuel-water emulsion causes a number of effects on a run of the combustion process in the cylinder. Among other things, presence of water in the combustion area is a reason of decreasing temperature of the combustion products, but simultaneously specific volume of exhausted gas increases. In comparison to exhausted gas, the low molecule mass of the vapour causes considerable increase of pressure, as well as effective power of the engine.

In performed tests with application of 30% fuel-water emulsion a low increase of mean indicated pressure was remarked at the practically invariable maximal pressure of the combustion. It results in the increase of indicated power [1,6]. Dose of fuel per circuit of emulsion increased due to the decrease of energy, referred to a volume unit injected to the cylinder in comparison to analogues dose of pure fuel. However, after subtracting a mass of water included in the emulsion, consequently to the change of mean indicated pressure, consumption of fuel was reduced.

This resulted in increase of general efficiency of engine for about 2%.

3. Conclusions

In conclusions should be remarked, that presented above material does not completely solve problem of selection components of fuel-water emulsion for various conditions of using the engine. This is only an attempt at formalizing a problem in the essential scope to prepare input data for the principal tests, which authors plan to carry out for statistically significant population, using the multiply regression. Such obtained results will be purposely used to devise supply system of marine combustion engine by the fuel-water emulsion, which composition would be dynamically formed depending on a current load, what come out of the exploitation conditions. The minimal nitrogen oxides emission at the possibly greatest general efficiency of engine obviously remains a standard of selecting composition of the fuel-water emulsion.
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Abstract

The following article explains how information banks of energetic devices can be created by means of dimensional functions complex. Operation of energetic devices have been assessed, according to J. Girtler proposal, by means of physical quantity called Joule multiplied by second [Js]. Interpreted in this way operation is nothing else but energy transfer in the form of work or heat to the neighbourhood and expressed by Joule multiplied second product. Diagnostics of energetic devices, according to J. Girtler in his works [2, 3], can be carried out by means of their operation. As has been indicated there is also a possibility to describe working processes, taking place in energetic devices with the help of parametric dimensional functions, giving reasons for their creation. There are formal rules, presented in this paper, concerning working processes that take place in energetic devices with the help of dimensional analysis. We have also been shown an exemplary diagram of diagnostic activities, making use of information bank of energetic devices operation, and at the same time, being confronted by diagnosis of technical condition of such devices. Exemplary dimensional functions of working processes taking place in piston combustion engine and in ship auxiliary boiler have been presented in information bank of energetic processes.
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1. Introduction

Technical means that serve to transform information enable us to collect numerous research results of working processes, taking place in energetic devices and their handling in computer informing banks of operation [4].

Energetic devices in thermodynamic formulation, constitutes an object that influences the surroundings. The most of ten reactions between an object and the surroundings or between two objects is represented by energetic influence. It consists in energy exchange. There are two forms of this influence: work and heat in the objects that do not exchange substances between each other. Heat is the form of energy transformation different than work. Energy transformation by energetic devices both in the form of heat and work as well, is subject to a change with the passage of time. Such change does not depend only on performed tasks by energetic devices and conditions in which they proceed, but it also depends on their technical condition.

According to the above, it makes sense to consider the operation of energetic devices, defined at the same time, by the energy brought to them and carried away, while being transmitted. Estimation of energetic devices operation, according to J. Girtler in his works [2, 3], can be compared with dimensional physical quantity with measurement unit called Joule multiplied by second. Such operation can be interpreted as conversion of energy at a definite time.
Operation of energetic devices in which the exchange of energy takes place, can be a carrier of information about their technical condition.

The basic problem of working process analysis in energetic devices, for operation needs, is building of mathematical models describing their operation. Forming of similar specifications becomes indispensable in undertaking optimal operation decisions in the range of energetic devices repair.

Necessity of such descriptions in other words, mathematical models, results from the need of knowledge about the regularities taking place between the parameters of a device performance and its technical condition. To find mathematical dependence for such complicated realities as working processes in energetic devices in an analytic way is not an easy task [4].

Experimental methods are most often used for this purpose. They consist in collecting and describing scientifically, statistic data which characterize particular parameters of energetic devices performance.

Dimensional analysis enables us to pass from quality descriptions to quantity ones. It also leads the experiment in the right direction or even simplifies it. For this reason it is suitable for creating of mathematical specifications concerning working processes that take place in energetic devices. One function can not be useful as a description of all working processes, and thus it does not reflect all conditions of its mechanisms [4, 5, 6, 7]. For this reason it is necessary to process a great amount of information previously collected in computer banks.

2. **Creation rules of dimensional functions, concerning operation of energetic devices**

Research is carried out in a defined direction of energetic devices operation. The results of the accomplished experiments are presented in dimensional function quantities or functions of these quantities. Most important in preparing measurements and elaboration of its results is to examine what limitations should be imposed on the functions of device operation, as dimensional quantities are their arguments and not the numerical ones. After fulfilment of the above conditions one can start to determine functional dependence, if such dependence can be determined at all [4, 6].

Dimensional analysis does not determine the number and the kind of quantities. It depends entirely on the knowledge of the working process taking place in the device under examination. One can not use a device working process description without quality recognition, as it would be difficult to achieve any sensible information. Dimensional analysis does not produce any information about the forms of numerical functions. According to Kasprzak and Lysik in paper [4] dimensional analysis ensures only dimensional regularity of the description, not entering however the physical description of the world. By means of the above mentioned analysis, we can achieve dimensional functions of working machines determined exact to a parameter, if only the arguments of a dimensional function are dimensionally independent [1, 4, 6, 7]. The parameter can be determined only by means of the measurements performed on working energetic devices [7].

The conception of dimensional function is of great importance in applications of dimensional analysis. Dimensional function of energetic devices operation is just a function defined in dimensional space \( \pi \), arguments of which are parameters of working devices, being elements of the same dimensional space [1, 4, 6, 7].

It is necessary for dimensional function, created on the basis of energetic device work, to fulfil consistently interpretation rules together with the notions that suit its description. Working process description that takes place during the device performance and all information we have to obtain about its work is expressed in the language of some discipline with the help of defined notions which are dimensional quantities. They imitate real technical conditions of the device and all resulting operation features that are included in working processes [4, 7]. Parameters of working process under examination are physical quantities marked by dimensions. Therefore exponent matrix of dimensional arguments concerning operation functions of energetic device forms (1) in...
the basic unit set of measure SI, is of the third order. It means that in case of dimensional function of the form (1a), three quantities form among five arguments are dimensionally independent, and two arguments are dimensionally dependent on the three, mentioned above. For this reason one can choose arguments dimensionally independent form the dimensional function (1a) and separate them from the remaining ones, that is, to accept a dimensional base of this function in ten ways. Not all accidentally accepted dimensional bases will be appropriate which results from dimensional independence of the unit set. Making use of Buckingham theorem [1,4,6,7] in the function (1), after previous acceptance of dimensional bases, one can obtain different forms of these functions [1,5,6].

Exemplary forms of such functions are represented by the following formulas:

\[ a) \cdot D_s = \Phi(M, n, G, p, t) \]
\[ b) \cdot D_s = \Phi(N, n, G, t) \]
\[ c) \cdot D_k = \Phi(B, p_k, t_k, m) \]

(1)

where:

\( \Phi \) – symbol of dimensional function,

\( D_s \) – propulsion engine operation in [Js],

\( D_k \) – auxiliary boiler operation in [Js],

\( M \) – the engine torque in \( \left[ \frac{kg \cdot m^2}{s^2} \right] \),

\( n \) – revolution speed of the engine in \( \left[ \frac{1}{s} \right] \),

\( G \) – volumetric fuel consumption by the engine in \( \left[ \frac{m^3}{s} \right] \),

\( N \) – effective power of ship propulsion engine in \( \left[ \frac{kg \cdot m^2}{s^3} \right] \),

\( p \) – supercharging air pressure in \( \left[ \frac{kg}{m \cdot s^2} \right] \),

\( t \) – time of engine operation in [s],

\( B \) – firing oil consumption by the boiler in \( \left[ \frac{kg}{s} \right] \),

\( P_k \) – steam pressure generated by the boiler in \( \left[ \frac{kg}{m \cdot s^2} \right] \),

\( m \) – boiler efficiency in \( \left[ \frac{kg}{s} \right] \),

\( t_k \) – time of boiler operation in [s].

In table 1 there is a notation concerning dimensional functions of energetic device operation in a quality form.

3. **Creation of dimensional banks concerning energetic device operation**

Chosen dimensional quantities must interfere in a description of a device operation in a radical way and restrict considerably the possibility of its description. Selection of these quantities must be preceded by their detailed analysis.
According to formal principles of dimensional function creation, concerning energetic device operation, presented in point 2 of the paper, their work is defined by a composed function of the form (1). Their different parametric forms, while using Buckingham theorem, are presented in table 1.

Table 1. Notations of dimensional function operation of energetic devices in a quality form.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schedule of measure units</th>
<th>Dimensional parameters describing the signals of the above energetic device</th>
<th>Dimensional quantities describing energetic device operation</th>
<th>Non normalized information about energetic device operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process class</td>
<td>entrance</td>
<td>exit</td>
<td>Features</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Description of working process taking place in a piston combustion engine of the ship

\[
G = \varphi_G \cdot \frac{M \cdot n}{p} \\
p = \varphi_p \cdot \frac{M}{n \cdot G} \\
M = \varphi_M \cdot \frac{p \cdot G}{n} \\
n = \varphi_n \cdot \frac{1}{t} \\
D_s = f_s \cdot \frac{M}{n}
\]

Description of working process taking place in ship auxiliary boiler of VX type

\[
B = \varphi_B \cdot m \\
m = \varphi_m \cdot B \\
D_k = f_k \cdot \frac{m^3}{p_k \cdot t_k^2} \\
D_k = f_k \cdot \frac{B^3}{p_k \cdot t_k^2}
\]

Parameters measurements of a device work in the form of dimensional functions concerning operation, and defined on the basis of working processes that take place in different technical conditions of the device, can be collected in so called computer dimensional bank of energetic device operation. Such operation bank should have at is disposal an analytic notation of dimensional function described qualitatively, the form of which, is presented in table 2. Such table enables one to select work parameters of a device or to record them in the bank according to the code included in it.

Parameters that are measured and calculated by means of numerical functions should be comparable with the parameters used in respective theories. Interpretation principles presenting connections between the calculated parameters and the observed quantities during energetic device operation make such comparisons possible.
Numerical function \( \varphi \) that can be found there, are called similarity invariants. If similarity invariants define the points of dimensional space, then the quantities determined on their basis, suit working processes that place in energetic devices [4, 5, 6, 7].

**Table 2. Notation of measured parameters during working process of energetic device and calculated operation functions in a computer dimensional bank of their operation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information of experimentally examined realizations taking place in a propulsion combustion engine of the ship, described qualitatively in table 1.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( G )</td>
<td>( f_1(\varphi_G, \varphi_t) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>( f_3(\varphi_M, \varphi_t) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>( f_4(\varphi_M, \varphi_n) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M )</td>
<td>( f_5(\varphi_n, \varphi_t) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n )</td>
<td>( f_6(\varphi_n, \varphi_G) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>( f_8(\varphi_t) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>( f_9(\varphi_n) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information about experimentally examined realizations of the working process taking place in a ship auxiliary boiler of VX type, described qualitatively in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information of experimentally examined realizations taking place in a propulsion combustion engine of the ship, described qualitatively in table 1.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( B )</td>
<td>( f_{10}(\varphi_B) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_k )</td>
<td>( f_{11}(\varphi_m) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 presents exemplary numerical function adjustment of propulsion engine operation and its auxiliary boiler VX by the method of least square estimator at linear regression of its non dimensional arguments in the accepted dimensional bases.

**Table 3. Function adjustment of energetic device operation by the way of least square estimator, at linear regression of its non dimensional arguments and accepted dimensional base**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensional function of ship propulsion engine operation ( D_s = \Phi(M, n, G, p, t) )</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dimensional base</td>
<td>Numerical form of operation function in a piston propulsion engine of the ship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p, t, M \Rightarrow D_s = f_6(\varphi_G, \varphi_t)^{-1} M \cdot t )</td>
<td>( D_s = 10^{-12} p \cdot G \cdot t^2 + 6,27n \cdot t^2 \cdot M - 10^{-9} M \cdot t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M, n, p \Rightarrow D_s = f_5(\varphi_G, \varphi_n)^{-1} \frac{M}{n} )</td>
<td>( D_s = -0,02 M \cdot n + 6,3M \cdot n \cdot t^2 - 0,03M \cdot t + 1,5 M \cdot p \cdot n^2 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dimensional function of auxiliary boiler operation \( D_k = \Phi(B, P_k, t_k, m) \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensional base</th>
<th>Numerical function from of auxiliary boiler operation VX type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( p, t, B \Rightarrow D_k = f_1(\varphi_n)^{-1} \frac{B^3}{P_k^2 \cdot t_k^2} )</td>
<td>( D_k = 0,02 \cdot \frac{B^3}{P_k^2 \cdot t_k^2} \cdot \exp \left( \frac{0,72 \cdot m}{B} \right) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Diagrams of a variable dependent on dependent variables, being dimensional function arguments of propulsion engine and its auxiliary boiler operation, have been presented in Fig. 1.
Non dimensional arguments of dimensional function operation of ship propulsion engine and its auxiliary boiler in the accepted bases have been calculated on the basis of measurements performed on the ship.

Dimensional base $B$, $t_K$, $M$

$C = \frac{D}{M \cdot t} \cdot 10^6$ - operation indicator of the engine,

$A = n \cdot t \cdot 10^6$ - similarity invariant of engine revolution speed,

$B = \frac{p \cdot G \cdot t}{M}$ - volumetric similarity invariant of fuel consumption by the engine

Dimensional base $M$, $n$, $p_K$

$Z = \frac{D \cdot n}{M}$ - indicator of engine operation, $X = n \cdot t$ - similarity invariant of engine revolution speed,

$Y = \frac{G \cdot p}{M \cdot n}$ - volumetric similarity invariant of fuel consumption by the engine

Dimensional base $p$, $t_K$, $B$

$Y = \frac{D \cdot t_K^2 \cdot P_K^2}{B^3} \cdot 10^{31}$ - operation indicator of the boiler,

$X = \frac{m}{B}$ - boiler load indicator

Fig. 1. Non dimensional arguments of a dimensional function of operation, in the accepted bases obtained on the basis of measurements, carried out during steady work of the ship propulsion engine and its auxiliary boiler

Fig. 2 shows the block diagram which presents research planning towards functioning of energetic devices, taking advantage of computer dimensional bank of their operation.
### Description of working process taking place in an energetic device:

- a) selection of dimensional quantities,
- b) determination of measurement range towards work parameters.

### Descriptions of working process parameters, in an accepted set of measure units.

### Dimensional base selection of quantities dimensionally independent, taking into consideration all variants.

### Separation of quantities dimensionally dependent from the independent ones, which are arguments of dimensional function.

### Dimensional function notation of the numerical form in all dimensional bases.

### Information concerning the realization process on the basis of measurement data included in the computer bank of energetic device operation.

- Information present in the bank
- Shortage of information in the bank

### Interval determination of parameters variability

### Comparison of variability intervals with the bank data $X_i'$ i.e. $X_i/X_i'$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partial interference $X_i \cap X_i' \neq \phi$</th>
<th>separable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Take advantage of bank data

### Receive of variability intervals parameters fulfils condition $X_i \cap X_i' \neq \phi$

### Possibility testing towards carrying out device measurement during operation

### Methods and measurement techniques concerning work parameters of energetic devices and their definition

### Carrying out of work parameters of devices with calculation of numerical function arguments

### Notation of parameter measurement and calculated invariants of probability

### Form determination of numerical function

---

**Fig. 2** Block diagram presenting research planning of energetic devices functioning, making use of computer dimensional bank of their operation

Temporary operation functions of ship propulsion engine, during steady work and of auxiliary boiler VX as well, have been presented in Fig. 3

---
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4. Recapitulation

Systematizing of data elaborated in the function from of energetic device operation, enables us to set up an information bank. Such bank can inform about technical condition of energetic devices.

Besides, such bank can be used both for the needs of science and technical information and also for steering a device operation, making use of the accumulated information about their operation.

Computer informing bank of energetic device operation will be able to answer the following questions:-
1) Is the examination of some devices, on the basis of the working process realization, necessary?
2) Isn’t the identification measurement of technical conditions, concerning realization of the working process, similar to the one previously examined in the sense of probability?
3) Does a dimensional function of energetic device operation, have arguments determined on the basis of similarity invariants that have already been known before?
4) Have the operations of energetic device been described dimensionally so well, that their defining will not require the identification of working process?
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Abstract
The following paper presents determination method of auxiliary boiler operation of VX type installed in ship combustion engine room basing on parameters of its work by means of dimensional analysis. Auxiliary boiler operation, as energetic device has been treated, according to J. Girtler, as new physical quality of dimension Joule multiplied by second [Js]. It expresses transformation of chemical energy bring about with fuel to a boilers burner on the outside, in the form of heat through steam enthalpy. Quantity of this kind can be determined on algebraic basis diagram of dimensional analysis constructed by S. Drobot. This diagram allows us to control principles correctness of conclusion in respect of mathematics, used in numerical functions of auxiliary boiler operation, installed in combustion engine department of ship propulsion engine.

Key words: auxiliary boiler operation installed in ship combustion engine, algebraic diagram of dimensional analysis, physical quantity of Joule second dimension

1. Introduction
Steam boiler being an energetic device according to boiler regulations is a closed vessel. This vessel is supplied with energy in the from of heat causing the water in the vessel turn into a wet steam with compression higher than atmospheric, used on the outside. Boilers generating such steam in ship combustion engine room are called auxiliary ones and are liquid fuel fired. It means that boiler operation is determined by energy transmission in the enthalpy from on the outside through wet steam.

The basic parameter of such operation is a momentary steam efficiency generated by the boiler with steady, in advance determined definite pressure. Momentary steam efficiency which determines boiler loading must be equal to steam demand by devices cooperating with it. It causes necessity of cyclic supply of the boiler with adequately definite amount of fuel, air and water according to its load. It forces keeping on steady level such parameters of boiler performance as:
- steam pressure,
- level of water in the boiler,
- excess of air.

In such situation boiler performance is of oscillating character. Parameters describing boiler performance are changeable in time and with permanent demand of steam by the ship and stabilized temperature of supply water, change in identically similar oscillations.
Auxiliary boiler performance as transformation of chemical energy into thermal one, transmitted to the outside through steam enthalpy, during its operation, can be estimated by a physical quantity of dimension Joule multiplied by second [2, 3].

2. Dimensional function forms of auxiliary steam boiler performance

Boiler operation is determined by changes of its work parameters during typical, full oscillation. Oscillatory performance of auxiliary boiler, type VX, presented in Fig.1, in dimensional space can be specified by means of the following dimensional function:

\[ D = \Phi(B, p, t, m) \]  

where:
- \( D \) – operation of auxiliary boiler in [ J/s ],
- \( \Phi \) – symbol of dimensional function,
- \( B \) – consumption of combustible oil by the boiler in [ kg/s ],
- \( p \) – steam pressure generated by the boiler in [ kg/ms^2 ],
- \( t \) – time of boiler operation in [s],
- \( m \) – boiler efficiency in [ kg/s ].

Auxiliary boiler operation is a quantity determined by formula (1) belonging to the elements of dimensional space. Characteristics of such spaces allow to describe boiler operation by means of positive real numbers [1]. Dimensional function (1) belongs to three-dimensional space which allows to choose in two ways, three quantities dimensionally independent of the remaining ones. They fulfil the condition of homogeneity and invariance as well. Such quantities are called space dimensional base [1, 5, 6, 7].

Such bases together with corresponding to them numerical functions have been presented in table 1. Dimensional base created by quantities dimensionally independent like steam pressure from the boiler, operation time and efficiency, have been rejected: pressure of outlet steam from the
boiler $p$, time of its operation $t$ and efficiency of auxiliary boiler $m$. The base has been rejected because the exponential function did not fulfil assumed assumption. The assumption was to assume that at zero time of boiler operation, its performance is also equal to zero.

Numerical function forms of ship auxiliary boiler with propulsion by combustion engine piston can be determined on the basis of measurements carried out during its work [8].

Table 1. Dimensional bases and corresponding with them functions of auxiliary boiler operation in non dimensional form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ordinal number</th>
<th>Dimensional base</th>
<th>Dimensional function of boiler operation VX in non dimensional form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$p; t; m$</td>
<td>$D = f(\phi) \cdot \frac{m}{p^2 \cdot t^2 \cdot \phi} = \frac{B}{m}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$p; t; B$</td>
<td>$D = f(\phi) \cdot \frac{B^2}{p^2 \cdot t^2 \cdot \phi} = \frac{m}{B}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 presents notation during parameters of auxiliary boiler operation VX reflecting its dynamics taken from the paper [4].
3. Way of determination and measurements of dimensional function arguments of auxiliary boiler VX operation

To measure dimensional function arguments of auxiliary boiler operation, specially for this purpose, standard control – measurement apparatus was used. Measurements were carried out during heating process of propulsion combustion engine before the voyage of the ship. Under these conditions steam demand in combustion engine room is constant and heavy. This ensures stability of dimensional parameters modification in oscillatory operation of the boiler [8].

Fuel consumption by the boiler depends on working time of each nozzle. Boiler operation with heavy demand of steam takes place during continuous work of one nozzle and the other periodically.

Working time measurement of nozzle burner was carried out by means of spring stopper (in the range of 0-30 minutes, exact to 0.2 [s]) basing on light signal observation of oil burner.

Fuel consumption by the boiler during work of one and two nozzles was determined with the help of measuring tank of 0.0071 [m³] volume and linear dependence of heating oil density on temperature such dependence was determined basing on the knowledge of heating oil density in two different temperatures specified on the bunkering receipt.
Measurement of heating oil temperature was carried out with the help of mercurial thermometer exact to 1 °C, placed on the oil burner heater.

Efficiency measurement of the boiler i.e. steam demand produced by the boiler in time unit, can be treated as density measurement of steam flow in the outlet pipe from the boiler. Measurement of this density was carried out with the help of steam bellows meter in the range from (0-800) [kg/h] and exactitude class 1,5% in the indication range (30-100)%. The meter measured the difference of steam pressure in front of and behind the measuring reducer built in the outlet pipe from the boiler. Basing on manometer readings of steam overpressure in the boiler and barometric pressure of generated steam could be calculated.

Despite the fact that the auxiliary boiler of VX type, possessed steam separator, the degree of its steam dryness was slighter than unity and changed depending on pressure and boiler efficiency. Steam dryness degree of outlet steam from the boiler was defined by choking it is enthalpy way in the calorimeter nozzle.

Temperature of steam overheated in the calorimeter was measured by hydrostatic tube gauge. On the basis of absolute knowledge of pressure and steam temperature behind calorimeter nozzle, it is possible to read in steam diagram enthalpy-entropy, the coefficient value of steam X dryness. Calculated on the basis of the above measurements, pressure value and a degree of steam dryness allow to determine specific enthalpy of steam, produced by the boiler.

Auxiliary boiler VX is periodically supplied with water and fired in an abrupt change way. In this situation the boiler performance is periodically variable in time. We calculate it as intensity product of steam flow with defined specific enthalpy and time square of boiler performance [8].

The above mentioned parameters of boiler performance necessary to determine arguments of its performance were carried out simultaneously every 300 [s] from turning on the second nozzle of the oil burner until it was turned on again. This period of time allowed us to measure work parameters during complete period of boiler performance (Fig. 2).

Results of parameter measurements concerning boiler performance and the following calculations are presented in table 2. Taking advantage of measurements and calculations from table 2 and also from dimensional function base of boiler operation, presented in table 1, we can achieve its non dimensional function of auxiliary boiler operation in ship combustion engine room are presented in Fig. 3.

Non dimensional arguments presented in Fig. 3 express numerical indicators of boiler operation in particular conditions of its work. It means that non dimensional indicator of operation is a numerical function of auxiliary boiler load indicator VX (Fig. 3).

Table 2. Results of work parameters measurement concerning ship auxiliary boiler VX, being arguments of dimensional function of its operation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ord. numb.</th>
<th>Time of operation t 10³ [s]</th>
<th>Fuel consumption by the boiler B [kg/s]</th>
<th>Boiler efficiency m</th>
<th>Overpressure of outlet steam from the boiler p 10⁸ [Pa]</th>
<th>Specific enthalpy of outlet steam from the boiler h [J/kg]</th>
<th>Boiler Operation D 10⁹ (D= m h t²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,3</td>
<td>0,0206</td>
<td>0,2133</td>
<td>3,54</td>
<td>2624</td>
<td>50,37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,6</td>
<td>0,0206</td>
<td>0,2153</td>
<td>4,46</td>
<td>2637</td>
<td>204,39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0,9</td>
<td>0,0111</td>
<td>0,2108</td>
<td>4,46</td>
<td>2637</td>
<td>450,26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,2</td>
<td>0,0111</td>
<td>0,1856</td>
<td>3,46</td>
<td>2624</td>
<td>701,30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1,5</td>
<td>0,0111</td>
<td>0,1978</td>
<td>3,38</td>
<td>2642</td>
<td>1175,82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1,8</td>
<td>0,0111</td>
<td>0,1976</td>
<td>3,29</td>
<td>2642</td>
<td>1691,47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2,1 (0,3)</td>
<td>0,0194</td>
<td>0,1667</td>
<td>3,00</td>
<td>2681</td>
<td>40,22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

second period of boiler operation
Fig. 3. Non dimensional indicator of auxiliary boiler operation $Y$ in the function of its load $X$ determined on the basis of work parameters, Explanations: $Y = \frac{D \cdot t \cdot p^2}{B^3} \cdot 10^{11}$ - indicator of boiler operation; $X = \frac{m}{B}$ - indicator boiler load; $D$ – boiler operation in [s]; $p$ – overpressure of outlet steam from the boiler in [Pa]; $B$ – fuel consumption by the boiler in [kg/s]; $m$ – boiler efficiency in [kg/s]; $t$ – time of boiler operation in [s]

Such numerical function in domain of real numbers can be determined with the help of least squares estimator by linearizing nonlinear regression. Such regression of defined from of numerical function allows to define its constant coefficients.

Fig. 3 presents measuring coordinates of boiler work parameters during one period of work expressed by means of non dimensional function arguments of its operation. With the help of least square estimator linearizing nonlinear regression, exponential function was fitted to coordinates, obtaining the equation of the following form:

$$Y = 0.02 \cdot \exp\left(0.72 \cdot \frac{m}{B}\right),$$

where:
- symbols as in formula (1).

Fitting non dimensional arguments (Fig.3) to the form of exponential function i.e. defining its constant coefficients was carried out with the help of STATISTICA programme.

Such dependence fitting (2) among non dimensional arguments of boiler operation is justified by the determination coefficients of correlation relation and correlation itself amounting to 0,59.

However (Fisher) $F$ statistic by the assumed level of substance $\alpha = 0.05$ and degrees number of freedom $f_1 = 1$ and $f_2 = 8$ indicates that correlation ratio $\eta = 0.93$ among numerical function arguments of boiler operation is essential ($F = 13.48 > F_{kr} = 5.32$). It indicates that dependence of non dimensional arguments dependent $Y$ in relation to independent $X$ is defined by curvilinear function of auxiliary boiler operation VX.

Fig. 4 presents auxiliary boiler operation VX at different parameters of its work in defined time moments of one period. Exponential function is also marked in Fig. 4 which describes such

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.4 (0.6)</td>
<td>0.0194</td>
<td>0.2153</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>2631</td>
<td>203.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.7 (0.9)</td>
<td>0.0111</td>
<td>0.2150</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>2637</td>
<td>459.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.9 (1.1)</td>
<td>0.0111</td>
<td>0.2078</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>2634</td>
<td>662.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
operation loading of the boiler. This function has the following numerical form:

\[ D = 36,37 \cdot \exp(0,0024 \cdot t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where:
\( D \) – Auxiliary boiler during one period VX at different loading in [GJs],
\( t \) – auxiliary boiler operation time in [s].

Curvilinear degree of auxiliary boiler operation VX in relation to its time of work, was estimated on the basis of absolute value difference of determination coefficients in aspect of correlation ratio and correlation itself which amounts to:

\[ M_{\Delta t} = | \eta^2 - r^2 | = | 0,9567^2 - 0,9582^2 | = 0,0025 \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where:
\( \eta \) – value of correlation ratio,
\( r \) – coefficient of linear correlation.

The difference defined by formula (4) gives evidence of linear correlation between boiler operation and the time of its work. However the value of correlation ratio close to unity (\( \eta = 0,9567 \)) indicates strong correlation dependence of auxiliary boiler operation on the time of its work. Correlation dependence is of linear character as correlation coefficient is also close to unity (\( r = 0,958 \)).

Presented numerical function form (3) of boiler operation, obtained with the help of least square estimator is of simple form and easy physical interpretation. Therefore it is recommended to carry out analysis of auxiliary boiler operation VX during its work.

Fig. 5 presents auxiliary boiler operation of VX type, at two different constant loads and a changeable one as well.
4. Summary

Dimensional function of auxiliary boiler VX (1) operation has different numerical structures presented in table 1 obtained by means of algebraic diagram of dimensional analysis presented by S. Drobot. These structures allow us to define numerical dependence by means of least squares estimator, linearizing nonlinear regression among dimensional quantities describing boiler operation. Obtained on their basis numerical estimates of boiler operation are defined exact to constant non dimensional coefficients, determined on the basis of its work parameters.

Formula (3) defining auxiliary boiler operation VX in one period of work, can be treated as a correct proposal in dimensional respect.

Dimensional quantities were used while determining numerical function forms. Those quantities characterize boiler operation and are isomorphism with vectors according to S. Drobot and his work in which he proves the above mentioned fact [1]. Treating dimensional quantities as scalars is equally wrong as replacing vectors with scalars.

Numerical function of auxiliary boiler operation is characterized by the fact that it takes into account essential work parameters depending on one period of time. It is dynamic character and in connection with this, can be used for diagnostic and prognostic purpose.

It allows to examine the influence of its particular work parameters on auxiliary boiler operation VX during one period as it presents in a clear way its numerical structure.

On the other hand calculated value dependence of boiler operation VX on the basis of work parameter measurement in time function of one period by method of least squares estimator, does not possess this property. In this case boiler work parameters are hidden in constant numerical coefficients defining its operation during one period of time, being then only time function.

Numerical function from of boiler operation VX can be defined on the basis of calculations carried out by means of measured work parameters during one period.

Operation function of auxiliary boiler VX is correct only for the boiler on which the measurement was carried out.
Possibility of dimensional analysis application depends on measuring of all quantities characterizing auxiliary boiler operation VX in an accepted set of units.

Application of this set of units in problems connected with defining of auxiliary boiler operation VX is indispensable for a complete description of its work with the help of dimensional function.

Dimensional analysis requires also work parameters measurement of auxiliary boiler VX in time of one period in order to obtain exact numerical function of its operation on the basis of an accepted dimensional function.
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Abstract

On a correctly designed engine piston-cylinder assembly the contact of ring and bore should take place through a layer of oil, called oil film. In order to obtain a continuous oil film a proper lubricating oil should be introduced into the region of node elements collaboration, sliding surfaces should have adequate geometry and parameters of collaboration should be chosen suitably. The ring pressure against the liner is one of important quantities that affect formation of oil film. Selection of ring pressure circumferential distribution is pretty complex and depends on a number of factors and changes along the engine life.

Presented paper discuss the methods of ring pressure distribution along its circumference and indicate problems connected with measurements. Moreover, basic assumptions used for construction of compression ring mathematical model as well as results obtained using that model were presented for full and partial loads. A need for the construction of computational program that could take into consideration evenly worn and distorted bore surface have been validated as well.
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1. Introduction

A required distribution of ring pressure against the bore is being established already at design stage. This pressure should be enough high that ring would precisely contact the bore (without so called light slits where blow-by could occur). Only minor deviations from circular form could occur assuming that possible slits will be filled with lubricating oil. In the case of large diameter engines (marine ones) clearance could reach up to 30 μm, but only along 10% of ring circumference.

For less precise calculations a tangential force $F_t$ is taken for a measure of ring pressure, i.e. force that put to the ring free ends makes them meet to achieve a required clearance $l_z$ (see Fig. 1).

Another requirement that should be met by compression rings is ability to form a continuous oil film. According to the hydrodynamic theory of lubrication such film can occur only when between two moving surfaces there is a gap filled with oil.
Definition of ring momentary position relative to bore requires a knowledge of radial forces loading the ring [7]. The force pressing the ring on bore $F_s$ (resulting from outside pressure $p_a$ and $p_b$, and ring own elasticity $p(\phi)$) and $F_f$ force radial component moving ring away (resulting from hydraulic pressure $p_f$ acting in oil film – see Fig. 2) belong to the most important ones.

Depending on momentary values of such quantities as ring moving speed $u$, oil viscosity $\eta$,
ring total pressure against the bore $p_c$, ring axial width $b_f$ and ring face shape described by the $W_u$ parameter, the minimum oil film thickness $h_m$ changes according to formula (1).

$$h_m = \sqrt{\frac{\eta \cdot u \cdot b_f}{p_c} \cdot W_u}.$$ \hspace{1em} (1)

Despite the relatively low radial speed $u$ and high total pressure $p_c$ on marine engines, the oil film of thickness securing complete separation of collaborating surfaces emerges during ring travel along the bore. This results above all from big size of these rings in comparison to the rings of other categories of engines. On contemporary high power engines the compression rings have a barrel profile (of curvature radius $R$ up to 1 m) at axial width $h_p$ up to 0.02 m and radial thickness $g_p$ to 0.03 m [2, 8]. As a result, the specific pressure $p$ is not high (for bore larger than 0.5 m it does not exceed 0.1 MPa) in spite of high value of tangential force $F_t$.

2. Methods of ring to bore pressure measurement

The measurement of tangential force $F_t$ value is performed by special, simple devices (e.g. like that shown in Fig. 3). During measurement the tested ring is surrounded by steel band (of 0.08 to 0.1 mm thickness) and tightened till reach an operational clearance $l_z$. In order to eliminate friction between ring and band the collaborating surfaces are covered with lubricating oil while the reduction in static friction is obtained by the multiple tightening of the band. The deflection of elastic beam 2 means the measure of tangential force $F_t$.

[Fig. 3. Schematic of device purposed for ring tangential force measurement:
  1 – beam hold, 2 – elastic beam,
  3 – sensor hold, 4 – micrometer, 5 – steel band, 6 – lever handle, 7 – limit screw, 8 – screw, 9 – band hold, 10 – rotating drum, 11 – tightening drum [3]]

Knowledge of the tangential force $F_t$ value allow to determine the ring elasticity numerically equal to the ring average pressure against bore $p_s$.

$$p_s = \frac{2 \cdot F_t}{d \cdot h_p}.$$ \hspace{1em} (2)

The described method allows only for an estimation of $p_s$, pressure mean value which corresponds to actual pressure $p(\varphi)$ only when this pressure in evenly distributed (Fig. 4). For a ring of uneven pressure distribution, the form of ring mounted to the bore would not be perfectly cylindrical despite the correct clearance between ring ends.
The device presented in Fig. 5 is used for a precise measurement of circumferential pressure distribution.

Along the circumference of cylinder liner 1 which encompasses the tested ring 2 there are holes through which mandrels 3 loads radially the ring. A hydraulic arrangement 8 equipped with measuring manometer 9 is used for generation of radial force. When ring loses its contact with a cylinder model (this moment is detected by the dial gauge 5) a value of radial force is being read. Repetition of measurement for consecutive ring positions enables to estimate the distribution of circumferential pressure.

3. Calculations of ring circumferential wall pressure distribution

Author has developed a computer program for analysis of piston rings collaborating with cylinder liner, especially dependences that occur between ring material, its geometry and elasticity. This program contains subroutines that enable to:
  – determine the ring free form for a known distribution of pressure against the bore (Fig. 6a),
determine the distribution of pressure against the bore for a known ring free form (Fig. 6b),
determine the distribution of pressure and form of ring for a known geometry of bore (case of radial wear - Fig. 6b),
determine the distribution of pressure and form of ring for a known geometry of bore (case of deformation - Fig. 6b).

The program has been developed according to assumptions given and explained in [1]. The essence of the method lies in substitution of real ring with its computational model, consisting of a number of rigid rectilinear sections connected one to another by joints. It is assumed that bending of substitute ring is possible only in joints and substitutional rigidity should correspond to the real rigidity dispersed along the ring entire circumference (see Fig. 7).

**Fig. 6. Flow chart of computer program: a – definition of ring free shape, b – definition of pressure form and distribution in deformed bore**

**Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of piston ring substitutional model [1]**

Beside ring geometry also the value of ring mean pressure $p_r$ and pressure at the vicinity of gap $p_m$ are used as program input data. Following formula has been used for mathematic description of this distribution at an arbitrary point of ring circumference (given by $\varphi$ angle):
\[ p(\varphi) = p_0 + p_1 \cdot \cos \varphi + p_2 \cdot \cos 2\varphi + \ldots + p_n \cdot \cos((lh) \cdot \varphi), \quad (3) \]

where \( lh \) is a number of harmonics taken into consideration.

Taking into account conditions of ring balance in bore one can define the formulas enabling computations of elastic wall pressure at any angle \( \varphi \). In particular, the value of pressure at ring gap (i.e. at point 1, for \( \varphi = 0 \)) should be equal to preliminarily assumed pressure \( p_m \) (maximum \( p_{\max} \) or minimum \( p_{\min} \), depending on circumferential distribution assumed at the beginning). Due to the limited volume of this study the method of pressure distribution definition will not be presented here (it might be found in [1]).

The number of harmonics \( lh \) taken into consideration for calculations of wall pressure affects its distribution along the circumference (for given \( p_i \) and \( p_m \)). Larger their number taken into account in computations of loads, the quicker fall (or rise) in pressure as driving away from ring gap. Fig. 8 (in Cartesian coordinates) and Fig. 9 (in polar coordinates) show changes in the ring elastic pressure wall distribution depending on number of harmonics (computations were carried out for marine engine compression ring of 0.48 m in diameter, where the mean pressure is 0.063 MPa) and pressure in the vicinity of gap higher or lower from the mean value by 20%. The course of curves shows that lower number of harmonics gives higher deviation from the mean value not only at the gap vicinity but also along the entire circumference. It seems that distribution obtained for a greater number of harmonics is more advantageous for a correct ring operation (however, a ring section of higher of lower pressure becomes shorter). Because of that 10 harmonics have been taken into account in further studies presented in the paper.

\[ \text{Fig. 8. Changes in circumferential pressure distribution relative to the number of harmonics taken into account for a ring of increased (a) and decreased (b) load in ring gap vicinity and for 5 harmonics (1), 10 harmonics (2), 15 harmonics (3); the pressure mean value } p_s = 0.063 \text{ MPa, } p_{\max} = 0.076 \text{ MPa, } p_{\min} = 0.050 \text{ MPa} \]
As mentioned above the ring of not uniform contact pressure around the bore adopts the form different from the ideal circle after being surrounded by the steel belt (as in Fig. 5) and tightened. Computations carried out using the earlier presented program revealed that for the ring presented in Figs. 8 and 9 deviations are about 150 μm close to the gap, which means less than 1% relatively to ring radius. Moreover, the precise calculations show that the value of tangential force changes itself as well. For example, for a ring presented in Fig. 10a the tangential force rises from 216 to 220 N, while for a ring in Fig. 10b – from 216 to 227 N.

It seems possible to use the measurement of ring loaded this way as a base for determination of ring pressure distribution and its change with ring life.

The evaluation of piston-cylinder assembly elements wear is a significant task connected with the operation of this set. Along the engine mileage the cylinder radius grows and the ring face
wears which means that the ring expands and its contact wall pressure drops. Fig. 11 illustrates the ring shape for selected values of its wall pressure. Line 1 shows the ring put into bore of ideally circular form, while the line 4 – ring free shape. The intermediate lines illustrate the ring free shape for partial loads. The ring pressure drop is accompanied by the increase in gap between ring ends (the gap was not presented in Fig. 11 in order to make draw simple).

Fig. 11. Shape of fully loaded (1), free (2) and partly loaded (3) ring: $p_s = 0.040 \text{ MPa}$ (2) and $0.020 \text{ MPa}$ (3); $d = 0.48 \text{ m}$

It's worth mentioning that uniform contact pressure around the bore on a real engine would happen only if the ring was put into the bore of shape exactly the same as the shape of ring (therefore different than ideal circle – Fig. 11). In the case of combustion engine liners the real typical wear of liner has different form. Taking this into consideration when evaluating the distribution of ring pressure against the worn bore (and ring as well) the computational program has been developed and another subroutines have been added (Fig. 6b). Results of computations obtained using that version of program will be presented in another paper due to their complexity.
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Abstract

In this paper investigations concern relations between constructional and operational features of rolling elements have been presented. In described experiments bearing raceways hardness was accepted as a variable constructional feature, and tested operating features were: motion resistance inside the bearings and their fatigue life. Described investigations were carried out on example of bearings used in popular transport means – bicycles.
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1. Introduction

The task of rolling bearings in all kinds of machines and mechanical devices, including different means of transport, involves transmission of load with rotational or linear motion of the elements undergoing bearing. Rolling and slide bearings can be used for this purpose. To make decision as to which kind of bearing to use, the below listed factors are to be taken into consideration:
- load: kind (static or dynamic) value, direction and sense,
- desirable life,
- rotational speed,
- stiffness.

When one decides about rolling bearing application, the next step should be a choice of the bearing kind concern first of all:
- type of bearing: transverse, longitudinal, thrust,
- shape of rolling elements: balls, cylinder, cones, barrels or needles,
- geometric dimensions of bearings.

To make a choice one can use catalogues of bearings which include specific data on the above presented factors concerning bearings of a given producer. Some of the rolling bearing features are standardized at the national (PN), European (EN) or global (ISO) levels which makes the choice of a bearing much easier in case it needs to be changed.

In standard applications, a set of bearings contained in catalogues available on the market is absolutely sufficient and then there is no need to analyze factors determining particular functional qualities. However, the demand for applications of rolling bearings in which standard ones do not
accomplish the assigned tasks or accomplish them insufficiently, is constantly growing. Thus, it is necessary to use special bearings and in such applications relations between structural features (mainly material and geometric) of bearings elements and their functional qualities are of importance.

In this paper, a fragment of a study of such relations has been presented, and the bearing track hardness was accepted as a variable constructional feature and operating features were: motion resistance in the bearings and their fatigue life. The tests were carried out on the example of bearings used for transport means as popular as the bicycle.

The purpose of this work was to verify the hypothesis that hardness of elements of rolling bearings could be accepted as a controllable factor for choosing functional features of a special type of rolling bearings.

2. Design features of bearings

Rolling bearings, like all other products, are identified by three constructional features:

- material,
- geometric,
- dynamic.

Identification of each of them involves matching its constructional form $II$ with system of dimensions $W$. In a symbolic denotation it can be presented in the form of equation:

$$C_k = II \cup W$$ (1)

The first of the above mentioned design feature components – constructional form $II$ defines features in terms of quality, whereas, system of dimensions $W$ - identifies properties of the design feature in terms of quantity and can be recorded as a logical sum:

$$W = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (N_i \cup /T_i/)$$ (2)

where: $N_i$ – the $i$-th nominal dimension,
$T_i$ – value of the $i$-th dimension tolerance and its field location.

An analysis of the influence of all the three design features on the bearings functional quality makes it possible to say that a feature of special importance is the material characteristics. This finding provides better possibilities for production of special bearings which can be operated in conditions in which operation of typical bearings could be impossible. Thanks to advances observed in the field of material engineering the offer of constructional materials used for production of rolling bearings elements has been significantly extended.

3. Features of special rolling bearings

A special bearing or more often an unconventional bearing system (single bearing is rarely used as a kinematical pair) is understood as such a structural solutions in which each of the above mentioned features differs from a typical one. The differences can be of qualitative character in terms of constructional form $II$, or quantitative ones – concerning a single dimension or their group, from dimension system $W$.

Research in the field of *Machinery design and operation*, aims mainly at improving the machine performance parameters. In case of rolling bearings, it covers improving: bearing capacity, boundary rotational speed, operating temperature.
There also occur situations in which bearing nodes do not carry high loads and the working environment is not an additional threat to correct operation of bearings. Such cases occur e.g. in medicine and industries using micro and nanotechnologies.

The widespread opinion that hardness of working surfaces of bearing elements should be possibly great is only partially true. There are many theories which account for the phenomena of initiation and growth of rolling bearing elements fatigue strength, e.g. [5]. All of them have one feature in common – they make the course of the surface wear processes dependent on the bearing pair external load value, thereby on values of contact stresses. Thus, hardness which is to be required from bearings made of different constructional materials should be treated as the function of load.

Searching of new constructional materials used for production of elements of rolling bearings has two goals. One of them covers searching for materials of bigger hardness, the second one covers searching for materials whose hardness is lower, though sufficient in given conditions. A good example of sudden progress in the first field of the research is application of ceramics – chemical compounds, e.g. nitrates, borides, oxides and carbides of such elements as: zircon, aluminum, cobalt, silicon, wolfram in construction of machines including the process of rolling bearings manufacture.

Hardness of ceramics is not always the most important factor for the choice of material for production of rolling bearings elements. The factor of more importance is often the material resistance to high temperatures – creep-resistance. Moreover, this group is characterized by significantly lower density as compared to steel, which is of special importance for bearings operating at high rotational speeds \( n \) (that is for great values of high-speedness coefficients \( d \cdot n > 2 \cdot 10^6 \text{ mm/min.} \)).

Steel whose hardness is definitely lower (30÷35 HRC) than typical (60÷63 HRC) can also be considered as unconventional constructional material in a traditional approach to rolling bearings. There are known examples of kinematical pairs with rolling friction whose steel elements hardness was 30÷35HRC and in specified conditions they performed their functions properly. Elements of rolling bearings (rings, balls, baskets) are also manufactured from high-molecular plastics, e.g.: polyacetal, (POM), polyamide (PA), polyetheretherketone (PEEK), polyphenylene-sulfide (PPS) and others whose hardness was in the range from 76÷98 HRM. These bearings performed their functions for 1,5·10^6 revolutions with small external load equal to 49N which can be found to be of sufficient durability for special applications [4].

In literature, there are given ways of defining the value change caused by hardness decrease. One of them [5] contains experimentally obtained dependence in the form:

\[
L_2 = L_1 \cdot e^{0.3(HRC_2-HRC_1)}
\]  

where: \( L_{n(10)} \) – fatigue life of bearings with elements hardness, respectively, HRC\(_1\) and HRC\(_2\), where HRC\(_1\)<HRC\(_2\).

It was also found that due to fatigue life it is advantageous when the balls of the bearing are harder than the track. Maximum life was reached for a bearing whose balls were harder by 2 degrees HRC than the ring with raceway. This dependence has been presented in Fig.1.
Although there is no remark like that in the paper, it should be supposed that the results of this research can be used only to a certain limited degree, concerning both the type of constructional material and its hardness value. This statement was one of the main circumstances to take up the research described below.

4. Conditions of experimental tests

Tests were carried out on a test object in which there was a possibility of control of the force loading a system of two oblique bearings [1, 2]. The objects of research were bearings whose constructional forms corresponded to bearings used in such a popular transport means as bicycles. Due to some factors, including conditions in which bicycles are used, special bearings, both in range of geometry and the constructional material properties, were applied.

Axial force $P_x$ was being changed (the bearing initial tension) within the range $\langle 50;100 \rangle$, whereas transverse load $P_y$ was constant and equal to 250 N. The value of constant load was defined on the basis of statistic anatomic features of potential bicycle users, taking into consideration geometric design features of the selected bicycle type. In these conditions the resultant load of a pair of bearings was also variable.

Measurements were taken at bearings rotational speeds $n=23s^{-1}$. Such a value was accepted in order to reduce the time of testing. This procedure was possible because the frequency of load changes at the areas of balls contact with tracks has no practical importance in range of the bearings fatigue life, for the accepted scope of this research.

Life of bearings was measured by the number of performed work cycles (revolutions) and it was determined on the basis of motion resistances $M_f$ in bearings. As the real time of bearings life $L'$ one accepted time over which resistances in bearings reached the same values as initial resistances – Fig. 2. Since rotational speed $n$ was constant during tests, function $L_{n(10)}=f(t)$ was the same as function $L_{n(10)}=f(n)$, similarly to the relations of $M_f$ motion resistances with these input quantities.
In order to make an assessment of the influence of hardness on the above mentioned functional qualities, tests for three values and hardness were performed. External rings used as samples, were made of steel C45 and after thermal machining they were characterized by nominal hardness 150, 300 and 450 HV. Acceptance of such hardness values resulted from the fact that it was possible to machine the rings after thermal machining which provided better conditions for comparison of the tests results.

5. Tests results

In result of the carried out tests, relations between two functional qualities of bearings, that is, resistance of $M_f$ motion and life $L_{h(10)}$ have been recognized, with coefficient $\delta$, defining conditions of fitting of balls with diameter $d_b$ to the track with profile curvature radius $r_b$, defined from formula:

$$\delta = \frac{2r_b}{d_b}$$

(4)

equal to 1.05

These relations for three different values of axial force $P_x$ have been presented in Figs: 3 and 4. In both cases the influence of hardness on the bearings functional features is visible.
In any of the recorded relations occurrence of local extremes was found. The observed functions are of monotonic character but with a decreasing gradient. The same relations have been presented in the form of spatial graphs – Figs. 5 and 6.
The obtained results were elaborated statistically and the recorded changes were described by equations of regression in the form of a second degree polynomial. Their forms are, respectively:

- for motion resistances:

\[ M_f = 43.594 + 0.271P_x - 0.063H - 0.003P_x^2 - 2.467 \times 10^{-4}P_xH + 9.259 \times 10^{-5}H^2 \]  

(5)

- for fatigue life:

\[ Ln(10) = 0.111 + 0.086P_x + 0.014H - 4.133 \times 10^{-4}P_x^2 - 1.481 \times 10^{-5}H^2 \]  

(6)

Also, coefficients of multiple correlation R have been calculated for accepted regression models, with normally accepted value of significance level \( \alpha = 0.05 \). Coefficient values: 0.9325 (for \( M_f \)) and 0.8965 (for \( L_{n(10)} \)) prove good fitting of models with results of measurements obtained from experimental tests.

6. Conclusions

In result of carried out tests, the relations between functional qualities of special bearings and factors such as: constructional – hardness \( H \) and operational – axial load \( P_x \), have been discovered. This allows to control functional qualities by means of the studied factors. Thus, the set goal has been reached.

Also, thanks to development of mathematical models, two-factor optimization of rolling bearings basic features such as, undoubtedly, motion resistance and fatigue life, will be possible.

Satisfactory values of quantities describing the bearing functional qualities obtained in specific conditions confirm the possibility and purposefulness of using special types of rolling bearings and, with more and more often applied flexible manufacturing systems in the range of technology and organization, their use is also possible and economically justified.
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The growing demand for subsea energy resources forces developing the various structural designs of offshore units destined for oil and gas exploration. Their more and more complicated power plants have to produce energy necessary for power supply of all drilling and production systems. This paper presents offshore structures for oil and gas exploration as one of tendencies in design of large technical systems. They are compared with the biggest structures whenever have been developed by mankind. Moreover, classification and application of the considered types of oil rigs, types of machinery supplied by their power plants, and key problems appearing during their operation are presented.
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1. Introduction

The key challenge for designers of the contemporary technical objects is to gain their greatest achievements (quicker, larger, stronger, etc.). In some degree, this is in accordance with the human nature, which was expressed in the Olympic maxim in Latin: *citius, altius, fortius* – what means quicker, higher and stronger. And tendencies in the present day design are similarly. They could be expressed, *inter alia*, in precise steering of the machine movements, in precise processing of the machine element surfaces, reaching high reliability of technical systems, developing machines operated in severe conditions, developing machines with miniature or immense sizes.

Today, we are able to produce robots, for example surgical ones, with the steering accuracy of their movements nearly 10 microns; manufacture optical mirrors and lens with roughness of their surfaces nearly Ra= 5nm; make miniature air bearings with rotation speed nearly 300000rpm. We are also able to construct safe machines with a high level of their reliability, for example means of air transportation. High expenses for operational use of some of technical systems causes to their high reliability. For example, cost of operational use of continuous casting and rolling lines and continuous car body painting lines are 10000 €/h and 100000 €/h, respectively. Current nanotechnology allows to develop microscopic machines 1000 times less than thickness of human hair, for instance steam engine which pistons have 5 μm diameter.

Regarding the structures with immense sizes, the highest building standing on shore is a skyscraper Burj Dubai in United Arab Emirates. Unquestionably, the tallest free-standing structure in the world, until surpassed by the Burj Dubai in January 2008, was offshore oil rig Petronius named after Petronius, the Roman writer. This is very complex and expensive
construction 609.9 meters high, two times higher than Eiffel Tower and almost three times higher than Palace of Culture and Science in Warsaw (Figure 1).

Except Petronius platform, the tallest off-shore oil rigs in the world (Figure 2) are Baldpate Platform, 579.1 m; Bullwinkle Platform, 529.1 m; Troll A Platform, 472 m; and Gullfaks C, 380 m, respectively.

Power plants of offshore rigs should assure energy for different purposes, for example propulsion for mobile rigs, bit rotation for drilling rigs, oil and gas transportation for production rigs. This paper deals with issues concerned types of drilling and production systems supplied in
energy produced by offshore rig plants, various structures of offshore rigs and key problems appearing during their operation.

2. Structures of offshore oil and production units

Discovery of oil and natural gas fields under the sea bottom has forces the development of the special technologies for their operation and transportation. Offshore structures are large units used to house workers and machinery needed to drill and then produce oil and natural gas in the ocean. Their various structural design placed on these fields are intended to many purposes [3], such as for search and operation of oil-wells, for getting out oil and gas, for preliminary processing (for example for separation of water and gases from oil), for storage of the extracted oil and gas. The general classification of offshore structures according to the selected aspects is presented in Figure 3.

![General classification of offshore structures](image)

According to application, the offshore structures may be used for drilling or for production of oil and/or natural gas, they can be fixed that cannot be moved from one place to another or mobile allowing for their dislocation.

Depending on the circumstances (Figure 4), these units may be attached to the ocean floor, consist of an artificial island (stationary units), or be floating (floating units).

![Types of offshore units](image)
In shallow waters, it is physically possible to fix an offshore structure to the sea floor. This is what is called stationary units. The advantages of stationary units are their good stability, as they are permanently fixed to the sea floor and there is no movement due to wind and water forces.

A fixed platform (Figure 5a) is built on concrete and/or steel legs anchored directly onto the seabed, supporting a deck with space for drilling rigs, production facilities and crew quarters. Such platforms are designed for very long term use. Steel jackets are vertical sections made of tubular steel members, and are usually piled into the seabed.

A jack-up platform (Figure 5b), as the name suggests, is a platform that can be jacked up above the sea, thanks to legs which can be lowered like jacks. Its steel body is designed to float. These platforms, used in relatively low depths, are designed to move from place to place, and then anchor themselves by deploying the jack-like legs.

Another type of bottom-supported structure is a gravity based platform (Figure 5d), where its stability ensures its own weight. The substructure is usually built from concrete in deep, protected water near shore. Deck is usually built in one piece, brought on a barge or barges over to and then mated with almost completely submerged substructure. The completely assembled
platform is then towed to the installation site and ballasted down to seafloor. Because of this unique way of construction, geographical locations to which this type is applicable are limited. This type is inevitably massive and suitable for self-contained drilling and production role. Storage capability can be easily incorporated, making this type suitable for situations where pipeline transportation is not readily available.

An alternative of gravity based platform is a submersible rig (Figure 6) consists of upper and lower hulls connected by a network of posts or beams. The equipment and living quarters are installed on the upper hull deck. The lower hull has the buoyancy capacity to float and support the upper hull and equipment. When water is pumped into the lower hull, the rig submerges and rests on the seabed to provide a working place for the drilling. Movement and drilling operations proceed as that of the jack-up rig.

![Submersible rig](image)

A compliant tower (Figure 5d) is constructed similar as a fixed platform. It consists of a narrow tower, mounted to a foundation on the seabed extended up to the platform. The offshore compliant tower is flexible, as opposed to the relatively rigid legs of a fixed platform. This structural flexibility allows it to operate in much deeper water, as the construction can take much of the loads exerted on it by the wind and waves. The compliant tower design is more flexible than conventional land structures to cope better with sea forces. It can deflect (sway) in excess of 2% of height. Most buildings are kept to within 0.5% of height in order to have occupants not feel uneasy during periods of movement. Despite its flexibility, the compliant tower is strong enough to withstand even hurricane conditions. In some cases, several guy wires and clumps weights can support the fixed and compliant towers.

Floating offshore units for oil and gas exploration float on pontoons or other buoyant chambers and can be moved to the exploration site. They can be towed by boats, and sometimes can have self-propelled capacity.

A semi-submersible rig has submerged pontoons (lower hulls) that are interconnected to the deck by vertical columns as shown in Figure 7. The lower hulls provide improved stability for the vessel. Also, the open area between the vertical columns of the semi-submersible rig provides a reduced area on which the environment can act. In drilling operations, the lower hulls are submerged in the water about half-length of the column, but do not rest on the seabed. When a semi-submersible rig moves to a new location, the lower hulls float on the sea surface.
A SPAR rig is among the largest offshore structures in use. These huge rigs consist of a large cylinder supporting a typical fixed rig platform (Figure 8a). The cylinder however does not extend all the way to the seafloor, but instead is tethered to the bottom by a series of cables and lines. The large cylinder serves to stabilize the platform in the water, and allows for movement to absorb the force of potential hurricanes.
One of the floating structures specifically developed for deepwater application is the Tension Leg Platform (TLP). It is essentially a semi-submersible rig attached to the seabed by vertical members called tendons, which are usually made of steel tubular and tensioned by excess buoyancy of the platform hull as shown in Figure 8b. Tendons are pinned to the seabed directly or indirectly by piles. Motion characteristics of the TLP allows wells to be completed on its deck, a big advantage because wells are one of the most important and expensive components of a petroleum production system and ease of access to them is a matter of prime concern in field development planning.

An alternative of the tension leg platforms are SEASTAR platforms. They are basically smaller tension leg platforms and consist of a floating rig, as for the semisubmersible drilling rigs. A lower hull is ballasted with water when drilling, which increases the stability of the platform movement from environmental loads. In addition to this semisubmersible rig type of features, SEASTAR platforms also incorporate the tension leg system found in larger platforms. SEASTAR platforms are typically used for smaller deepwater reservoirs, were it is not economical or practical to develop a larger platform.

A drillship (Figure 9) is the most mobile, self-sufficient and durable kind of the mobile exploratory rig, designed to drill in very deep water. Drillships contain all of the equipment and material needed to drill and complete the well. An opening called a moon pool is equipped in the center of the ship from the main deck to the water. Drilling assembly, a riser pipe, wellhead equipment, and so forth are lowered through the moon pool to the sea floor. They are easily moved by wind and waves, which puts excessive fatigue on the drilling equipment. The DPS is the most common technique used to combat excessive movement but is expensive to install and operate.

Floating Production Storage and Offloading (FPSO) units are essentially semi-submersible drilling rigs, except that they contain petroleum production equipment, as well as drilling equipment (Figure 10). Ships can also be used as floating production systems. The platforms can be kept in place through large, heavy anchors, or through the DPS used by drillships. With a
floating production system, once the drilling has been completed, the wellhead is actually attached to the seafloor, instead of up on the platform. The extracted petroleum is transported via risers from this wellhead to the production facilities on the semi-submersible platform.

To keep the position of semi-submersible rigs and drillships, DPS (acronym of Dynamic Positioning System) is used (Figure 11). In simple terms, a DP system consists of a central processor linked to a number of position reference and environment reference systems.

The semi-submersible rigs and drillships are provided with sufficient power and maneuverability by means of a variety of thrusters and propellers. The measured position of the vessel is compared to the desired or set point position, the computers then generate appropriate thruster commands to maintain or restore vessel position. Effects of wind forces and other environmental forces are taken into account. A bridge control console allows the operator to communicate with the system and vice versa, and vessel control to be effected. Often the only alternative positioning technique is the use of an anchor spread, but this is limited by depth of water. If this exceeds around 500m then cost, time and space considerations may preclude it.
Often the amount of hardware on the seabed renders it impossible to run anchors safely, if at all. The presence of anchor cables may prevent the vessel from positioning close to platform structures, and may also provide obstructions to other vessels.

3. Power take-off systems

Power plants of offshore drilling units can provide energy for various purposes, for example power supply of navigational devices, operation of rescue appliances, working of cranes and lifts, operation of mooring and anchoring, power supply for crew facilities. In some structural design of mobile units, their power plants supply of energy necessary for propulsion and steering.

Diesel engines compose the majority of power sources on offshore drilling units. Diesel engines drive large electric generators. The generators, in turn, produce electricity that is sent through cables to electric switch and control gear.

The following essential systems are supplied in energy produced by power plants of offshore drilling units:

- a hoisting system,
- a rotating system,
- a circulation system.

The hoisting system is used to raise and lower pipe in and out of the hole and to support the drill string to control the weight on the drill bit during drilling. The hoisting system consists of derrick, traveling and crown blocks, a drilling line, and drawworks. The derrick is a steel tower that is used to support the traveling and crown blocks and the drill string. The drawworks consists of a revolving drum around which the wire rope called drilling line is spooled or wrapped. The crown and traveling blocks are a set of pulleys that raise and lower the drill string.

The rotary system includes all the equipment used to achieve bit rotation. The main parts of the rotary system are: a swivel, a kelly, a rotary drive, a rotary table, a drill pipe, and drill collars.

The swivel supports the weight of the drill string and permits rotation. The swivel is attached to the bottom of the traveling block and permits the drill string to rotate. The kelly is the first section of pipe below the swivel. The outside cross section of the kelly is square or hexagonal to permit it to be gripped easily for turning. Torque is transmitted to the kelly through kelly bushings, which fit inside the master bushing of the rotary table (Figure 12). A kelly saver sub is used between the kelly and the first joint of drill pipe. As the rotary table turns the kelly is also turned. The movement of the kelly rotates the drill string and the drill bit. The major portion of the drill string is composed of drill pipe. Drill pipe is round steel tubes. The lower section of the rotary drill string is composed of drill collars. The drill collars are thick-walled heavy steel tubulars used to apply weight to the bit and prevent buckling of the drillpipes. The process of drilling a hole in the ground requires the use of drilling bits. Drill bits set up the drill end that actually cuts up the rock. They come in many shapes and materials (tungsten carbide steel, diamond) that are specialized for various drilling tasks and rock formations. Rotary drilling bits usually are classified according to their design as:

- drag bits: fixed cutter blades, rotate as a unit with the drill string.
- rolling cutter bits: usually three cones that are free to turn as bit rotates.
The circulating system replaces drilling fluid. The drilling fluid is most commonly a suspension of clay and other materials in water and is called drilling mud. Drilling mud removes cuttings from the hole and cools and lubricates the drilling bit. The principal components of the circulating system include:
- mud pumps and mud pits,
- mud-mixing equipment,
- contaminant-removal equipment.

The drilling mud travels through the following elements: steel tanks, a mud pump, a drill string, a bit, annular space between the drill string and hole to the surface, contaminant-removal equipment, and back to the suction tank.

Subsea mudlift configuration is presented in Figure 13. The mud pump takes in mud from the mud pits and sends it out a discharge line to a standpipe. The standpipe is a steel pipe mounted vertically on one leg of the mast or derrick. The mud is pumped up the standpipe and into a flexible, very strong, reinforced rubber hose called the rotary hose or kelly hose. The rotary hose is connected to the swivel. The mud enters the swivel, goes down the kelly, drill
pipe and drill collars and the bit. It then does a sharp U-turn and heads back up the hole in the annulus. Finally the mud leaves the hole through a steel pipe called the mud return line and falls over a vibrating, screen like device called the shale shaker. Agitators installed on the mud pits help maintain a uniform mixture of liquids and solids in the mud. If any fine silt or sand is being drilled, then devices called desilters or desanders may be added. If there are small amounts of gas in the formation, a device called degasser is also added.

For example, main problems of 3 000 meters deep drilling are the following:
- the typical riser with 533 mm diameter has an internal capacity about 650 m$^3$,
- weight of the riser itself is about 900 ton,
- weight of mud inside the riser is about 1 200 ton,
- away from tectonic plate boundaries, the geothermal gradient is 25-30°C per km of depth.

According to the technical specification description of the semisubmersible rig LEIV EIRIKSSON (Figure 14), its machinery guarantees the following operating parameters [1]:
- water depth of drilling - 2300 meters,
- transit speed - 7 knots.

The rig machinery consists of:
- 6 x Wartsila Vasa 18V32 diesel engines, rated 7500 kW each,
- 6 x ABB ASG 900 XUB generators, rated 7300 kW each,
- 6 x KaMeWa Aquamaster UUC 7001 fixed pitch variable speed thrusters, rated 5 500 kW each, 157 rpm, 4,09 m diameter.

Moreover, this rig is equipped in the following drilling equipment:
- derrick: Hydralift 51,8 x 12,2 x 12,2 m; 680 tons,
- motion compensators: Hydralift Crown rating 680 tons, compensating: 362,9 tons; 7,62 m stroke,
- drawworks: Continental Emsco Electrohoist III, 2206,2 kW,
- rotary: Varco BJ RSTT, 984,2 tons,
- top drive: Hydralift HPS 750 2E ac electric drive, 680 tons; speed: 0 - 280 rpm,
- riser tensioners: 6 x Hydralift double, 90,7 tons each;
- mud pumps: 3 x Continental Emsco FC-2200, 1617,9 kW, 51,7 MPa.

The ultra-deep water drillship (Figure 15) new developed by OCEAN RIG should ensure the following operating parameters [2]:
- water depth of drilling - 3048 meters,
- transit speed - 12 knots.
The drillship machinery consists of:
- 6 x STX_B&W 16V32 diesel engines, rated 8000 kW each,
- 6 x ABB AMG 900 XU10 LSE generators, rated 7000 kW each,
- 6 x Rolls Royse AQM UUC455 fixed pitch variable speed under water demountable azimuth thrusters, rated 5 500 kW each.

Fig. 15. Ultra-deep water drillship [2]

The ultra-deep water drillship is equipped in the following drilling equipment:
- derrick: NOV 61 x 18,3 x 24, 4 m; 1200 tons,
- motion compensators: NOV AHC, rating 907 tons, compensating: 454 tons; 7,62 m stroke,
- drawworks: NOV SSGD, 4228,5 kW,
- rotary: NOV VBJ RTS hydraulic operated, static 6,4 tons,
- top drive: NOV HPS, 6,4 tons; speed: 0 - 300 rpm,
- riser tensioners: 6 x NOV DWRT, 544,3 tons each,
- mud pumps: 5 x NOV 14 P-220, 1617,9 kW, 51,7 MPa.

4. Conclusion

The growing demand for subsea energy resources forces developing the various structural designs of offshore units destined for oil and gas exploration. Their more and more complicated power plants have to produce energy necessary for power supply of all drilling and production systems.
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Abstract

In the paper, there have been described typical working conditions for a waste-heat boiler fed by exhaust gases of a high power slow speed marine diesel engine. New ways of correcting economic calculation of a ship operation depending on „unloading” engines of newly constructed units’ main propulsion system, as well as, the attempts of adapting the methods in question to already operated vessels have been dealt with. Moreover, the trends in changes of selected work parameters of the diesel engine waste-heat boiler system based on real operational conditions of a ship propelled by unloaded engine have been characterized. Dangers and possible discomforts affecting the waste-heat boiler working in „Super Slow Steaming” system have been emphasized.
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1. Typical working conditions for a marine engine- waste-heat boiler system

Waste-heat boilers are installed on vessels as elements of waste gas energy recovery. A usual period of time for full use of potentials of a marine engine - waste-heat boiler system waste gas energy recovery appears a “sea journey”. It is the time of vessel operation when the engine load is maintained on almost constant level. Such a long lasting engine load during a voyage ranges between 85÷95 % of its rated load. The level of the engine load results from the construction basics determined while designing elements and parameters of an engine working process. Within the load range, the engine produces exhaust gases of such parameters (the amount and temperature), that a sufficient amount of heating energy for safe and effective ship operation is provided. Any changes of the engine working parameters caused by exhaust gas changes shall affect waste-heat boiler working parameters.

Possible changes of the engine load at a set sailing speed may be the result of the following:
- sea rolling;
- change of wind direction;
- altering a ship’s course.

However, the above mentioned phenomena cause negligible oscillations or engine load changes without any significant influence on average parameters of exhaust gases. This is typical for currently mostly used two stroke slow speed long stroke marine engines, which has been recorded for three various settings of the load level of the 8RTA96C type of engine manufactured by WARTSILA (Fig.1).

![Fig. 1. Changes in exhaust gas temperature resulting from engine load fluctuations](image)

2. On unloading the engines

In real operational conditions of a ship the basic parameter determining the engine load level is the sailing speed. To reach the engine maximal efficiency at an assumed sailing speed, which, at the same time, means the smallest fuel dose for producing a power unit, while the designing process the engine component parameters get adjusted in such a way that they immediately affect it (injection pump setting, cam setting, adjustment of turbochargers).

The worldwide economic crisis, which has contributed to economy slump, has also affected the organization of the transport fleet. Due to decreasing number of shipping orders, a number of ship owners had to make use of drastic solutions like reduction of the number of operating vessels and the operated ports. Since the main expenditure of an operated vessel is the cost of fuel, sailing speed limits turn out a frequent way of cutting the costs used by ship owner. Thus, a new period in the schedule of a ship operation: „a reduced speed sea journey” appears. This is connected with the engine loaded with significantly lower than the assumed power, at its designing stage, for a long period of time. So far, this type of engine operation has been regarded as temporary. Marine engine manufacturers have conducted analyses of the possibilities of loading engines with lower than previously assumed powers at the designing stage. The first solution was so called „Slow Steaming” with the reduced sailing speed causing the long lasting engine load decreased to less than 60 % of its rated power. To provide safe navigation and power plant operation, there have been worked out several requirements [1] to be met in order to limit the engine unfavorable working conditions.
The basic requirements are:
- the regime of maintaining fuel parameters (viscosity, temperature) within the range defined by the manufacturer (in regard of the fuel type);
- the regime of maintaining water temperatures of low and high temperature engine cooling system;
- strict control of the injection valve operation aiming at detection of any malfunctioning leading to shortened periods between the scheduled overhauls;
- frequent checks of easily polluted components (charge air receiver, charge air non-return valves, under piston spaces, exhaust manifold, waste-heat boiler).

Engine manufacturers have developed systems of engine conversion by applying additional equipment components [1]. The systems allow for engine steady operation at their low load without the need of supporting charge air system by auxiliary blowers. Another advantage of their application is the reduced pollution of the charge air system and the exhaust gas outlet at the reduced specific fuel consumption. Because of extra costs of the equipment and its installation, the systems are hardly ever installed on vessels already in service.

The idea was developed by defining vessel’s new operational conditions called „Super Slow Steaming”, where the reduced sailing speed resulted in the decrease of engine potential power to 30 % of its rated power, providing the recipients accepted the prolonged delivery time of the shipped cargo.

3. Changes in selected parameters of a marine engine - waste-heat boiler system

At winter time, (ambient temperature to=2 ºC), in real ambient conditions of a ship operation, a direct recording of selected working parameters (Fig.2) of a marine engine - waste-heat boiler system when reducing the engine load to less than 30 %, corresponding to „Super Slow Steaming” working conditions, was carried out. The measurements were taken on a ship equipped with the AQ2 smoke tube boiler of 482 m² heat exchange space, manufactured by AALBORG, fed by exhaust gases of a slow speed, long stroke 8RTA96C type of engine, manufactured by WARTSILA.

The engine, by no means, was prepared to long lasting work at very low load. In the presented diagram three characteristic areas can be outlined:
- I area-within 60 % range of the engine rated load with the engine prepared for steady economic work during standard sea journeys;
- II area-temporary period of decreasing engine load, which typically appears while ship maneuvering at a reduced speed (mooring, anchoring, drifting);
- III area-engine working at along lasting load below 30 %.
The III area presented in the diagram corresponds with the engine working conditions according to „Super Slow Steaming”. In the area it is essential that, after the time of stabilizing, the exhaust gas outlet temperature of the waste-heat boiler is maintained on the exhaust gas temperature level adequate to the engine load in the I area, in spite of the increase (30 ºC) of the inlet exhaust gas temperature. Using simplified methods of determining the amount of outlet exhaust gases produced by the marine engine [2,3], it has been stated that within the engine load range their amount drops to the level of 31 % of production in the rated load conditions. Such changes in exhaust gas parameters do not turn out indifferent to the amount of steam production, which can be determined from the dependence (1). Limiting the amount of the produced steam may lead to disturbances of power plant heating systems. Especially, nowadays when residual high viscosity fuels (500÷700 cSt at 50 ºC), which demand higher transport temperatures between the tanks (minimum 50 ºC), and the injection temperature into the engine cylinders (minimum 145÷150 ºC).

\[ \dot{m}_p = \eta \frac{\dot{m}_g c_p (T_1 - T_0)}{x L^* + (1 - x)L^* - L_{wsg}} \frac{kg}{h}. \]  

(1)
where:

\[ \dot{m}_p \text{ [kg/h]} \] – the mass flow of the produced steam of \( x \) specific humidity,
\[ \eta \] – efficiency of the waste-heat boiler (as a heat exchanger),
\[ x \] – waste-heat boiler outlet steam humidity,
\[ i^s \text{ [kJ/kg]} \] – specific enthalpy of saturated dry steam at the steam pressure inside the boiler,
\[ i^b \text{ [kJ/kg]} \] – specific enthalpy of boiling water inside the boiler,
\[ \dot{m}_{wz} \text{ [kJ/kg]} \] – specific enthalpy of the boiler feed water,
\[ \dot{m}_e \text{ [kg/h]} \] – the mass flow of the exhaust gases feeding the waste-heat boiler,
\[ c_s \text{ [kJ/kgK]} \] – specific heat of exhaust gases within \( t_1 \div t_2 \) temperature range,
\[ t_1 \text{ [K]} \] – waste-heat boiler exhaust gas inlet temperature,
\[ t_2 \text{ [K]} \] – waste-heat boiler exhaust gas outlet temperature.

It is worth focusing on a special area A, where the waste-heat boiler exhaust gas inlet temperature reaches its maximum, that is, a level higher by 100 °C than the temperature corresponding to the engine economic load. For a vessel operating in tropical conditions the further increase of the parameter [4] needs to be expected. At so high temperatures of exhaust gases flowing through the components of the exhaust system the true danger of high temperature corrosion of the boiler construction elements increases [5]. The noticed increase in the engine exhaust gas temperature is mainly due to insufficient amount of air supplied for the combustion process in its working spaces. One of the real solutions improving the situation can be switching on Main Engine auxiliary blowers, which, however, even on ships designed and constructed in the recent years have not been prepared to continuous working. Especially in the switch area there may appear overloads of the engines driving the auxiliary blowers, as well as, the damages of components of electric circuits controlling their work. That is why that period while the engine operation should be possibly shortened.

4. Summary

For the sake of cutting the costs of vessel operation, many ship owners have decided to reduce sailing speed of their newly constructed and already in service units. Significant power decrease of the main engine, unprepared for such operational conditions, appears to have impact on the work of the waste-heat boiler. The reduced amount of exhaust gases feeding the boiler in true ship operational conditions may lead to steam deficiency. As a result of that, the work of heating systems as well as the electric power generation may be disturbed. This may be even worsened in case of ships operating in low ambient temperature regions. That is, when supporting the work of the waste-heat boiler by the oil fired boiler may turn out indispensable, which, however, shall reduce the assumed profits.

In case of waste-heat boilers, a significant phenomenon affecting their work is the effect of so called self cleaning [6]. Due to considerably limited flow of exhaust gases feeding the boiler, the effect may completely disappear, which results in much faster pollution of the boiler heat exchange spaces.
During a ship operation this means constant limitation of the boiler heat exchange process, as well as, the growing danger of fire due to the accumulated flammable pollution. It is of special importance when referred to water pipe boilers equipped with elements intensifying heat exchange (plates, bands, pins…). The real danger of fire may be prevented only by more frequent cleaning of the boilers. However, the operation may be conducted only during a ship’s lay time.
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Abstract

The article presents the results of the analysis of the possibilities of the application of the solid biomass in the form of pellets as the fuel for ships in consideration of the environment protection as well as due to increase of the liquid fuel prices and decreasing resources of the crude oil. As the object of investigation a ship of minor cruising range of river – sea type has been assumed, chiefly intended for the service on the Baltic Sea. The ship’s power system solution has been discussed. A simplified comparative analysis of the fuel costs for a ship with power plant including biomass fired boilers and a ship with the conventional solution of the motor power plant supplied by Diesel oil has been demonstrated. The advantage of the application of the fluidised bed biomass fired boiler has been indicated and the research trends have been presented.
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1. Introduction

The modern ship’s power systems generating mechanical energy for the main propulsion needs, electrical energy and heat are dominated by Diesel engines and boilers. The basic kind of fuel applied are still the liquid fuels originating from crude oil – mainly heavy fuel oil. The exhausting resources of crude oil and growing prices of the fuels cause to search for the new solutions of power plants, eg such where unconventional energy sources might be utilised including the renewable energy sources.

Another argument for the abstaining from the liquid fuels originating from crude oil is the marine environment protection. It is estimated that the share of the ships in the worldwide emission of sulphur oxides (SO\textsubscript{x}) resulting from the combustion of the mineral fuels amounts to approximately 7%, and the share of the nitrogen oxides (NO\textsubscript{x}), subject to the source, amounts to ca 13-17% [1, 4, 9]. The worldwide shipping trade is also responsible for the emission to the atmosphere of the significant quantities of carbon dioxide (CO\textsubscript{2}), constituting 3.3% of the global emission of this gas causing in the largest degree the occurrence of the greenhouse effect. Amongst all the transport means the participation of the ships in the CO\textsubscript{2} emission is however 7% [13].

Such situation causes that there are going to be imposed more and more strict regulations concerning the permissible emission of toxic compounds contained within exhaust gas from the ships. The basic document regulating the emission of toxic compounds are the regulations of the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) formulated in Annex VI to MARPOL 73/78.
Convention. The permissible limits of NO\textsubscript{x} emission applicable by the end of 2010 (Tier I standard) shall be replaced on 1.01.2011 by the new ones (Tier II standard). In 2016, however, there will be introduced very stringent limits concerning the NO\textsubscript{x} emission control areas (Tier III). Beyond the emission control areas still Tier II regulations will continue to apply. The permissible NO\textsubscript{x} emission limits – Tier II and Tier III standards are stated in table 1.

Tab. 1. The permissible NO\textsubscript{x} emission limits acc to MARPOL convention Annex VI [10]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engine speed (rpm) [min\textsuperscript{-1}]</th>
<th>NO\textsubscript{x} emission limit [g/kWh]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tier II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n&lt;130</td>
<td>14,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130 ≤ n&lt;2000</td>
<td>44 n\textsuperscript{(0,25)}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n≥2000</td>
<td>7,7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the other hand with regard to the sulphur oxides the permissible emission has been limited by introducing in Annex VI the Rule 14 that regulates the permitted sulphur content in the fuel. The permissible sulphur limits in the fuel, in the global terms and in SO\textsubscript{x} control areas (SECA-SO\textsubscript{x} Emissions Control Areas) and the dates of their applicability are shown in table 2. It is permitted to apply, both in the control areas and globally, the scrubbers to clean the exhaust gas of the sulphur oxides. For example, the alternative for the fuel of sulphur content up to 1.5% must be the equipment cleaning down to the level ≤ 6g/kWh (SO\textsubscript{2}). It is worth reminding that one of the SECA areas is Baltic Sea.

Tab. 2. The permissible sulphur content in fuel acc to MARPOL convention Annex VI [10]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of limit application</th>
<th>Sulphur limits in fuel (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SECA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by June 2010</td>
<td>1,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by July 2010</td>
<td>1,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>0,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020 or 2025</td>
<td>0,5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The current IMO standards do not comprise the carbon dioxide (CO\textsubscript{2}) emission. Nevertheless there are works carried out to implement the regulations aiming to limit its emission. It is anticipated that the Carbon Dioxide Transport Efficiency Index will be applied, defined as the ratio of the mass of the emitted CO\textsubscript{2} to the unit of the carried cargo within 1 mile. As a cargo unit, depending on the ship’s type, it is proposed to use eg m\textsuperscript{3} (tankers and bulk carriers), a passenger (passenger ships), a vehicle or a unit of the length of the lane occupied (vehicle carriers and ferries), a container (container ships) etc. The application of CO\textsubscript{2} indexing is at first voluntary [7].

The CO\textsubscript{2} emission level depends mostly on the fuel consumption. In case of the heat boilers and engines, in particular slow-speed engines, there is but a small margin to reduce the emission, if it is assumed to reduce the fuel consumption only by the improvement in the thermal efficiency of the simple cycle and the utilisation of the waste energy.

A significant reduction of CO\textsubscript{2} emission can be achieved by the application on the ships of the renewable energy sources such as eg wind or solar radiation. Their disadvantage is however small density in comparison to the energy from the conventional source, which with the restricted ship’s surface makes it difficult to utilise them, and besides they are temporarily inaccessible. Thus the utilisation of the wind or solar radiation is for these reasons restricted to the sport and recreational watercraft or to the role of just auxiliary energy source on bigger merchant ships. On the other hand, it is worth analysing to utilise on the ships the renewable energy in the form of biomass.
2. Biomass General Characteristics

In the most general terms the biomass is the organic matter contained in animal and floral organisms, originating as the product of the photosynthesis. This is a complex process covering various stages of photochemical and biochemical conversion of the electromagnetic (solar) radiation resulting in the formation of the biomass chemical energy. Under the influence of the solar radiation water is decomposed and in the reaction with carbon dioxide the carbohydrates are generated

\[
CO_2 + 2H_2O + h\nu \rightarrow O_2 + H_2O + (CH_2O) + E,
\]

where:

\( h \) – Planck constant

\( \nu \) – electromagnetic radiation frequency [8].

The energy \( E \) synthesised from one mole of CO\(_2\) equals to 470 kJ. Biomass can be therefore regarded as the solar energy storage. The transformation of the biomass chemical energy into heat in the combustion reaction is related with the emission of CO\(_2\). However, this is treated as environment-friendly, not causing the greenhouse effect because it is subsequently absorbed by the next generations of plants in the photosynthesis, thus circulating within closed cycle. The length of such cycle depends on the kind of plant and varies within several months and several dozens of years.

The detailed classification of biomass is hard in view of numerous possible technological processes of biomass production and conversion and the generation processes of secondary biomass in these processes. The concept of biomass comprises many energy carriers of various properties. According to [5] the basis for the floral biomass classification can be the method of its transformation by conversion or the application of the products obtained. The conversion of biomass may take place by direct combustion, gasification or conversion into liquid or gaseous fuels in various processes. The forms of biomass utilised for the energy generating purposes are shown in the diagram in fig 1.

![Fig. 1. The forms of biomass used for the energy generating purposes](image)

The table 3 shows the calorific value and densities of various forms of biomass and for the sake of comparison same data for heavy fuel oil, diesel oil and coal. These two parameters determine the volume of the fuel stock for the assumed ship’s cruising range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biomass form</th>
<th>Calorific value [MJ/kg]</th>
<th>Density [kg/m(^3)]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grey straw</td>
<td>15,2</td>
<td>90 - 165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timber debarked</td>
<td>18,5</td>
<td>380 - 640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapeseed oil</td>
<td>35,8</td>
<td>886 ( at temp. 20 °C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethyl alcohol</td>
<td>26,9</td>
<td>790 ( at temp. 20 °C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briquetted timber</td>
<td>17,5</td>
<td>470 (^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timber pallets</td>
<td>19,5</td>
<td>630- 750 (^1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Biomass as Fuel for Ships

In the shipbuilding relatively the most simple would be to substitute the liquid fuels generated from crude oil by the biofuels on account of the minor differences in the calorific values and densities, similar fuel installations as well as existing experience in engine operation by use of this fuel in shore conditions [9]. The marine engines, both the slow-speed and the medium-speed, manufactured by the major makers in the world, suitable to fire fuel oil are also capable of combusting biofuels (bio-oils). The problems can only be expected in the engines designed for combusting only the Diesel oil on account of the cavitation appearing in the fuel injection pumps [11]. So far the application of the liquid biofuels takes place in a very restricted degree and is related either with research projects or limited to the utilisation of biofuels as only several percent addition to conventional fuel originating from crude oil [2]. One of the barriers for the wider application of biofuels at the current legal status within the permissible CO\textsubscript{2} emission is the high price in calculation onto a unit of energy in comparison with the conventional fuels [11].

In the shore power engineering there are presently many technologies available to use the solid biomass for energy generating; the technologies being more or less complex, referred to inter alia in [5]. The selected technologies which are worth considering in terms of the application in ship’s power plant are shown in figure 2.

![Solid biomass application in ship’s power plants](image)

The synthesis gas (syngas) obtained within the biomass gasification process can be very successfully used as the fuel for heat engines or boilers as well as for the supply of the fuel cells. However, its production is related with the necessity of installing of the gas generator on board the ship; the generator occupying additional space in engine room; as well as the additional energy consumption for the process implementation. The synthesis gas is characterised by relatively low
calorific value, i.e., 4 – 7 MJ/kg. This can be increased by the gasification with pure oxygen or adding the steam within the process which however leads to the enlargement of the installation. On account of its low calorific value it is not economic either to produce this gas on shore in order to compress it and supply subsequently to the ship.

Among the technologies utilising directly combustion of biomass the most simple and at the same time well-proven in a sense in marine conditions, at the time when coal was commonly used as fuel, is the technology of firing biomass in the boiler and the application of steam circulation. The dump density of biomass is however much lower than coal dump density which makes the storage facilities for biomass larger than for coal. For this reason the most adequate fuel from amongst various biomass forms pellets should be considered as characterising by the biggest dump density. An additional argument for the choice of this kind of ecological fuel is also significantly lower price than bio-oil in terms of the unit of the obtained energy. The pellets are also easily transported from the receiver to the boiler, e.g., by pneumatic method.

Pellets contain not more than 0.08% sulphur and not more than 0.3% nitrogen [5]. Therefore the problem of sulphur oxide emissions practically does not exist. The generation of NOx from nitrogen contained in fuel is of minor importance as well. With the typical for pellet combustion surplus of air (λ=1.1-1.3) the generation of NOx shall mainly take place in the thermal manner from the nitrogen contained in air. The formation of NOx strongly increases in the temperatures exceeding approximately 1300°C. The reduction of NOx emission can be obtained in this situation by gradually supplying the air for combustion or the application of the fluidised bed boiler allowing the firing in lower temperatures.

4. The Choice of the Ship and the Concept of Power Plant Arrangement

From the comparison of the dump densities and their calorific values (table 3) it ensues that for the same cruising range of a ship the volume of the fuel stock in the pellet form would have been only slightly bigger that the coal stock. The comparison with fuel oil or Diesel oil looks much worse as their stock needs several times smaller volume than that in case of pellets. The large volume of fuel stock limits the cargo space. In this situation naturally the preferable type of a ship where pellets would act as fuel should be a ship of small design cruising range.

In order to verify these relations there has been selected as an example of the design object – the power plant of the river – sea type ship of 2,900 DWT and 12 knots contract speed which would operate in the Baltic area and the inland waters connected [6]. The Baltic Sea is the area covered by the strict regulations concerning the emissions of toxic compounds, which in particular justifies the choice of the ship of such type, and where biomass would be utilised as fuel. An important argument is also an excellent availability of pellets within Baltic Sea area [12].

The power of the ship’s main propulsion of 1,500 kW is divided between the two azimuth propellers with AC electric motors, each of 750 kW. Considering other electric energy consumers on the ship, including bow thruster of 280 kW and the heating needs satisfied by the application of the electrical power, there has been assumed the required power plant rating of 2,320 kW. It has been assumed that the total electric energy is generated by turbogenerator supplied with steam generated in the pellet fired boiler. The proposed power plant arrangement is an alternative solution for the design of Diesel electric power plant with the high-speed engines presented in [6]. The cruising range for the ship has been assumed as for the model ship, i.e., 4,000 nautical miles.

One of the key questions arising from the application of the pellets as the fuel is to determine the volume of its stock for the assumed ship’s cruising range. To determine the stock it has been assumed that in the engine room a simple steam cycle is assumed. The assumed parameters of the cycle and the results of calculations are presented in table 4.

The calculations of the required stock of Diesel oil conducted on the basis of the same assumptions regarding the components of the time of voyage duration for the model vessel with
the Diesel electric power plant have rendered the result determining its needs as 250 Mg. The capacity of the Diesel oil storage tanks equals for that purpose 309 m³. Evidently these are the values more than three times less than for the pellets.

Tab. 4. The assumed parameters of the cycle and the results of calculations of fuel stock

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steam temperature at the turbine inlet</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam pressure at the turbine inlet</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure in the condenser</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbine internal efficiency</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbine mechanical efficiency</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boiler efficiency</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbogenerator power</td>
<td>2,320</td>
<td>kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam flux directed to turbine</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>kg/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hourly pellet consumption</td>
<td>1,789</td>
<td>kg/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock weight</td>
<td>795</td>
<td>Mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume of the pellet stock for the 4,000 nautical miles range</td>
<td>1,060</td>
<td>m³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On account of the very good availability of the pellets within Baltic Sea region and the meridional stretch of Baltic as 1,300 km and the parallel stretch being ca 600 km in its widest place, the ship’s cruising range could be shortened by half and thus reduce the pellet stock volume down to ca 530 m³. These are already acceptable figures.

Definitely more advantageous for the power plant with biomass fired boiler on the other hand is the comparison of the fuel prices. The table 5 shows the specification of the fuel costs for the assumed cruising range of 4,000 sea miles for both solutions of power plant with the average prices applicable in June 2010 [14, 15].

Tab. 5. Fuel costs for biomass power plant and motor power plant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Pellets</th>
<th>Diesel oil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unit price [zlotys/Mg]</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>4,686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel stock [Mg]</td>
<td>795</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel cost [zlotys]</td>
<td>556,500</td>
<td>1,217,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The comparison of the costs shows that the fuel costs for the ship with biomass fired boiler are twice as low. The comparison would have been even more advantageous, if straw pellets are applied instead of the timber pellets which are characterised by similar properties and half the price.

5. Ship’s Biomass Fired Fluidised Bed Boiler

CO₂ emission limits applicable in the European Union states as well as the obligations to increase the participation of the renewable energy sources in the generation of electric energy cause that in the shore power engineering industry in Poland there is applied combination of coal with biomass combustion or new biomass fired boilers are built. In many cases these are fluidised bed boilers ensuring the environment friendly combustion. In the proposed power plant arrangement it would be also advisable to apply also the fluidised bed boiler as more environment
friendly and also characterised by the smaller dimensions in relation to the classic boiler of the same rating. In view of the shortage of experience in the operation of the boilers of this type in marine conditions, there have been commenced the investigations of the physical model of the fluidised bed boiler, with a part of results presented among others in [16]. These investigations concern the behaviour of the fluidised bed and the conditions of heat exchange during the disturbances originated by the ship’s motion on the waves. In the course of further works there has been designed a new construction of fluidising column that will allow inter alia to conduct the examination of the average heat transfer coefficient in the circulating bed subject to the height of the probe location over the grid during the cyclical pendulous motion of the column. The column diagram is presented in figure 3.

![Diagram of the fluidising column with the fluidised bed material return system](image)

**Fig. 3. The diagram of the fluidising column with the fluidised bed material return system**

6. Summary

By the example of river-sea type ship intended for the operation within Baltic Sea waters where the strict regulations are applicable concerning the permissible emissions of the toxic compounds it has been demonstrated that it may be justified to utilise turbo-steam power plant with pellets fired boiler. The simplified analysis of the operational costs of the power plant indicates also a possibility of their significant reduction, if instead of motor power plant the proposed arrangement is applied. Although the low emissions level is achievable by use of the classic biomass fired boilers, it would be recommendable to apply the fluidised bed boilers which are characterised by even smaller emissions. This however requires the implementation of the experimental research of such boilers in the actual or simulated marine conditions.
Other positive aspects of biomass application as fuel on ships in the country scale may be the partial getting independent of the imported fuels originating from crude oil as well as the improvement of the environment by the farming of energy generating plants.

However, in consideration of biomass application for the energy generating purposes, some ethical aspects should be duly taken into account. The farming of energy generating plants should not enter into direct competition with the foodstuff production.
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Abstract

The study presents an application of spectroscopic methods to diagnose motor oil condition and quality basing on FT-IR and ICP methods.

Keywords: FT-IR spectral analysis in infrared radiation, FT-IR spectrometry, ICP plasma emission atomic spectrometry

1. Introduction

In order to determine motor oil condition there are used different research methods. Research laboratories run effective projects of oil analysis which include motor oil condition monitoring in order to determine efficiency and remaining period of oil lifetime basing on its degradation and pollution. Tests of physical properties performed in typical analysis laboratory of used oils (frequently used are modified procedures of ASTM (American Standard Test Method) containing analysis of: viscosity, TBN (alkalinity), TAN (acidity), water content (Karl Fisher), solution with fuel and insoluble compounds analysis [2,4,6,7,9]. The parameters mentioned are essential information about oil condition itself but also about the technical condition of the motor in which it was used.

Spectroscopic methods [5,6]are increasingly frequently used in research laboratories for motor oil condition monitoring.

Spectroscopy is a science dealing with theoretical and practical relations between matter and electromagnetic radiation. Such methods include: spectral analysis in infrared radiation (FT-IR) and ICP element para - plasme analysis. The first one is used mostly to monitor the motor oil condition via its physical and chemical feature evaluation. The latter one belongs to methods of motor oil evaluation via observation of trace amounts of particles created from motor or other device element wearing transported by oil. Basing on performed examination results one can conclude about motor technical condition and about necessity of oil change.

The article introduces application of selected spectroscopic methods in recently performed researches [5] led in order to analyze and evaluate of motor oil condition. Methods presented in this publication refer to research of selected motor oils used in lorry cars. The oils in discussion were also examined by traditional methods, but their deeper discussion was not included in this...
article. The examined motor oil samples of particular mileage were taken and changes occurring in them were analyzed.

2. Spectral analysis in infrared radiation (FT-IR)

IR spectrophotometer is a method based on infrared radiation absorption by oscillation particles [5,8,10,11]. New measurement possibility was created by introducing IR spectrometry with Fourier transformation. Infrared radiation covers electromagnetic spectrum range between visual and microwave radiation. The biggest practical value has a wave band of 4000 cm\(^{-1}\) - 400 cm\(^{-1}\)[8,10,11]. IR spectrum of the examined oil sample is presented as a diagram picturing relative radiation intensity coming through the researched oil (transmittance) in relation to recorded spectral band (E \(\propto\) v [cm\(^{-1}\)]) and it is characteristic feature of particular chemical compound, thus it is used to identification of compounds.

Oscillating spectra of particles are examined with classical infrared spectrometers as well as spectrophotometers with Fourier transformations [5,8].

An example of application of FT-IR transmission technology are results presented in research work [5] performed within wave range of 4000- 450 cm\(^{-1}\). The spectra of examined oil during exploitation were compared with the reference spectrum of fresh oil. During interpretation of selected spectra there were observed quality changes which mostly picture the lack of absorption bands of additives and increase of bands characteristic for oxidation products (Fig.1).

![Fig.1. Example of spectrum for fresh and overworked oil TITAN CARGO MC [5] MC (wiskozator - viscosator; stopień utleniania - oxidation rate; w. aromatyczne - aromatic hydrocarbons; w. parafinowe - paraffin hydrocarbons; dodatek - additive; świeży olej - fresh oil; olej przepracowany - overworked oil)](image)

Essential in this case for interpretation are bands: 3640 cm\(^{-1}\),1600 cm\(^{-1}\). In relation to these bands we can read from the spectrum that decrease (flattening) indicates the following data about quality content of oil – antioxidant additive is decreasing (peak 3640 cm\(^{-1}\)), amount of aromatic
hydrocarbons is decreasing (peak 1600 cm⁻¹). The distinct widening and more circular shape of peak 1600 cm⁻¹ gives signal that oxidation and nitriding processes go on.

Information about quality composition changes in motor oil is not the only information possible to conclude from spectra. Beside oil content evaluation we can also read certain properties of motor oil. For instance decrease in two previously discussed absorption bands shows increase in oil viscosity (Fig. 2.). Knowing that you can omit kinematic viscosity analysis. High depletion of D-D additive (peak 1230 cm⁻¹) and drastic drop of EP and AW (anti-wear) additives (peak 970 cm⁻¹) can suggest already without additional TBN analysis, that TBN drops.

This example shows the reading out of TBN and kinematic viscosity increase without performing costly and time consuming traditional analyses. Disappearance of peaks 1000-1100 cm⁻¹ suggests the presence of glycol in motor oil.

![Graph showing spectrum changes](image)

**Fig. 2. Example of spectrum for fresh and overworked oil TITAN CARGO MC [5]** 
(wiskozator - viscosator; stopień utleniania - oxidation rate; w. aromatyczne - aromatic hydrocarbons; w. parafinowe - paraffin hydrocarbons; dodatek - additive; świeży olej - fresh oil; olej przepracowany - overworked oil)

Fig. 1 and 2 presented above indicate clearly changes occurring in oil during exploitation. There are three areas which can be defined in which clear differences happen when comparing to fresh oil. Besides sooner mentioned possible interpretations of spectra, IR spectroscopic technology is a complementary analysis allowing also:

- base oil identification (mineral, PAO, ester oil)
- definition of oil compatibility, choice of complements,
- definition of enrichment additives and their share in fresh oil
- detection of processes (i.e. oxidation, nitration, sulfating)
- detection of additives and pollutions (water, fuel, mineral substance etc.)
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3. Element analysis by ICP (Inductively Coupled Plasma)

ICP method is used for automatic marking of oil chemical content in argon plasma [5]. It is used for analysis of particles 5 μm.

Inductively excited plasma consists of atoms and ions of argon and proper amount of electrons and it is visible as intensively shining discharge of characteristic shape. A sample in form of solution or suspension is transformed into spray by atomizer. Elements excited in plasma emit radiation of different wave lengths – it is polychromatic emission. Polychromatic radiation is then dispersed according to wave length so it is possible to identify particular excited atoms or ions and to measure radiation intensity. An example of application of this spectroscopic method for motor oil condition is research work [5], in which research was done according to research standard: ASTM D 4951 – 92 (fresh oil), ASTM D 5185 – 93 (overworked oil).

The ASTM D4951-92 method determines a way of content marking for elements coming from enrichment additives in motor oils while the second standard determines a way of marking of element content from metals coming from wearing of cooperating parts and impurities in overworked oils.

ICP spectral element analysis – enables marking of the following element groups:
- elements originating from oil (additives): Zn, P, B, Ca, Ba, Mg, Na,
- elements originating from friction wear of motor parts: Fe, Cr, Ni, Mn, Cu, Pb, Al, Mo,
- elements originating from impurities and additives: (Si : Al = 1,5:1), Ca, Na, B.

Equipped with such technique we can quickly determine with high precision whole standard set of elements. The full range of element analysis by ICP method for monitoring purpose should cover the following elements:

- Fe, Pb, Cu, Sn, Si, Al, Sn, Ag, Na, B, Li, Cr, Ni, Mo, Mn, V, Sb, W, Ti, Cd – usually measured within range 0 – 100 mg/kg (ppm),
- Zn, Ca, Mg, P, Ba – measured within range 0 – 900 mg/kg (ppm),
- S – measured within range 0 -10000 mg/kg (ppm).

Essential feature of ICP-AES is possibility of simultaneous marking of element group and it is most often used to marking of metal content in fresh and overworked lubricating oils.

Using research results from [5] the below presented examples (Table 1,2) show element analysis of motor oil performed by ICP method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sample number</th>
<th>Acceptable values</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>L 0617</td>
<td>yellow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>External look</td>
<td>ASTMD 5185-93</td>
<td>52000 km</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab 1. Example of element analysis of TITAN CARGO MC motor oil [5]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Examined parameter</th>
<th>Marking value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sample number</td>
<td>Fresh oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L0730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L1062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L1285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sample origin</td>
<td>Fresh oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Opel Omega</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Opel Omega</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Opel Omega</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mileage</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13500 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27000 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>47000 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Element content [ppm]</td>
<td>ASTM D5185-93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>3680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pb</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mo</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sn</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Al</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of oil element analysis, i.e. such elements as lead, magnesium, tin, as well as chromium and molybdenum testify for excessive wear of such motor parts as bearings, sleeves and piston rings. Excessive wear of these parts can result from overheating as a result of overloading and also incorrect motor exploitation within full range of rotational speed (driving habits). Excessive wear of motor parts has direct influence on increased consumption of motor oil.
4. Basic analytic instruments used in spectroscopic analyses

In order to perform analysis with spectroscopic technique we use number of analytic instruments provided by tribology laboratories. **FT-IR spectrometers** (for example SPECTRO FT-IR OIL ANALYZER) are designed to used oil analysis [6]. They have dedicated software which detects degradation and pollution parameters from spectrum of a used oil sample. This technique is quick, analysis lasts less than a minute and provides data about oxidation, nitration, sulfating, dustiness, fuel dilution, water and glycol content, and in some cases depletion of additives in used lubrication oils. Because of its speed and trend setting, it became a standard technique in laboratories analyzing large number of used oil tests. **ICP spectrometers** with inductive coupled plasma (for example SPECTRO ARCOS and SPECTRO GENESIS) are recommended when there is need for high analysis accuracy, e.g. additive analysis in oil enrichment factories. These basic instruments can be complemented with other analytical instruments. Ferrography enables magnetic separation of particles in oil sample arising from motor wear and ordering them in relation to their size on microscope base.

More and more frequently automatic particle analysis technique is used. LASERNET FINES particie analyzer enables measurement of particle quantity contained in oil, determining their shape, origin, size, recording data and determining a trend. It simultaneously counts particles (particle counter) and determines dust pollution rate of oil. It is a tool simple in usage and can be also equipped with sample feeder what makes it an ideal instrument for laboratories analyzing large number of samples [6].

However, for objective determination of oil condition it is necessary to examine parallels such features as: acidity (Total Acid Number), alkalinity (Total Base Number), marking of water with Karl Fisher method. They are most often performed tests ASTM (American Standard Test Method) for determination of oil degradation and pollution. If more detailed information is needed than obtained from FT-IR spectrometer, then often in comprehensive system of oil analyses there is also provided an automatic titrates. ITL Industrial Tribology Laboratory by SPECTRO company fulfils the above requirements for equipment adjustment and compatibility having a comprehensive system for monitoring of machine and motor condition on basis of oil analysis.

5. Final conclusions

The analysis of data from scientific literature and authors’ experiments lets formulate the following conclusions:
1. Spectroscopic methods enable quick and efficient analysis and evaluation of motor oil.
2. They are modern methods enabling motor oil examination during motor exploitation.
3. FT-IR spectroscopy enables a comprehensive analysis of composition and change recording which enables differentiation of oil conditions being the basis for usage of this applied methodology of motor oil research.
4. ICP spectroscopy delivers quality and quantity analysis of particles in lubricant oil arisen from wearing of parts. This technique is very effective in detecting defects which are characterized with incorrect increase of metal particles coming from wearing and polluting.
5. At present stage of science and technology it is extremely difficult to precise one universal parameter characterizing in objective way motor oil in any exploitation phase.
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Abstract

In this study there is an introduction to a concept of using FT-IR spectroscopic method for evaluation of motor oil condition and quality. The way of preparation of oil samples to laboratory analyses as well as methodology of research was presented.
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1. Introduction

The problem of motor oil quality diagnosing concerns the choice of strictly adjusted proper research methods. During recent years spectroscopic methods have grown in meaning in motor oil condition and quality. Because of growing interest in the above mentioned methods there is a need to develop motor oils and approach them in rational and optimal way in question of motor oil condition and operational properties evaluation.

Motor oils constitute a very complex medium both structurally as well as functionally, thus difficult to quality evaluation. As a result of thermo-chemical and physical and chemical transformations, during exploitation, changes of their chemical constitution occur. In practice it is not possible to characterize the detailed chemical composition of such a complicated mixture [4]. One of techniques applied to evaluate the above mentioned oil features is infrared spectral analysis (FT-IR), based on infrared radiation absorption by oscillating particles [2,3,4]. The equipment used in this type of marking are IR spectrometers with Fourier transformation (Fourier Transfer Infrared – FT-IR).

FT-IR spectrometers (Fig.1) are devices richly equipped with electronics and computers, which control the measurement process and help spectrum processing and analyzing. In this type of devices all optical parts as prisms and measurement corvettes must be transparent for IR radiation. The negative feature of these materials is low resistance to humidity and scratching so optical parts of the device need to be placed in special air-conditioned chambers with temperature slightly higher than ambient temperature. Liquid samples are examined in form of solutions in special corvettes which consist of two IR transparent windows, separated by pads of certain thickness. The thickness of solution absorption layer ranges from 0.01 mm to 2.0 mm. Properly adjusted solvent should dissolve the examined sample well and posses low absorptive within the sample absorption range. Frequently used solvents are carbon tetrachloride (within the range of 4000 – 1000 cm\(^{-1}\))
and carbon disulfide (within the range of 1300 – 600 cm\(^{-1}\)). This study presents the usage of FT-IR method for motor oil condition evaluation basing on experiments of other authors.

![Fig.1. Schematic operation of Fourier spectrometer with Michelson interferometer \[1,2\]](image)

2. Research methodology

In these article consideration are based on scientific material gathered in scientific work \[1\]. The results published refer to only one type of motor oil examined – synthetic oil TITAN CARGO 1040 MC. An important element for running such type of analyses is preparation of research station and control of performed marking. In this case the spectrometer used, was FT-IR Spectrum One by Perkin Elmer company (Fig.2). Before starting this type of instrumental apparatus, there are certain environmental conditions to be fulfilled, which among other are:

- in-door operation
- ambient air temperature of 5 °C to 40 °C,
- maximum relative humidity of 80% for temperature up to 31 °C,
- dust-free air,
- working desk free from shocks and vibrations,
- avoiding sunlit places,
- eliminating of strong magnetic fields in computer location.

![Fig.2. Spectrum One FT-IR spectrometer \[1\]](image)

Spectrum software is used for Spectrum One operation which enables control and processing of spectra which were collected. It is important that a KBr measuring chamber window placed at front of Spectrum One, must display humidity level not exceeding 75%. Oil samples have to be collected from central part of a tank, always from the same depth in normal working conditions of the device (constant circulation, usual warmth). They should be collected by a hand pump or syringes to disposable tight-proof 500 ml containers made from plastic. The frequency of sample
collection should be adjusted to device work and should be increased when analysis results are worrying.

Samples for examinations were collected periodically, paying attention to well differentiated mileage, taking into account changes in motor oil condition. Examinations were performed in the range. Spectra of oil condition during exploitation were compared with spectra of fresh oil.

3. Interpretation of research results

In research result interpretation it is essential to analyze group composition, and consequently the quality analysis of motor oil composition. To achieve this goal we must know theoretical location of particular chemical compounds characterized in FT-IR spectrum, which indicates assignment of responsive functional groups to particular strictly defined areas [2], in which there are absorption bands, characteristic for fresh oils. Once we know locations of peaks which describe characteristic groups of chemical compounds in the spectrum, we can get information referring the most important physical and chemical features of the examined oil. On their basis we can evaluate oil condition and whether it is fit to further exploitation. For example peaks of bands of wave number about 3000 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1460, 1377 cm\(^{-1}\) are hydrocarbon bands and let determine the quality of base oil i.e. determine paraffin, naphthenic or aromatic hydrocarbons. In turn, by periodic recording of motor oil spectrum during motor exploitation we can watch changes occurring in oil i.e. oxidation, nitrating, sulfating, soot and water accumulation, exhausting of additives, fuel or coolant (glycol) pollution. This information can be used to motor oil quality control and to inform an operator about combustion conditions, wearing rate and pollutant penetration.

4. Research results and their analysis

In this part of the study there are presented examples of chosen spectra of motor oils [1]. Fig.3 shows a small decrease of peak 3640 cm\(^{-1}\), testifying for antioxidant addition and peaks 1600 cm\(^{-1}\) for aromatic hydrocarbon quantity decrease. The ongoing processes of oxidation and nitrating can be detected when this narrow peak becomes wider and more circular. From decreasing of these peaks we read that viscosity of oil will grow. High depletion of D-D additive (peak 1230 cm\(^{-1}\)) and drastic drop of EP and AW (anti-wearing) additives point (peak 970 cm\(^{-1}\)) can suggest that basic number (TBN) is decreasing. This example shows a TBN drop readout a as well as kinematic viscosity rise without performing time-consuming and costly traditional analyses. Pollution, soot, dark color of base oil and water content cause vertical movement of a spectrum. The FT-IR spectrum of examined oil (Fig.4) shows a lack of peak 3640 cm\(^{-1}\) (antioxidant additive) and very low peaks 1500-1774 cm\(^{-1}\) – rate of oxidation, D-D, viscosator, lowering of aromatic hydrocarbons – these usually narrow peaks are widening and become more circular, which is result of oxidation and nitrating. Decrease of these peaks can, already without costly and time-consuming analyses of kinematic viscosity and viscosity indicator, suggest that these features will grow drastically. Lack of peaks 1000-1100 cm\(^{-1}\) suggests presence of glycol in motor oil. Figure 5 clearly indicates changes occurring in oil during exploitation, there are three different areas in which clear deviations from fresh oil are present.

The selected changes in motor oil during exploitation shown by the author in research study [1] cause disappearance of additive’s absorption bands and increase of bands characteristic for oxidation products. It is also observed decreasing intensity of bands which are characteristic for dispersant and viscosator. Degradation of additives and increasing of content of oxidation products cause worsening of motor oil exploitation features.
Fig. 3. Example of fresh and overworked oil TITAN CARGO MC (viscosator - viscosator; stopień utlenienia - oxidation rate; w. aromatyczne - aromatic hydrocarbons; w. parafinowe - paraffin hydrocarbons; dodatek - additive; świeży olej - fresh oil; olej przepracowany - overworked oil)

Fig. 4. Example of fresh and overworked oil TITAN CARGO MC (viscosator - viscosator; stopień utlenienia - oxidation rate; w. aromatyczne - aromatic hydrocarbons; w. parafinowe - paraffin hydrocarbons; dodatek - additive; świeży olej - fresh oil; olej przepracowany - overworked oil)
5. Final conclusions

In summary of this article considerations the following conclusions can be indicated:

1. The proposed way of implementation of spectroscopic methods for analysis and evaluation of motor oil condition during exploitation can successfully complement and finally replace traditional methods of motor oil monitoring, limit marking time and result interpretation, which can effectively protect against many defects of combustion engines.

2. FT-IR spectrum lets analyze oil composition and record changes which in turn makes it possible to differentiate oil conditions being basis for using this motor oil examination methodology.

3. Taking into account researches intending to more detailed analysis of typical groups of chemical compounds contained in motor oils depending on exploitation changes happening inside them – the FT-IR method can constitute an alternative direction for later development of scientific research.
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